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CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION INSPECTION COMMITTEE REPORT 
ON THE INSPECTION AND EVALUATION OF 

MADISON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 
 
 
Dates of Inspection:  May 26, 2015 
  May 27, 2015 
 May 28, 2015  
  
Type of Inspection: Unannounced 
 
Legislators/CIIC Staff Present:  Representative Doug Green 
 Nicholas Stallard, Rep. Retherford 

Legislative Aide 
 Joanna E. Saul, Director 
 Darin Furderer, Corrections Analyst II 
 Adam Jackson, Corrections Analyst II 
 Martha Spohn, Corrections Analyst II 
 Margaret Ogonek, Corrections Analyst I 
 Whitney Pesek, CIIC Fellow 
 Lanny Sacco, Corrections Consultant 
 Karin Nordstrom, CIIC Intern 
 Ceri Turner, CIIC Intern 
 Rebecca Barnett, CIIC Intern 
    
Facility Staff Present: Warden Rhonda Richard 
 

CIIC spoke with many additional staff 
throughout the course of the inspection. 

 
Institution Overview 
 
Madison Correctional Institution (MACI) is a medium security male prison, housing 
Level 1 (minimum) and Level 2 (medium) security inmates.  The facility opened in 1987 
and is located on 125 acres in London, Ohio.i  In FY 2015, MACI was allocated a 
budget of $39,209,892.ii 
 
The rated capacity for MACI is 1,000.iii As of May 26, 2015, the institution housed 2,572 
inmatesiv (257.2 percent of capacity). 
 
Demographically, 60.8 percent of the inmates are classified as white, 36.7 percent as 
black, and 2.4 percent as another race.  The average inmate age was 41.7 years.1v  As 
of May 2015, MACI employed 464 total staff, of which 294 are security staff.vi 
 

                                                 
1
 The youngest inmate was listed as 18.6 years of age and the oldest inmate was listed as 84.4 years of 

age. 
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The institution scored 100 percent compliance on the most recent ACA audit for 
mandatory standards,2 and 98.6 percent on non-mandatory standards.3,4vii In its most 
recent full internal management audit,5  MACI was 100 percent compliant on mandatory 
standards6 and 98.6 percent compliant on non-mandatory standards.7viii Of the Ohio 
Standards, the facility was 87.9 percent compliant on the applicable standards.8ix 
 
Executive Director Overview  
 
MACI has made several improvements over the past two years under the leadership of 
the current Warden; however, CIIC hopes that further improvement is made to ensure 
that MACI fulfills its promise as a rehabilitative center.   
 
MACI rates well in Safety and Security as it is acknowledged by both inmates and staff 
as one of the safest prisons in Ohio.  Although the rate of assaults has increased, the 
overall rate remains below comparator prisons and the DRC average.  The use of force 
review was positive, although video documentation of the incidents needs to be 
increased and staff should evaluate the use of OC spray.  Last, both unit security 
management and institutional security management have improved since the last 
inspection, particularly in executive staff presence on the compounds and tracking of 
violent incidents. 
 
MACI also rates highly in Health and Wellbeing, as again both inmates and staff 
commented positively on the cleanliness of the institution.  Both medical and mental 
health services reported zero backlogs for services, which is exceptional.  MACI needs 
to increase its access to recovery service and mental health programming; however, the 
former is already expected to increase.  Recreation overall is good with relatively open 
access, including to art and music programs. 
 
In terms of Fair Treatment, the primary issue continues to be staff/inmate interactions, 
as inmates throughout the inspection relayed negative comments regarding how certain 
staff (particularly non-regular officers) treat them, including the use of racially derogatory 

                                                 
2
 MACI was compliant on each of the 55 applicable mandatory standards. 

3
 MACI was compliant on 422 of 428 applicable non-mandatory standards. The standards in which MACI 

was not in compliance were pertaining to unencumbered space, ratio of wash basins to occupants in 
Banneker dorms, ratio of showers to inmates, investigations for rule violations were not begun within 24 
hours of the report, and lack of training for inmate aides. 
4
 The most recent audit by the Commission on Accreditation for Corrections was conducted on March 23-

25, 2015. 
5
 The full internal management audit was conducted on January 27-29, 2015. 

6
 MACI was compliant in 58 of the 58 applicable mandatory standards.   

7
 Six of the non-mandatory standards were found in non-compliance. The standards in which MACI was 

found not in compliance were related to unencumbered spaces, shower-to-inmate ratios, inadequate 
officer security rounds, inadequate executive staff rounds, and RPLAN completion. 
8
 Pages 1 and 2 contain different percentages of compliance for the Ohio Standards.  MACI was 

compliant on 87 of 99 applicable Ohio Standards. The standards in which MACI was not in compliance 
with were pertaining to appropriate security rounds, notification regarding visitor suspensions, medical 
treatment, education documentation, library council meetings, and PIT and ORAS documentation 
completion.   
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names and calling inmates slurs related to sex offenses.  To fully construct a 
rehabilitative environment, MACI needs to address and fix this.  Positively, the inmate 
grievance procedure, inmate disciplinary system, and segregation all rated highly.  The 
facility has particularly made a strong push to keep inmates out of segregation, 
especially mentally ill inmates. 
 
Turning to Rehabilitation and Reentry, the Warden and administrative staff have 
worked to increase access to programs, but more needs to be done.  They are 
applauded for their focus on family and community engagement, which is surely one of 
the best in the state.  Staff have strong reentry plan accountability, they frequently 
attend available reentry coalitions, and MACI recently had a job fair involving 791 
inmates, which is remarkable.  MACI is piloting a new rehabilitative program called The 
Pacific Institute that will utilize inmate facilitators to help other inmates create prosocial 
personal change.  The facility also boasts a number of specialty housing units, including 
literacy and GED units, a veterans unit, and a unit in the process of becoming a 
reintegration center.  However, enrollment in formal unit, academic, and vocational 
programs is low and hopefully can be increased in coming years. 
 
Last, Fiscal Accountability is relatively good, as staff overtime costs and property 
reimbursement costs have decreased.  They also implemented a mattress 
refurbishment measure that resulted in $66,000 in cost savings in FY 2014.  MACI also 
increased recycling revenue and has a large number of inmates involved in 
environmental literacy and recycling programs.  Staff management could be improved 
as turnover has increased, retention initiatives are minimal, and officers relayed 
concerns regarding supervision and communication with the administration. 
 
Overall, MACI has made strides forward toward its future as a rehabilitation and 
reintegration center for central Ohio, and CIIC hopes that more is to come. 
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I. INSPECTION SUMMARY 
 

SAFETY AND SECURITY: GOOD9 

                                                 
9
 CIIC ratings are based on a four point scale: Exceptional, Good, Acceptable, and In Need of Improvement.  Ratings for the overall area are 

based on the balance of the indicator ratings for that area.  A rating of “Exceptional” for an indicator means that there is no room for improvement 
and, generally, that the facility performs above other prisons.  A rating of “Good” for an indicator means that the prison more than meets the 
standard, but is not significantly better than other prisons or there is still room for improvement.  A rating of “Acceptable” for an indicator means 
that the prison just meets the standard or meets the standard with minor exceptions.  A rating of “In Need of Improvement” for an indicator means 
that the prison does not meet standards, is significantly different from other prisons in a negative manner, or that CIIC staff had serious concerns. 

INDICATORS  RATING FINDINGS 

Violence Outcome 
Measures 

Acceptable  Total inmate-on-inmate assaults in CY 2014 increased by seven assaults 
in comparison to CY 2013.   Total inmate-on-staff assaults in CY 2014 
increased by 10 assaults in comparison to CY 2013. 

 The rate of inmate disciplinary convictions for assaults increased by 41.7 
percent during CY 2014 in comparison to CY 2013.  The rate of inmate 
disciplinary convictions for assaults for CY 2014 at MACI was less than 
the comparator prisons and significantly less than the DRC average. 

 The rate of rule 19 convictions for CY 2014 decreased 4.4 percent 
compared to CY 2013.  The rate of rule 19 convictions for CY 2014 at 
MACI was slightly more than the comparator prisons, but less than the 
DRC average. 

 There have been zero homicides during the past two years. 

Disturbances Good  In FY 2014, MACI reported one disturbance.  The rate of disturbances 
slightly decreased in comparison to FY 2013, in which two disturbances 
were reported. 

 The rate of disturbances in FY 2014 was significantly less than the 
comparator prisons as well as the DRC average. 

Use of Force Acceptable  During CY 2014, the facility reported 65 use of force incidents, which was 
a decrease by 30.9 percent in comparison to CY 2013. 

 A review of use of force incidents indicated officers’ responses to 
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incidents generally appeared to be appropriate, incidents were 
appropriately referred to a committee for investigation, and very few 
documentation errors were present. 

 However, video documentation was only available for four incidents and   
A few incidents involved OC after an inmate was cuffed or on the ground. 

Control of Illegal 
Substances 

Acceptable  During CY 2014, 2.0 percent of the inmates tested positive for the 
presence of an illegal substance, which increased in comparison to CY 
2013.  The percentage of inmates who tested positive in CY 2014 at 
MACI was less than the comparator prisons as well as the DRC average. 

 During CY 2014, the institution drug tested 86 inmates for programs and 
298 for cause. 

Inmate Perception 
of Safety 

Good  78.9 percent of survey respondents reported they are very safe, safe, or 
neutral (in terms of safety).  This was slightly lower in comparison to the 
2013 inspection. 

 Multiple open-ended survey responses indicated safety as a positive 
aspect of the facility. 

 The institution had six inmates in segregation for refusal to lock, but no 
inmates under PC investigation or approved PC placement on the day of 
the inspection. 

Unit Security 
Management 

Good  Officers consistently documented rounds in the requisite 30 minute, 
staggered intervals. 

 Officers were somewhat inconsistent for the documentation of required 
shakedowns. 

 CIIC’s review of cells and bunk areas indicated no concerns. 

 There were zero overdue security classification reviews that were 
unaccounted for on the day of the inspection, which is exceptional. 

Institutional 
Security 
Management 

Good  Executive staff members, with a few exceptions, are consistently making 
the required rounds in housing units based on a review of employee sign-
in logs. 
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HEALTH AND WELLBEING: GOOD 

 Staff maintain an extensive tracking system with a breakdown by type, 
location, and time. 

 The number of rule 17 (unauthorized group activity) convictions appears 
to be in line with their STG population. 

 There have been no escapes or attempted escapes during the past two 
years. 

Prison Rape 
Elimination Act 
(PREA) 

Good  The facility met all standards on their most recent PREA audit. 

 PREA posters, with information for inmates on reporting of sexual 
assaults, were posted in all the housing units.  The PREA Coordinator 
information and photo were also posted in the units. 

 A review of PREA risk assessments indicated staff are complying with 
PREA standards.  

 Negatively, staff did not always make an announcement or utilize the 
notification system when a female was entering the housing unit. 

INDICATORS  RATING FINDINGS 

Unit Conditions Good  Each of the housing units appeared to be clean and was rated as good 
based on the cleanliness of the overall appearance.  Inmate survey 
responses consistently pointed out cleanliness as a positive aspect of 
MACI. 

 There was a small number of maintenance issues on the housing units 
throughout the institution. 

Medical Services Good  Medical facilities were observed to be in good condition. 

 Staffing levels appear to be adequate to meet the medical needs of the 
inmate population.  

 Staff reported no backlog for Nurse Sick Call, Doctor Sick Call and 
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Chronic Care clinics, which is exceptional. 

 The number of informal complaints received in the past six months is 
low, which is good. 

 Inmate focus groups were positive regarding medical care at MACI; 
however, survey respondents noted the services could be improved if 
nurses were more respectful. 

Mental Health 
Services 

Acceptable  Staff reported no backlog for mental health services, which is good. 

 The institution reported a low number of critical incidents this past year. 

 Staff does provide programming to individuals in segregation. 

 Negatively, staffing levels appear to be insufficient given the numbers of 
individuals on the caseload.  

 Also negatively, at the time of the inspection, staff was not conducting 
any programming, which is concerning. 

Recovery Services Acceptable  The recovery service facilities were noted to be clean and orderly with 
sufficient space for staff to perform clinical duties.  

 MACI is in the beginning stages of developing a recovery housing unit. 

 In FY 2014, program termination rates were lower than the DRC average.  

 Negatively, MACI does not offer additional ancillary programming. 

Food Services Good  The institution passed its most recent DRC Food Service Contract 
evaluations with scores of 100.0 and 97.0 percent. MACI also passed its 
most recent health inspection with zero violations. 

 MACI recently implemented the IN-2-WORK program.  

 Meals sampled by CIIC was rated as exceptional, good, and acceptable. 

 Negatively, 69.6 percent of the inmate survey respondents were 
unsatisfied with the food.  The responses from inmates were significantly 
more negative than the responses from the 2013 inspection. 

Recreation Good  Physical facilities appeared clean and were in use during the inspection.   

 Inmates are offered a wide selection of activities for recreation. 

 Inmate focus group participants relayed that recreation seldom is shut-
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FAIR TREATMENT: GOOD 

down and survey respondents reported moderately low satisfaction with 
recreation. 

INDICATORS  RATING FINDINGS 

Staff/Inmate 
Interactions 

In Need of 
Improvement 

 The predominate concern for inmates on survey responses was how staff 
speak to and treat inmates. 

 Most inmates in the vulnerable population focus groups rated staff/inmate 
interactions as very poor. Inmates relayed that staff call them derogatory 
names, have a confrontational attitude, and discuss the inmate’s crimes 
with other inmates and staff.  

 Limited English proficient inmates, however, were positive regarding their 
experience of MACI. 

 Also positive, survey responses were slightly better than comparator 
prisons and the 2013 MACI survey. 

Inmate Grievance 
Procedure 

Good  CIIC’s review of a random sample of both informal complaints and 
grievance dispositions was positive with almost no concerns noted.  Staff 
appear responsive to inmate complaints. 

 Timeliness of responses is good at MACI, as there is a low untimely and 
non-response rate to informal complaints; although there was a high 
number of grievance extensions, it appears to be due to the transition in 
the Inspector position in 2014. 

 The Inspector relayed several steps in progress to increase 
accountability and oversight of the grievance procedure. 

Inmate Discipline Good  Both the observation of RIB hearings and the closed case review 
indicated that MACI, with a few concerns. 

 The level of evidence included in RIB hearings is adequate, although it 
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REHABILITATION AND REENTRY:  ACCEPTABLE 

could be further improved through additional attachments. 

 The panel is consistent in sanctions and sanctions are lower than 
comparator prisons. 

Segregation Good  Segregation conditions were overall clean and inmates did not report 
concerns regarding the cleanliness of the unit. 

 The population in segregation was manageable and no cells were triple-
bunked.  Racial demographics were in line with overall institution, 
although mental health caseload inmates were over-represented. 

 Staff accountability was good. 

 Critical incidents in segregation were relatively infrequent. 

 Inmates have access to staff, purposeful activities, and some 
programming, although more is being developed. 

INDICATORS  RATING FINDINGS 

Reentry Planning 
 

Good  100 percent of the reviewed RPLANs were completed by the time the 
inmate was released. 

 791 inmates attended the 2014 job fair, featuring 27 agencies from 
seven counties  

 Negatively, nearly three-fourths of survey respondents reported staff 
had not discussed with them what programs to take while incarcerated 

Rehabilitative 
Programming 

Acceptable  Positively, MACI is piloting a new program through the Pacific Institute 
designed to facilitate inmate pro-social life-changing choices and 
utilizing inmate facilitators.   

 MACI offered a high number of religious services compared to other 
Level 1 and Level 2 institutions.  

 Negatively, 39 percent of the inmates are on waitlists for programming. 
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FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY:  GOOD 

Family 
Engagement and 
Community 
Connections 

Good  The majority inmates reported they had not experienced problems with 
mail, visits, or telephones. 

 The institution hosts several activities for inmates and family members 

 Negatively, community service hours were lower than comparator 
prisons and the DRC average. 

Literacy 
Development 

Acceptable  The MACI libraries are open for approximately 28 hours per week, 
including both evening and weekend sessions 

 MACI offers two housing units to promote literacy and GED attainment. 

 Negatively, MACI’s rate of inmates on the waitlist compared to those 
enrolled in academic programming is nearly three times the rates of the 
comparator prisons and the DRC average. 

Vocational and 
Work Skill 
Development 

Acceptable  MACI offers three career-tech programs, 12 apprenticeship programs, 
and an OPI shop. 

 The rate of career-technology certificates earned for FY 2014 was 
higher than both the comparator prisons and the DRC average rate.  

 Negatively, while enrollment in FY 14 in career-tech programs increased 
over FY 13, enrollment remains significantly lower than the comparator 
prisons and the DRC average. 

INDICATORS  RATING FINDINGS 

Fiscal Wellness Good  Decreased staff overtime costs in FY 2014 and spent less than the 
DRC average. MACI is on pace to further decrease overtime costs in 
FY 2015. 

 Decreased property loss payouts by 25.7 percent in FY 2014. 

 Saved $66,000 by refurbishing mattresses.  

 MACI scored 75.0 percent on each fiscal audit. The external fiscal audit 
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score was better than the DRC average. However, the internal score 
was below the DRC average.  

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Good  In FY 2014, MACI increased recycling revenue. 

 In 2014, MACI graduated 59 inmates from the “Roots of Success 
sustainability program for an overall graduation rate of 96.7 percent.  

 In FY 2014, MACI significantly decreased natural gas usage but 
increased water usage. However, MACI decreased total utility costs. 

 MACI conducted an energy audit in 2014 but could not provide a copy 
of the waste audit.  

Staff Management Acceptable  In FY 2014, MACI training completion percentages ranged from 95.3 
percent to 100.0 percent.  

 In CY 2014, MACI supervisors completed 98.6 percent of their required 
performance evaluations (80.7 percent were completed on time). 

 Correctional officer interviews and survey responses indicate that while 
some officers have a positive opinion of their workplace environment, 
other officers would like to see some improvements made regarding 
their relationship with the administration. 

 Negatively, MACI increased the turnover ratio in FY 2014 and was 
significantly higher than the DRC average.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS SUMMARY   
 

 Develop additional strategies to reduce inmate fights. 
 

 Ensure that video documentation of uses of force is preserved per DRC policy.  
Avoid utilization of OC on restrained inmates unless there is an imminent threat 
to personal safety.  Evaluate the disproportionate use of force on black inmates. 

 

 Ensure that executive staff conduct weekly rounds through housing units, in line 
with DRC policy. 

 

 Ensure that females are announced when they enter a housing unit. 

 Ensure a cleaning schedule is created and document cleanings in the medical 
department. 

 Ensure all inmates are thoroughly examined after receiving medication from pill 
call. 

 Develop strategies to ensure mental health programming is running continuously 
and identify available programming space. 
 

 Ensure that the regularly scheduled meals are served in each zone. 
 

 Ensure there are no serving delays on either zone. 
 

 Evaluate inmate concerns regarding negative staff/inmate interactions and 
develop plans to address. 
 

 Ensure the inmate testimony form provides an accurate summary and that it is 
confirmed with the inmate prior to signature. 
 

 Evaluate the high number of inmates on SCI status in segregation. 
 

 Ensure that adequate shakedowns are documented in segregation. 
 

 Develop strategies to increase access to academic and vocational programming. 
 

 Ensure that the reintegration center is certified by the Operation Support Center. 
 

 Develop strategies to increase the number of community service hours. 
 

 Evaluate the extended staff vacancies in the educational department. 
 

 Develop strategies to increase GED and academic certificate achievement. 

 Ensure all standards are met for each fiscal audit. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS  CONT’D  

 Develop strategies to reduce water usage. 

 Develop and implement strategies to improve morale and correctional officer 
concerns regarding supervision. 

 Develop recruiting and retention initiatives to help reduce vacancies and staff 
turnover. 
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ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS 
 

 Consider developing additional strategies to address drug/contraband 
conveyance. 

 Consider ways to have consistent documentation of the medical kite logs on 
both Zone A and Zone B, to ensure all kites are answered.    

 Consider developing strategies to increase incorporation of inmate families in 
recovery service programming. 

 Consider ways recovery service staff can offer additional programming to 
increase the impact of the recovery service department. 
 

 Consider implementing an incentive program for inmate food service workers. 
 

 Consider increasing the number of recreation program assistants. 
 

 Consider increasing the presence of mental health staff at RIB hearings.   
 

 Consider improving the level of evidence included as part of each RIB hearing. 
 

 Consider developing strategies to increase inmates’ knowledge and familiarity of 
the reentry resources in the institution. 
 

 Consider developing additional library programs to promote literacy. 
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DRC RESPONSE 
 

Issue 
Staff/Inmate 
Interactions 
 
 
Needs 
Improvement 


The predominate concern for inmates on survey responses was how staff speak to and treat inmates. 
Most inmates in the vulnerable population focus groups rated staff/inmate interactions as very poor. 
Inmates relayed that staff call them derogatory names, have a confrontational attitude, and discuss the 
inmate’s crimes with other inmates and staff. Limited English proficient inmates, however, were positive 
regarding their experience of MACI. Also positive, survey responses were slightly better than comparator 
prisons and the 2013 MACI survey.  
 

 
 

Plan of Action: 
 

    Cultural diversity training – in-service. 

UOF training to include IPC. 

Remind staff of expectations of professionalism. 

Meet with all new hires to provide expectations of professionalism. 

Model professionalism. 

Address staff when speaking inappropriately. 
Person 
Responsible 
 

Warden 
Executive Staff 
Department Head Supervisors 
Shift Supervisors 
Training Officer 

 

Recommendations:  The Madison Correctional Institution has developed the below listed action to address the CIIC concern in the area of 
Recommendation Summary:  
 
1. Develop additional strategies to reduce inmate fights.  
    Plan of Action: 

    Analyze violence data for trends; address as appropriate through OPS meetings. 

Provide supervision – utilize extras in “hot spots”. 

Engage Unit staff in population management, making rounds. 

Utilize town hall meetings to gauge climate of Unit. 

Consider bed moves as needed. 

Continue daily shakedowns, shift supervisors to check logs on rounds. 
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Person 
Responsible 
 

OPS Team       Shift Supervisors 
DWO                Unit Managers 
Major               Unit Staff 
 

 

 2. Ensure that video documentation of uses of force is preserved per DRC policy. Avoid utilization of OC on 
restrained inmates unless there is an imminent threat to personal safety. Evaluate the disproportionate use 
of force on black inmates.  
    Plan of Action: 

    UOF training for Officers in posts with high probability to utilize force; e.g.  yard, recreation, food 
service. 

Add cameras. 

Review packet thoroughly to ensure video is captured if available, add memo to packet if no video 
available. 

Emphasize preservation of video with shift supervisors creating a significant point of interest. 
Person 
Responsible 
 

DWO 
Major 
Shift Supervisors 

 

  

 3. Ensure that Executive Staff conduct weekly rounds through housing units, in line with DRC policy.  
    Plan of Action: 

    Maintain Executive Staff log for rounds. 

Monitor for compliance. 
 

Person 
Responsible 
 

Warden  

  

 4. Ensure that females are announced when they enter a housing unit. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Provide reminder memo to announce female presence in a unit. 

   Review report for non-compliance and address as applicable. 
 

Person 
Responsible 

OCM/PREA Coordinator  
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 5. Ensure a cleaning schedule is created and document cleanings in the medical department. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Create cleaning schedule. 

   Monitor schedule. 

    Check point during ADO rounds. 
 

Person 
Responsible 
 

Asst. to HCA 
HCA 
ADO Staff 

 

 6. Ensure all inmates are thoroughly examined after receiving medication 
from pill call. 
     Plan of Action: 

 QIC to monitor through problem log as applicable 

 Review expectations with Officer assigned to post 

 

Person 
Responsible 

QIC 
HCA 
Security Supervisors 

 

 7. Develop strategies to ensure mental health programming is running continuously and identify available 
programming space. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Mental health staff to utilize master schedule for programming space. 

   Create quarterly programming schedule. 

    Monitor compliance. 
 

Person 
Responsible 
 

DWSS        Psych Assistants 
MHA         Psychologist 

 

 8. Ensure that the regularly scheduled meals are served in each zone. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Follow menu. 

   ADO to monitor on rounds. 
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Person 
Responsible 
 

Aramark Food Service Director 
Lieutenant 
ADO 

 

 9. Ensure there are no serving delays on either zone. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Food Service Director to review meal prep timelines particularly with new staff to avoid delays 

   ADO to monitor on rounds. 
 

Person 
Responsible 
 

Aramark Food Service Director 
Lieutenant 
ADO 

 
 

 10. Evaluate inmate concerns regarding negative staff/inmate interactions and develop plans to address. 
      Plan of Action: 

 Review informal & grievance logs for scope of issues 

 Maintain open communication with Inspector who advises executive team and supervisors 

 Based on scope, develop a plan 
Person 
Responsible 
 

Inspector               DWSS            DWO 
Executive Staff     Shift Supervisors 
 
 

 

 11. Ensure the inmate testimony form provides an accurate summary and that it is confirmed with the 
inmate prior to signature. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Review policy for compliance. 

   Monitor quality at all levels – hearing officer, RIB chair, AA review. 



 
Person 
Responsible 
 

Segregation supervisor 
AA to Warden 
Correctional Counselors 

 

 12. Evaluate the high number of inmates on SCI status in segregation. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Review segregation list daily to weekly with SMI as priority. 
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   Follow up with assigned staff on status of investigation. 

    Decision to charge or release within 3 to 7 days barring extenuating circumstances. 
 

Person 
Responsible 
 

AA to Warden 
Segregation Supervisor 

 

 13. Ensure that adequate shakedowns are documented in segregation. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Check logs per shift. 

   Check logs during ADO rounds. 
 

Person 
Responsible 
 

DWO            Major        ADO 
Segregation Supervisor 
Shift Supervisor 

 

 14. Develop strategies to increase access to academic and vocational programming. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Assess need and physical plant for viable options. 

   Meet with Superintendent of Schools to discuss options. 

    Seek OSC support. 
 

Person 
Responsible 
 

DWSS 
Principal 
Assistant Principal 

 

 15. Ensure that the reintegration center is certified by the Operation Support Center. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Review certification checklist. 

   Identify compliant items versus non-compliant items. 

    Assess need to complete non-compliant items. 

    Seek OSC support to accomplish goal. 
Person 
Responsible 
 

DWO 
UMC 
Unit Staff 

 

 16. Develop strategies to increase the number of community service hours. 
      Plan of Action: 
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    Assess number of projects and hours captured per each department. 

   Review projects that could be expanded to capture increased hours. 

    Identify departments with least amount of hours for priority to increase projects. 

    Expand community outreach to identify community need. 
Person 
Responsible 
 

DWO   DWSS 
UMC   Unit Staff 

 

Comments:   
 

Our community service hour goal for 2015 is 250,000 hours. We are on target with 
104,000 end of May. We complete 19,000 to 22,000 every month. We are always 
looking for projects! 

 

 17. Evaluate the extended staff vacancies in the educational department. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Education vacancies driven by OSC, Ohio Central School System (OCSS). 

   Identify needs, pursue permission to post. 

    Seek OCSS support. 
Person 
Responsible 
 

OCSS 
DWSS 

 

 18. Develop strategies to increase GED and academic certificate achievement. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Review current process/wait list. 

   Assess ways to increase number of classes pursuant to education laws and union contract. 
Person 
Responsible 
 

DWSS 
Principal 
Assistant Principal 

 

 19. Ensure all standards are met for each fiscal audit. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Review policy. 

   Review standards. 

    Review deficit, make a priority for follow up. 

    Monitor practices. 
Person BA3  
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Responsible 
 

 20. Develop strategies to reduce water usage. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Maintain maintenance plan. 

   Address plumbing issues timely. 
Person 
Responsible 
 

BA3 
Maintenance Supervisor 

 

 21. Develop and implement strategies to improve morale and Correctional Officer concerns regarding 
supervision. 
      Plan of Action: 

    Talk with Officers during rounds, address concerns. 

   Model professionalism. 
Person 
Responsible 
 

Administrative Staff  

 22. Develop recruiting and retention initiatives to help reduce vacancies and staff turnover.  
      Plan of Action: 

    Post timely. 

   Maintain pool of applicants. 

    Conduct exit interviews. 

    Provide customer service – 1-on-1 interaction. 

    Follow OJT for a year to help manage adjustment. 
Person 
Responsible 
 

HR Director 
HR Staff 
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II. SAFETY AND SECURITY 
 
 
 
 
 

A. VIOLENCE OUTCOME MEASURES 
 
CIIC’s evaluation of violence focuses on the number and rate of disciplinary convictions 
for assaults, fights, and the number of homicides at the institution during a year in 
comparison to the previous year; the comparator prisons rate; and the DRC average.  
Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated violence outcome measures as ACCEPTABLE. 
 
Assaults 
 

 During CY 2014, there were 27 reported inmate-on-inmate assaults.x  Of the total 
85.2 percent were physical assaults, 11.1 percent were harassment assaults, 
and one (3.7 percent) was a sexual assault.xi  Total inmate-on-inmate assaults in 
CY 2014 increased by seven assaults in comparison to CY 2013.10xii 

 The institution reported 24 inmate-on-staff assaults during CY 2014.xiii  Of the 
total, 62.5 percent were physical assaults and 37.5 percent were harassment 
assaults.xiv  Total inmate-on-staff assaults in CY 2014 increased by ten assaults 
in comparison to CY 2013.11xv 

 The rate of inmate disciplinary convictions for assaults increased by 41.7 percent 
during CY 2014 in comparison to CY 2013.12xvi  The rate of inmate disciplinary 
convictions for assaults for CY 2014 at MACI was less than the comparator 
prisons and significantly less than the DRC average.13xvii 

 
Chart 1 
Total Assaults 
CY 2012 – CY 2015 YTD 

 
 
 

                                                 
10

 During CY 2013, there were 20 inmate-on-inmate assaults. 
11

 During CY 2013, there were 14 inmate-on-staff assaults. 
12

 The rate of inmate disciplinary convictions for assaults in CY 2013 was 15.5 per 1,000 inmates.  The 
rate in CY 2014 was 22.8. 
13

 The rate of inmate disciplinary convictions for assaults in CY 2014 was 22.8 per 1,000 inmates.  The 
rate of the comparator prisons was 37.1 and the DRC average rate was 56.9. 

2012 2013 2014 2015 YTD

Inmate on Staff 50 14 24 12

Inmate on Inmate 42 20 27 13
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CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide a safe and secure environment for all 
inmates. 
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Fights 
 

 Fights14 are documented via RIB convictions for rule 19 (fight) violations.  The 
rate15 of rule 19 convictions for CY 2014 decreased 4.4 percent compared to CY 
2013.16xviii 

 The rate of rule 19 convictions for CY 2014 at MACI was slightly more than the 
comparator prisons, but less than the DRC average.17xix 

 
The following provides a comparison of the rate of documented rule 19 violations per 
1,000 inmates across the DRC. 
 
Chart 2 
Rule 19 Violation (Fights) Rates18 
CY 2014 
 

 
 
 
 
Homicides 
 

 There have been zero homicides during the past two years (2013 to date). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
14

 The total number of RIB convictions for rule 19 violations does not correlate to a total number of fights.  
For example, seven inmates might have been involved in one fight – all seven inmates would have been 
found guilty by the RIB for a rule 19 violation and would therefore be included in the total number. 
15

 The rate was obtained by dividing the total number of rule 19 violations for the year by the average 
monthly institutional population for that same time period. 
16

 In CY 2013, the facility reported 299 (128.9 per 1,000 inmates) rule 19 convictions; during CY 2014, the 
facility reported 303 (123.2 per 1,000 inmates) rule 19 violations. 
17

 The rate for the comparator prisons was 120.0 per 1,000 inmates and the DRC average was 146.1. 
18

 Rate is per 1,000 inmates. 
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B. DISTURBANCES19 
 

CIIC’s evaluation of disturbances focuses on the number of disturbances at the 
institution during a year in comparison to the previous year, the comparator prisons rate, 
and the DRC average.  Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated disturbances as GOOD. 
 

 In FY 2014, MACI reported one disturbance.  The rate of disturbances slightly 
decreased in comparison to FY 2013, in which two disturbances were 
reported.20xx 

 The rate of disturbances in FY 2014 was significantly less than the comparator 
prisons as well as the DRC average.21xxi 

 
The following provides a comparison of the rate of disturbances across the DRC per 
1,000 inmates. 
 
Chart 3 
Rate of Disturbances by Institution 
FY 2014 
 

 
 
 

 
C. USE OF FORCE 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of use of force focuses on the number of uses of force at the 
institution during a year in comparison to the previous year, the comparator prisons rate, 
and the DRC average.   A further evaluation is conducted by reviewing a random 

                                                 
19

 Disturbances are defined as any event caused by four or more inmates that disrupts the routine and 
orderly operation of the prison. 
20

 The rate of disturbances at the institution in FY 2013 was 0.9.  During FY 2014, the rate was 0.4 per 
1,000 inmates. 
21

 The rate of disturbances for the comparator prisons was 2.7 and the average for DRC system-wide was 
3.2. 
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sample of completed use of force reports.22  Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated use 
of force as ACCEPTABLE. 
 
Incident Caseload 
 

 During CY 2014, the facility reported 65 use of force23 incidents.xxii  Compared to 
CY 2013, in which 94 uses of force were reported, total uses of forces decreased 
by 30.9 percent.  The rate of use of force incidents also decreased by 34.8 
percent.24 

 The use of force rate for CY 2014 was less than the comparator prisons and 
significantly less than the DRC average.25xxiii 

 During CY 2014, chemical agents (mace) were used 27 times.xxiv  This is less 
than were used in CY 2013, in which chemical agents were used 40 times.xxv 

 
Procedural Accountability 
 

 Staff appropriately referred incidents to a use of force committee for investigation 
when necessary. 

 Officer statements reviewed were thorough and clearly stated directives given 
prior to force.  However, two officer statements had very similar verbiage. 

 Inmates were generally seen within an hour following the use of force incident.26 

 Very few documentation errors were present.27 

 Almost all inmates provided a statement regarding the use of force incident. 

 There were no planned use of force incidents reviewed.  

 Negatively, video documentation was only available for four of the reviewed 
incidents, which is low. 

 
Application of Force 
 

 Officers’ responses to incidents generally appeared to be appropriate. 

 Documented injuries appeared to be consistent with appropriate level of force. 

 Open-ended survey responses did not indicate any concerns regarding use of 
force. 

 
 
 
                                                 
22

 CIIC’s review of use of force includes a sample of 20 randomly selected use of force reports as well as 
any available video. 
23

 Further information regarding use of force incidents can be found in the Glossary. 
24

 The rate of use of force incidents in CY 2013 was 40.5 per 1,000 inmates.  During CY 2014, the rate 
was 26.4. 
25

 The use of force rate at MACI in CY 2014 was 26.4 per 1,000 inmates; the comparator prisons rate was 
39.1 per 1,000 inmates.  The DRC average was 82.3. 
26

 There were a few incidents were the inmate and/or staff were not evaluated within an hour after the 
incident. 
27

 Documentation errors included a few blanks on cover sheets, a missing officer medical evaluation, and 
a missing time on an officer DRC 5251 (medical) form. 
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Negatively, 

 A few incidents involved OC after an inmate was cuffed or on the ground. 

 During CY 2014, 55.7 percent of use of force incidents involved black inmates 
and 44.3 percent involved white inmates.xxvi  In comparison to the racial 
breakdown of the institution there was a higher percentage of use of force on 
black inmates.28 

 None of the inmates in the vulnerable population focus groups reported being 
involved in a use of force at MACI.  However, all inmates in the focus groups 
believe that use of force is excessive.29 

 
D. CONTROL OF ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of control of illegal substances focuses on the percent of inmates who 
tested positive of an illegal substance at the institution during a year in comparison to 
the previous year, the comparator prisons rate, and the DRC average.  Overall, the CIIC 
inspection team rated control of illegal substances as ACCEPTABLE. 
 

 During CY 2014, 2.0 percent of the inmates tested positive for the presence of an 
illegal substance,30,31xxvii which increased in comparison to CY 2013.32xxviii 

 The percentage of inmates who tested positive in CY 2014 at MACI was less 
than the comparator prisons as well as the DRC average.33xxix 

 During CY 2014, the institution drug tested 86 inmates for programs34,35 and 298 
for cause.36,37  Staff relayed that they have also implemented several changes to 
reduce the amount of illegal substances.38 

                                                 
28

 As of May 26, 2015, 60.8 percent was classified as white; 36.7 percent of the total institutional 
population was classified as black and 2.4 percent as inmates of another race. 
29

 Inmates reported “continuous spraying,” inmates being cuffed and then sprayed, and beatings in 
sallyports.  An inmate also told a story of an inmate being dragged over a table, cuffed, and then 
slammed into a door to open it.  Another inmate told a story about an inmate that was cuffed and face 
down on the ground and a CO putting his knee on his head. 
30

 Each DRC institution conducts monthly urinalysis tests of a random sample of its population.  The 
urinalysis tests for the presence of a broad range of substances.  The institution randomly tested 602 
inmates of which 12 tested positive. 
31

 Nine inmates tested positive for buprenorphine (Suboxone) and three inmates tested positive for  THC 
(marijuana).  DRC started testing for buprenorphine in June 2014. 
32

 In CY 2013, 1.1 percent of inmates tested positive for the presence of an illegal substance. 
33

 The average percent of positive drug test results during CY 2014 for the comparator prisons was 3.9 
percent.  The DRC average was 3.8 percent. 
34

 Per DRC policy 70-RCV-03, program drug testing includes inmates who are tested as part of recovery 
service treatment programs; inmates who leave the secure perimeter as part of a job responsibility; prior 
to parole board hearings and after hearings for inmates approved for release; inmates under medication 
treatment for Hepatitis C; or as indicated by the Managing Officer or designee. 
35

 Zero inmates tested positive during program drug screenings in CY 2014. 
36

 Per DRC policy 70-RCV-03, for cause testing includes inmates who are tested when there is a 
reasonable suspicion of drug use. 
37

 42 (14.1 percent) inmates tested positive during for cause drug screenings in CY 2014. 
38

 Changes include extra officers in visiting, removal of colored candies in visiting vending machines, as 
well as increased shakedowns and use of law enforcement canines. 
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 In response to CIIC’s survey question pertaining to prohibited substances, the 
top substances that inmates reported as being available were tobacco (173), 
marijuana (165), and Suboxone (149).39  (Please refer to the DRC Inmate Survey 
results in the Appendix for more information.) 

  
E. INMATE PERCEPTION OF SAFETY 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of inmate perception of safety focuses on three areas: survey 
responses, focus group participants, and the number of refusal to lock for personal 
safety reasons. Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated inmate perception of safety as 
GOOD. 
 

 78.9 percent of survey respondents (n=522) reported they are very safe, safe, or 
neutral (in terms of safety).  This was slightly lower in comparison to the 2013 
inspection.40 

 Multiple open-ended survey responses indicated safety as a positive aspect of 
the facility. 

 All of the inmates in the vulnerable population focus groups relayed that they get 
along with other inmates “fine” and that MACI is safe.41 

 The institution had six inmates in segregation for refusal to lock, but no inmates 
under PC investigation or approved PC placement on the day of the inspection. 

 
F. UNIT SECURITY MANAGEMENT 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of unit security management focuses on policy compliance for officer 
rounds, documented shakedowns, cell/bunk security, and security classification/ 
privilege level reviews.  Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated unit security 
management as GOOD. 
 
Officer Rounds 
 

 Officers consistently documented rounds in the requisite 30 minute, staggered 
intervals.42 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
39

 138 inmates refused to answer and 101 inmates indicated that prohibited substances are not available. 
40

 82.1 percent of survey respondents (n=262) reported they were very safe, safe, or neutral (in terms of 
safety) during the 2013 inspection. 
41

 All inmates also relayed that they would not report concerns about other inmates because they would 
handle it themselves.  One inmate said that he tried to report a concern about another inmate to a CO 
and he heard the CO laugh about his report. 
42

 Housing unit officers are required to conduct security check rounds at least every 30 minutes at 
staggered intervals. 
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Cell/Bunk Searches (Shakedowns) 
 

 Housing unit officers are required to search inmates’ bunks/cells for contraband, 
including illegal drugs and weapons.  Officers were somewhat inconsistent for 
the documentation of required shakedowns. 

 
Cell/Bunk Security Check 
 

 During the inspection, CIIC staff check a random selection of cells in each unit for 
common cell security issues such as obstruction of windows, material in locks 
and cuff ports, inappropriate pictures, clotheslines, and graffiti.  CIIC’s review of 
cells indicated no concerns. 

 During the inspection, CIIC staff check bunk areas to identify if inmates are 
hanging items to block officers’ direct observation.  There were no issues of 
inmates hanging items in bunk areas. 

 The atmosphere in the housing units appeared to be calm. 
 
Security Classification 
 

 Unit staff are required to conduct reviews of inmates’ security classification as 
well as privilege level to ensure proper institutional placement.  There were zero 
overdue security classification reviews that were unaccounted for on the day of 
the inspection, which is exceptional. 

 
G. INSTITUTIONAL SECURITY MANAGEMENT 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of security management focuses on: executive staff rounds, critical 
incident management, STG management, and escapes.  Overall, the CIIC inspection 
team rated institutional security management as GOOD. 
 
Executive Staff Rounds 

 

 Executive staff members, with a few exceptions,43 are consistently making the 
required rounds in housing units based on a review of employee sign-in logs.44 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
43

 In reference to rounds, executive staff includes the Warden, the Deputy Wardens, the Inspector, and 
the Unit Management Chief.  The Warden and Deputy Wardens are required to conduct rounds per DRC 
policy 50-PAM-02 (once per week).  Visibility of leadership is important in the correctional environment. It 
indicates they are aware of the conditions within their facility, and it also serves to boost the morale of 
staff and inmates. 
44

 CIIC’s review of the employee sign-in logs generally covers the one month period prior to the date of 
the inspection. 
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Violent Incident Management 
 

 A discussion was held with executive staff regarding violent incident tracking.  
Staff maintain an extensive tracking system with a breakdown by type, location, 
and time. 

 Most officers45 believe they are adequately informed of incidents between 
shifts.xxx  Further, most officers receive their information during roll call.  

 Most officers relayed that if a critical incident would occur, it would also most 
likely occur in the outdoor recreation yard because it is a high traffic area with 
inmates from multiple housing units.xxxi 

 Some officers relayed that if a violent incident occurred, in Zone A where the 
higher security inmates are housed. Other officers relayed that the outdoor 
recreation yard is a possibility due to staffing concerns.xxxii   

 
STG Management 
 

 As of January 2, 2015, there were 210 STG-affiliated inmates,46 which was 8.1 
percent of the institutional population.xxxiii  The number of STG-affiliated inmates 
was slightly less in comparison to the number in January 2014.47 

 The institutional percentage of STG-affiliated inmates was slightly less than 
comparator prisons and less than the DRC average.48xxxiv 

 The number of rule 17 (unauthorized group activity) convictions49 appears to be 
in line with their STG population.50xxxv 

 In response to CIIC’s survey question pertaining to the type of gang activity at the 
institution, the majority of inmates reported that gang activity is not frequent.51  
Please refer to the DRC Inmate Survey results in the Appendix for more 
information. 

 A review of the past six months’ of STG committee meetings indicates that 
meetings were held and included the staff members who are required to attend 
per policy.  There were no overdue security threat group classification reviews, 
which is exceptional. 

 
 
 

                                                 
45

 Results are based on individual interviews (n=16) and survey responses from MACI Correctional 
Officers (n=87).  The large majority of officer survey responses (75.9 percent) believe they are adequately 
informed when they come on shift. 
46

 201 were listed as passive, nine were listed as active, and zero were disruptive. 
47

 The institution had an STG population of 226 as of January 2, 2014. 
48

 The percentage of STG-affiliated inmates for the comparator prisons was 11.7 and the DRC average 
was 16.7. 
49

 RIB convictions for rule 17 (unauthorized group activity) violations do not capture total gang activity in 
an institution, as gang activity likely occurs that is not captured by staff supervision and/or documented 
via a conduct report and RIB conviction. 
50

 In CY 2014 the facility reported a rate of 4.5 (11) rule 17 violations.  The comparator prisons rate was 
19.3 and the DRC average was 24.5. 
51

 93 inmates refused to answer and 179 indicated that gang activity is not frequent at this institution. 
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Escapes 
 

 There have been no escapes or attempted escapes during the past two years 
(2013 to date). 

 
H. PRISON RAPE ELIMINATION ACT (PREA) 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of the institution’s compliance with the Prison Rape Elimination Act 
(PREA) focuses on a review of the most recent PREA audit report, education and 
awareness of reporting, the number of reported sexual assaults, and inmate responses.  
Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated PREA compliance as GOOD. 
 
PREA Management 
 

 The facility met all standards on their most recent PREA audit.52xxxvi 

 99.0 percent of staff enrolled in PREA training completed the mandated 
training.53  An additional 100 percent of staff completed the PREA medical and 
mental health mandate.54 

 Concerns relayed by classified potential victims55 were regarding dormitory 
placement.56 

 A review of PREA risk assessments indicated staff are complying with PREA 
standards.57 

 Negatively, staff did not always make an announcement or utilize the notification 
system when a female was entering the housing unit. 

 
Inmate Education and Awareness 
 

 PREA posters, with information for inmates on reporting of sexual assaults, were 
posted in all the housing units.  The PREA Coordinator information and photo 
were also posted in the units. 

 A higher percentage of inmate survey respondents indicated they knew how to 
report sexual contact in comparison to the DRC average.58  All inmates in the 

                                                 
52

 The audit was conducted March 26-27, 2015.  The facility did not exceed any standards, but met 43 
standards. 
53

 388 of 392 staff completed the PREA training.  The four staff that did not complete the training were 
due to medical or military leave. 
54

 31 of 31 staff completed the medical and mental health mandate. 
55

 During the inspection CIIC staff spoke to all of the potential victims. 
56

 Staff relayed they would work with the potential victims regarding their housing assignment. 
57

 CIIC’s review of PREA risk assessments includes a sample of 20 randomly selected completed 
assessments.  The review indicated staff are completing assessments in a timely manner and making 
appropriate accommodations based on relevant evidence. 
58

 74.8 percent (n=500) indicated they knew how to report sexual contact with staff and 81.2 percent 
(n=494) knew how to report sexual contact with another inmate.  The inmate survey respondent average 
for 2014 inspections was 67.3 percent (n=3,872) knowledge of how to report sexual contact with staff and 
75.6 (n=3,893) knowledge of how to report sexual contact with another inmate. 
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vulnerable population focus groups relayed that they had received information 
regarding PREA and how to report concerns/incidents. 

 
Investigations/Allegations 
 

 Staff reported 23 PREA cases in CY 2014, of which seven were allegations 
against a staff member and 16 were allegations against another inmate.  Of the 
23 cases, 14 were unfounded, seven were unsubstantiated, and two were 
substantiated.59 

 Eight inmate survey respondents reported that they had sexual contact with a 
staff member at the facility.  Ten inmates reported they experienced sexual 
abuse from a staff member.  Inmate survey responses60 indicated that 16 
inmates have had sexual contact with another inmate at the institution.  Twelve 
inmates reported sexual abuse from another inmate at the institution. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
59

 The two substantiated cases involved a staff member. 
60

 Survey responses generally indicated that inmate-on-inmate sexual contact occurs in showers and 
cells. 

SAFETY AND SECURITY RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 Develop additional strategies to reduce inmate fights. 
 

 Ensure that video documentation of uses of force is preserved per DRC policy.  
Avoid utilization of OC on restrained inmates unless there is an imminent threat 
to personal safety.  Evaluate the disproportionate use of force on black 
inmates. 

 

 Consider developing additional strategies to address drug/contraband 
conveyance. 
 

 Ensure that executive staff conduct weekly rounds through housing units, in 
line with DRC policy. 

 

 Ensure that females are announced when they enter a housing unit. 
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III. HEALTH AND WELLBEING   
 
 
 
 

A. UNIT CONDITIONS   
 
CIIC’s evaluation of unit conditions consists of direct observation of unit conditions.  
Based on its observation, CIIC rated unit conditions as GOOD. 
 

 As stated earlier, MACI is divided into two separate zones.  Zone A consists of 
eight general population celled units (Washington A-D and Adams A-D) and one 
dormitory style unit (Banneker A/B).  Zone B consists of nine dormitory style 
housing units (Jefferson A-D, Monroe A-D, and Banneker C/D). MACI also has a 
segregation unit (discussed in the Fair Treatment section of the report). 

 Each celled unit includes a dayroom area in the middle of the unit with tables and 
chairs.  Each dorm unit consists of two bunk areas that are joined by a dayroom 
with tables, chairs, and game tables.    

 In the celled units, the cells contain a sink and toilet, with separate showers.  
Showers on Zone A were generally rated as good, with some concerns noted 
regarding soap scum or mold.61  Shower conditions on Zone B were rated as 
acceptable for Jefferson units due to floor conditions and good for Monroe and 
Banneker C/D units. 

 Toilets and urinals were generally rated as good for all dorm units. 

 Each of the housing units appeared to be clean and were rated as good based 
on the cleanliness of the floors and overall appearance.  Inmate survey 
responses generally praised the cleanliness of the facility.62 

 There were several maintenance issues on Zone A, particularly pertaining to the 
showers.63  Zone B also had several maintenance issues, particularly regarding 
the urinals/toilets. Staff relayed maintenance concerns are usually handled within 
one or two days, although responses spanned up to a week.   

 Almost all of the phones, drinking fountains, ice machines, microwaves and 
laundry facilities were operational with a few exceptions.64 

 Most of the cleaning materials were stocked with the appropriate quantities. 

 All first aid boxes were properly secured. 

 The fire extinguishers in each unit had recently received their required monthly 
inspections.  

 
 

                                                 
61

 Adams A and Washington B showers were rated as acceptable.  Washington B’s second floor showers 
were closed due to leaks. 
62

 84.5 percent of inmate survey respondents (n=528) reported that their unit is “clean” or “very clean.” 
63

 On Adams B, Adams D, and Washington D, one shower was inoperative; on Washington B, the second 
floor showers were closed. 
64

 There was one dryer on Adams A that had a heating issue, one dryer on Washington A was not 
working, two phones on Jefferson C, and another dryer was broken on Monroe B. 

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide sanitary conditions and access to 
adequate healthcare treatment and wellness programming. 
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B. MEDICAL SERVICES  
 
CIIC’s inspection of medical services in a correctional facility focuses on cleanliness of 
facilities, staffing, access and quality of medical services, in addition to crisis 
management.  The inspection includes information collected from interviewing the 
health care administrator, observations of the facilities, and a focus group comprised of 
staff, and two focus groups of inmates.65  CIIC does not conduct a review of medical 
files. Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated medical services as GOOD. 
 
Facilities 
 

 The medical facilities were observed to be good condition.66 

 The facility appears to have sufficient space for staff to conduct clinical duties.67 

 The infirmary crisis cells were noted to be good condition; however, three of the 
cells did not have a suicide mattress.68 

 The sanitation practices observed were extremely limited and there was no 
cleaning schedule.69  
 

Staffing 
 

 The facility appears to have a sufficient number of medical staff to ensure 
inmates’ request for services are responded to in a timely manner.70 Staffing 
appears to have increased since the last CIIC inspection.71 

 The facility has had one consistent advanced level providers over the past year; 
however, the inmates spoke highly about the new physician on Zone B. 

 There were four vacancies at the time of the inspection.72 

                                                 
65

 Two focus groups were conducted of general population inmates. One focus group consisted of 
inmates on the chronic care caseload, the other focus group consisted of inmates that are not on the 
chronic care caseload.  
66

 Medical facilities consists of seven offices, one nurses station, three exam rooms, one lab area, one 
records area and one waiting area one Zone B. Zone A consists of five offices, one nurses station, three 
exam rooms, five infirmary beds (that also serve as crisis cells), one pharmacy, one lab area, one records 
area and two waiting areas. Additionally, each zone has separate bathrooms for inmates and staff. 
67

 The amount of space appeared sufficient; however, several rooms serve multiple purposes and the 
infirmary beds also serve as the crisis cells.  
68

 All of the safe cells were located on Zone B. Two of the five cells have Moduform beds, the other three 
cells did not have a mattress suitable for watches.  
69

 The porter reported he was unaware of a specific cleaning schedule but noted that he rotates cleaning 
different areas in the medical department daily. 
70

 Staff relayed that total medical staff consists of two FTE medical doctor, eighteen registered nurses, 
four licensed practical nurses, one quality improvement coordinator, and one health care administrator 
and one assistant. Additionally, contract staff includes: one medical doctor that is providing 32 hours of 
service, one FTE dentist, three FTE dental assistants, one FTE hygienist, two health information 
technicians, one part-time radiologist, a phlebotomist, and a podiatrist and optometrist that provide 16 
hours of coverage per month. 
71

 In the 2013 MACI inspection report, CIIC reported one less RN position and only one dental assistant. 
72

 Three were RN positions and one was a LPN position. 
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 Inmate focus groups relayed mostly positive feelings towards staff; however, 
several individuals in the non-chronic care focus group relayed that certain staff 
have less than professional bed-side manner. Additionally, a large number of 
survey participants noted that the nurses could show more respect towards 
inmates in the open-ended responses. 

 
Access to Medical Services73 
 

 Staff reported no backlog for Nurse Sick Call, Doctor Sick Call or Chronic Care 
Clinic, which is exceptional. 

 Health Service Request forms were available in every housing unit. 

 The medical department received 78 informal complaints in the past six months, 
which is low.74 Additionally, the responses to complaints seemed appropriate.75   

 A formal kite log is kept; however, several kites did not have documented 
responses. Additionally, it was relayed that Zone A and Zone B did not update 
the log similarly. 

 Inmate focus groups relayed that Nurse Sick Call is “pretty speedy,” contrary to a 
number of the open-ended survey responses that relayed that health care 
services could be improved if care was more prompt.  

 Staff focus groups relayed that inmates are confused on the medication refill 
policy and inmates relayed that medication is not always refilled timely. 
 

Quality 
 

 A full internal management audit was conducted in January 27-29, 2015. The 
auditors relayed one concern related to medical services.76 

 Inmate survey participants reported moderately high satisfaction with the quality 
of care provided by the doctors, nurses, and dentists.77  

 The percentage of inmates who were documented as No-Shows/AMA for 
Chronic Care appointments in the past three months was calculated to be 6.8 
percent, which is high compared to other institutions CIIC has inspected in 

                                                 
73

 Access to medical services is evaluated based on several factors: (1) time period between inmate 
submission of a health service request form and appointment with medical staff; (2) time period between 
referral to the doctor and appointment with the doctor; (3) response times to kites and informal complaint 
forms; and (4) current backlogs for Nurse Health Call, Doctor Health Call, and Chronic Care Clinic.   
74

 Staff relayed 49 of the informal complaints were from Zone A and the other 29 were from Zone B. 
75

 Staff relayed the majority of informal complaints are related to co-pays. Similarly, a number of survey 
respondents noted that health care services could be improved if co-pays were eliminated.  
76

 The concern was related to care provided to individuals on the chronic care caseload  
77

 Of survey respondents at MACI, 75.3 percent (n=478) reported that they are very satisfied, satisfied, or 
neutral with the quality of care provided by nurses; 77.9 percent (n=457) reported they are very satisfied, 
satisfied or neutral with the care provided by the doctor; and 76.5 percent (n=413) reported that they are 
very satisfied, satisfied or neutral with their dental care.  
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2015.78 However, it was relayed that this number does not accurately portray the 
number of No-Shows/AMA.79  

 Staff relayed that inmates’ treatment plans are not changed without a doctor 
present. 

 Staff relayed that they participate in quarterly interdisciplinary meetings, which is 
in compliance with DRC policy. 

 Staff relayed that patient satisfaction meetings occur quarterly, which is in 
compliance with DRC policy.  

 There were three inmate deaths in the time period reported to CIIC.80,81 

 Negatively, during observation of noon pill-call the officer on Zone A was 
observed multi-tasking and let one inmate walk by without checking for 
“cheeking” his medicine.  

 
Crisis Management 
 

 In the past six months, there were 972 on-site emergency notifications and 83 
off-site emergency visits.   

 Staff relayed that the response time to emergencies is less than four minutes, 
which is within policy.82 Additionally, inmate focus groups relayed that medical 
staff are “fairly quick” to respond to emergencies.   

 
Further information regarding medical services can be found in the inspection checklist 
in the Appendix. 
 

C. MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES  
 
CIIC’s inspection of mental health services in a correctional facility focuses on 
cleanliness of facilities, staffing, access to mental health staff, programming, crisis 
prevention and critical incident data in addition to quality of services.  Overall, the CIIC 
inspection team rated mental health services as ACCEPTABLE.   
 
Caseload 
 

 There were 512 inmates on the mental health caseload, or 19.9 percent of the 
total inmate population. Of the total, 192 inmates were classified as seriously 
mentally ill (SMI).  

 

                                                 
78

 LOCI reported a No-Show rate of 1.1 percent, MCI 5.2 percent, TCI 0.2 percent, LECI 0.3 percent and 
WCI 0.9 percent. 
79

 Staff relayed that inmates are often documented as No-Shows; however, their appointment is 
rescheduled; therefore, the documentation does not accurately portray the number of No-Shows/AMA. 
80

 The period of time evaluated by CIIC was from January 2013 to present. 
81

 Of the three deaths, all were expected deaths that were due to either cancer or ongoing heart 
conditions.  
82

 DRC policy 68-MED-20 requires medical staff to respond to health related emergencies within a four-
minute response timeframe. 
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Facilities  
 

 The mental health facilities were noted to be clean, orderly and in good condition 
with limited space for programming.83  

 There are seven crisis cells, two located in Adams A and five in the infirmary. 
The crisis cells in the infirmary were noted to be in good condition with good 
visibility; however, not all cells had appropriate mattresses.84 The crisis cells in 
Adams A had regular cell doors, placement is far from the unit officers, and the 
visibility was very poor.85 
 

Staffing 
 

 Staffing levels appear to be insufficient to the number of individuals on the 
caseload.86,87  However, DRC administrative staff evaluated the staffing levels 
and reported that they were in line with the needs of the institution. 

 There were two vacancies at the time of the inspection; however, one position 
was being filled by contract staff.88 

 
Access to Mental Health89 
 

 A moderately high percentage of survey respondents reported adequate access 
to mental health services and programs.90  

 Staff reported that it takes no longer than 14 days for an initial psychiatry 
appointment, which is within policy.91 

 Mental health referrals are responded to within two weeks, which is within policy. 

 Staff relayed that mental health requests are responded to within seven days, 
which is within policy.92  

                                                 
83

 The facilities consist of 12 offices, one staff conference room, one group room on Zone A, and two 
secure records area. Staff relayed programming space is limited and often shared with education. 
84

 Two of the cells in the infirmary had Moduform beds and three had regular mattresses. Staff relayed 
that are waiting for suicide mattresses. 
85

 Staff relayed these crisis cells are used only when the cells in the infirmary are in use. 
86

 Staffing consists of one part-time psychiatrist, three psychologists, two registered nurses, one 
psychology assistant, one licensed social worker, one independently licensed social worker, one social 
worker, and two health information technicians. 
87

 Staff ratios were out of line for psychiatric coverage, registered nurses and social workers/psychiatric 
assistants. 
88

 The two vacancies consisted of a LISW and psychologist position. The LISW position was being filled 
by a contractor. 
89

 Access to mental health staff is evaluated based on several factors: (1) time period between inmate 
submission of a mental health service request form and appointment with mental health staff; (2) time 
period between referral and appointment with the psychologist or psychiatrist; (3) response times to kites 
and informal complaint forms; and (4) current backlogs.   
90

 Of survey respondents at MACI, 75.8 percent (n=273) feel that they have adequate access to mental 
health services. 
91

 DRC policy 67-MHN-02 requires a detailed mental health screening to be completed on all inmates 
within 14 days of arrival to any institution. 
92

 There were a few requests that were not documented with a response; however, staff remedied the 
situation while on-site. 
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 Per policy, mental health staff makes weekly rounds in segregation. 

 Staff reported they hold daily, open office hours for the inmates.93  
 
Crisis Prevention 
 

 Staff relayed that communication with other departments is “ok.”94  

 Staff routinely receives suicide training and participates in restraint drills. 

 Staff relayed that the mental health caseload is updated weekly and available 
electronically for staff to access. 

 Zero inmates are reportedly on mandated medications. 

 Seven inmates have reportedly been transferred to a Residential Treatment Unit 
(RTU) during the past year.95  

 Staff reported that they participate in quarterly interdisciplinary meetings with 
medical, recovery services and security staff, which is within policy. 

 
Programming 
 

 At the time of the inspection, staff were not providing any programming;96 
however, the selection of programs available at MACI is good. The selection of 
programs includes three evidence-based mental health programs and ten 
psycho-educational programs.97  

 In the past 90 days, 100 percent of treatment programs scheduled have been 
conducted, which is exceptional. However, the actual number of groups 
scheduled was low.98 

 In the past 90 days, an average of 44 inmates participated in mental health 
programming, which is low given the number of individuals on the caseload.99 

 Staff relayed individuals in segregation are provided programming; however, 
space is not available to provide group programming so individuals are given 
mental health educational material and paper programming. 

 
Program Observation 
 

 CIIC staff did not observe programming during the inspection. 
 

 

                                                 
93

 The daily schedule for the office hours is: 8:30am-10:30pm and 12:30pm-3:30pm. 
94

 Additionally, it was relayed that the department’s ability to employ crisis intervention has improved 
significantly as communication has also improved in the past several years. 
95

 Staff relayed that the average wait time was around one week.  
96

 Staff relayed that four groups ended at the beginning of May and no new programming has begun. 
97

 The evidence based groups included: Cage Your Rage, Abused Boys Wounded Men, Inside-Outside. 
The psycho-educational groups included; Stress Management, Anger Management, Life Development, 
Family Relationships, Depression, Anxiety, Inmate Led- Focus Group, Healthy Choices, Coping Skills, 
Music Appreciation.  
98

 24 groups were scheduled. 
99

 In March, MACI reported 31 inmates participated, April, 51 inmates participated, and in May, 51 
inmates participated in mental health programming.  
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Critical Incidents 
 

 There have been zero suicides reported at the institution in the time period 
evaluated by CIIC.100 However, there were five suicide attempts reported in the 
past year.101 

 There were zero incidents of self-injurious behavior during the past year. 

 Staff reported there were 90 instances of inmates placed on constant or close 
watch and 28 instances of mental health observation, in the past year. 

 Restraints were reportedly not used within the past year.  
 

Quality 
 

 A full internal management audit was conducted in January 27-29, 2015. The 
auditors relayed no concerns related to mental health services. 

 Staff relayed a total of two informal complaints were received in the past six 
months. 

 A high percentage reported satisfaction with the quality of services and 
programs.102  

 
Further information regarding mental health services can be found in the inspection 
checklist in the Appendix. 
 

D. RECOVERY SERVICES    
 

CIIC’s evaluation of recovery services in a correctional environment focuses on 
cleanliness of facilities, staffing, participation and outreach of inmates, access and 
quality (as determined by DRC staff).  Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated recovery 
services as ACCEPTABLE. 
 
Facilities 
 

 The recovery service facilities were noted to be clean and organized and have 
sufficient space for staff to conduct clinical duties.103 

 MACI is in the beginning stages of developing a designated recovery services 
housing unit.104 Additionally, staff relayed by the end of the calendar year MACI 
plans to open a Therapeutic Community. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
100

 The time period evaluated by CIIC is January 2013 to present. 
101

 Methods for attempts included hanging, over-dose, and ingestion. 
102

 80.6 percent (n=288) of inmates reported that are very satisfied, satisfied, or neutral with the quality of 
mental health services. 
103

 The facilities consist of six offices, five classrooms, and one secured records room.  
104

 Staff relayed that the housing unit currently has an education focus. 
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Staffing 
 

 Staffing levels appear sufficient to provide adequate recovery service 
programming.105   

 There were no staff vacancies at the time of the inspection.106  

 Four inmate graduates are used as program aides to facilitate AA/NA programs, 
which is less than comparator institutions.107   

 MACI utilizes only four community volunteers that facilitate AA/NA programming 
and are at the facility on a weekly basis, which is also lower than other 
institutions.108 

 
Participation and Outreach109 
 

 Staff relayed a recovery culture is emerging at MACI; however, at the time of the 
inspection, the presence of the department was in a stage of development. 

 MACI reported 69 inmates110 are currently participating in recovery service 
programming,111 which is an increase since the last cohort of programming.  

 A moderately high number of inmates participate in Alcoholics Anonymous and 
Narcotics Anonymous in comparison to comparator prisons.112,113 

 Negatively, no additional recovery service programming intended to improve the 
wellbeing of inmates is available at MACI.114 

 
Access 
 

 The inmates who are in chronic need of recovery services are reportedly 
prioritized for programming.  

                                                 
105

 Staff consists of five counselors at MACI and an Recovery Service Administrator, which is currently 
being filled by the Regional Recovery Service Administrator.  
106

 Two of the five positions have been at the institution less than one year.  
107

 Of comparator prisons inspected in 2015, MCI reported using 12 program aides and LOCI reported 
using 6. 
108

 Of comparator prisons inspected in 2015, MCI reported having 6 community volunteers and LOCI 
reported having over nine community volunteers. 
109

 Each inmate is screened using an assessment tool for the need for addiction services, and is assigned 
a number associated with a recovery services level. This number indicates the degree to which inmates 
are in need of addiction services. Inmates are scored from zero to three; zero indicating no need of 
services, to three indicating chronic need for addiction services. This number is determined through 
completion of a need for services assessment that gives an overall score resulting in the assignment to 
one of the recovery services levels. Inmates who score either two or three are most in need of treatment; 
thus, they should be prioritized for programming. 
110

 Of the 69, 13 inmates are considered R2 and 56 inmates are considered R3. 
111

 Formal programming offered at MACI consists of the Treatment Readiness Program (TRP), the 
Intensive Outpatient Program (IOP), and Recovery Maintenance Programming (RMP). 
112

 Staff relayed that AA had an average monthly attendance of 184 participants and NA had an average 
of 144 participants. 
113

 Of comparator prisons inspected in 2015; MCI reported an average of 95 individuals participating in 
AA and 84 in NA per month while LOCI reported an average of 336 AA participants and 136 NA 
participants. 
114

 The directive from DRC is that staff resources should be focused on formal treatment programming. 
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 Survey participants reported average satisfaction in comparison to other 
institutions recently inspected.115,116 However, satisfaction levels across the state 
are concerning.117 

 93.5 percent of scheduled recovery service programs in the last 90 days were 
held, which is acceptable.118  

 Staff relayed interdisciplinary meetings occur quarterly, which is within policy. 

 MACI reported 220 inmates119 are currently on the waitlist for treatment 
programming, which is comparable to prisons of similar institutional population 
size.120  

 
Program Observation 
 

 CIIC staff did not observe programming during the inspection. 
 
Quality 
 

 In FY 2014,xxxvii  
o 14.0 percent of inmates enrolled in MACI’s Treatment Readiness 

Program121 were early terminators, which is lower than the DRC 
average.122    

o 13.3 percent of inmates enrolled in MACI’s Intensive Outpatient 
Program123 were early terminators, which is lower than the DRC 
average.124 

o 3.6 percent of inmates enrolled in MACI’s Recovery Maintenance Program 
were early terminators, which is higher than the DRC average.125 

                                                 
115

 49.6 percent of inmate survey participants (n=530) reported regularly using drugs or alcohol prior to 
incarceration. 
116

 53.2 percent of survey participants (n=348) reported that they have adequate access to recovery 
services programming. 
117

 44.6 percent of those surveyed by CIIC in CY 2014 reported that they have adequate access to 
recovery service programs. 
118

 315 of the scheduled 337 groups were held. 
119

 Of the 220 inmates, 0 were assessed at R0, 0 were assessed at R1, 33 were assessed at R2 and 187 
were assessed at R3. 
120

 Of the prisons with similar population size, MCI reported a waitlist of 331, LOCI 45 and LECI 214.  
121

 The Treatment Readiness Program is a 60-hour program delivered daily for a minimum of 15 hours a 
week. A minimum of ten of the hours must be cognitive behavioral treatment specific. The remaining 
hours shall consist of ancillary services. This program incorporates the stages of change model to focus 
on participant motivation and readiness that will enhance treatment engagement and retention. This 
program is offered to Recovery Service level 2 and 3 inmates.  
122

 According to information provided the Bureau of Recovery Services, at MACI there were 100 total 
participants and 14 early terminations from the Treatment Readiness Program in FY 2014.  The overall 
DRC average early termination rate was 16.4 percent.  
123

 The Intensive Outpatient Program is a 180 hour program that provides treatment services delivered 
daily for a minimum of 15 hours a week. A minimum of ten of the hours must be cognitive behavioral 
treatment specific. The remaining hours will consist of ancillary services.  
124

 According to information provided the Bureau of Recovery Services, at MACI there were 120 total 
participants and 16 early terminations from the Intensive Outpatient Services in FY 2014.  The DRC 
average termination rate was 24.0 percent. 
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Reentry Preparation 
 

 Staff relayed that they connect inmates with recovery resources in the community 
in preparation for reentry when requested. 

 Negatively, outreach and incorporation of family members into recovery services 
is extremely limited. 

 
E. FOOD SERVICE 

 
CIIC’s inspection of food services includes eating the inmate meal, and observation of 
the dining hall, food preparation area, and loading dock.  CIIC also interviews the Food 
Service Manager. Overall, food service was rated as GOOD.  
 
Meal  
 

 CIIC sampled three inmate lunch meals including two regular meals and one diet 
meal.126 The first regular meal was rated as acceptable. The meal was served at 
the appropriate temperatures and the side items were seasoned. The lunch meal 
served on Zone A was not the same as the lunch meal on Zone B.127 

 The second meal was rated as good. The meal was also served at the 
appropriate temperatures and the side items were seasoned. However, the 
quality of the main entrée was better than the first meal. 

 The diet meal was rated as exceptional because of the overall tasteful quality 
and seasoning of the main entrée.128 

 The most recent staff evaluation of an inmate meal was rated as good.129 
 Negatively, 69.6 percent of inmate survey respondents (n=530) indicated that 

they were either “unsatisfied” or “very unsatisfied” with the quality of the food 
served. The responses from inmates were significantly more negative than the 
responses from the 2013 inspection.130 The most common reason for inmate 
dissatisfaction with the food was the quality of the meal.  

                                                                                                                                                             
125

 According to the information provided the Bureau of Recovery Services, at MACI there were 56 total 
participants and two early terminations from the Recovery Maintenance Program in FY 2014. The DRC 
average termination rate was 18.4 percent early terminators. 
126

 The regular inmate meals were sampled on May 26 and 27, 2015. The May 26 meal on Zone A 
consisted of smoked turkey sausage, applesauce, fresh baked cookie bar, and two slices of white 
bread. However, inmates on Zone B received beef macaroni and cheese, peas, garden salad, banana, 
and two slices of white bread. 
127

 According to food service staff, the lunch and dinner meals were reversed on Zone B. Reportedly, the 
smoked turkey sausage that was originally scheduled for lunch had not arrived in time to prepare for the 
inmates on Zone B.  
128

 The diet meal was sampled on May 26 and consisted of soy and macaroni casserole as the main 
entrée. 
129

 Each DRC institution assigns one staff member, the Administrative Duty Officer (ADO), to taste and 
evaluate the quality of the inmate meal. The most recent evaluation of an inmate meal was the May 26, 
2015 dinner meal which consisted of turkey fajitas, rice, and pineapples.  
130

 During the April 2013 inspection, only 49.2 percent of inmates interviewed were not satisfied with the 
food. 
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 Also negatively, some focus groups inmates stated that the portions are too small 
and that food service does not serve full scoops of food. Focus group inmates 
also relayed that inmates who do not have commissary will be hungry after chow. 

 A review of the food service kite log131 found some concerns related to requests 
for a job re-classification, and requests for information regarding the nutritional 
value of the meals.  
 

Dining Hall 
 

 There were food particles under some tables that were occupied by inmates 
during the lunch meal in Zone A. However, Most of the floor and tables of both 
Zone A and B appeared to be clean and clear of debris.  

 CIIC observed small amounts of food particles under the serving line in both 
Zone A and B as inmate workers prepared the trays for the inmates.  
 

Food Preparation Area 
 

 The kitchen and food prep area for both the main compound and the camp were 
clean as inmate workers prepared the meals.  

 There were no maintenance concerns or any inoperable equipment on either 
zone. 

 Both the Zone A and B passed their most recent health inspections with zero 
violations.132xxxviii 

 In their most recent evaluation by the DRC Food Service Contract Monitor, MACI 
was 97.0 percent compliant.133 MACI also passed their previous evaluation with a 
perfect score of 100.0 percent.xxxix

 The evaluations included reviews of both the 
Zone A and B. 

 
Food Service Management and Oversight 
 

 A review of the employee sign-in log found that most administrative staff were 
making frequent visits to monitor the food service operations in each zone.134  

 The food service contract staff consisted of 21 employees including one Food 
Service Director, three Assistant Directors, and 17 contract workers. The average 
length of service at the facility was approximately six months. 

 The contract staff relayed that there has been only one serving delay within the 
past 30 days.135 

                                                 
131

 Per DRC Policy 50-PAM-02 (“Inmate Communication/Weekly Rounds”), the inmate kite system is a 
means of two-way communication between all levels of staff and inmates. All kites are required to be 
answered within seven calendar days and logged on the Kite Log. 
132

 The most recent health inspection of the main compound was conducted on July 14-15, 2014.  
133

 According to the May 15, 2015 evaluation, MACI was non-compliant in concerns related to menu 
substitutions. 
134

 The Warden, Deputy Warden of Operations, Deputy Warden of Special Services, and the Institution 
Inspector had made frequent visits to both food service operations. 
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Inmate Work Programs 
 

 MACI currently does not have an incentive work program for inmates. However, 
Aramark staff and the institution staff will continue to discuss possible incentive 
programs.xl  

 MACI recently implemented the IN-2-WORK program136  with the purpose of 
helping inmates gain skills that can be applied when they re-enter the workforce. 
During the inspection, MACI had 10 inmates enrolled in the program since 
January 2015.xli 

 
Loading Dock 
 

 The loading dock was clean and clear of any debris. According to the contract 
staff, there were no current pest or vermin concerns. However, staff relayed that 
mice have been seen during the winter months. 

 
More information regarding CIIC’s inspection of food services can be found in the 
checklist in the Appendix. 
 

F. RECREATION 
 
Engagement in recreational activities promotes positive physical and mental health. 
CIIC’s evaluation of recreational facilities is based on three factors: facilities, activities, 
and access. Overall, recreation was rated as GOOD. 
 
Facilities 
 

 Physical facilities137 appeared clean and were observed in use during each day 
of the inspection.  

 Staff relayed that there were no current maintenance concerns; however, during 
the time of the inspection one pad on a weight machine was observed in need of 
repair. 

 
Activities 
 

 Inmates are offered a wide variety of activities for recreation, including several 
organized intramural sports and tournaments.138,139 Overall, the recreation 

                                                                                                                                                             
135

 Staff believes the serving delay was caused by inmates “double-backing” or going through the serving 
line twice to eat more than one meal.  
136 IN-2-WORK is provided by Aramark and includes both a classroom component and an on-the-job 

training. The curriculum is tailored to the special needs of inmates including classroom instruction and 
“on-the-job” training (where appropriate) for offenders to deepen learning.  
137

 Indoor recreation facilities consist of a gymnasium with a basketball court, bleachers, two band rooms, 
one music equipment area, a weight room and an activity room that is used to play games. Outdoor 
facilities consist of a picnic table, handball courts, dip bars, a walking/jogging track, bleachers, a softball 
field, volleyball court and space to play soccer. Additionally, Zone A has horseshoe pits.   
138

 Sports leagues offered to inmates include flag football, basketball, softball, soccer and volleyball. 
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department offers almost all recreation activities permitted, per policy, for Level 1 
and 2 inmates. 

 The recreation department has a sizable music program and staff relayed art 
areas are available in each housing unit.  

 The recreation department has four inmate program assistants who help in the 
recreation department, which is low. 

 Movies are made accessible and are rotated on a regular basis.140 
 
Access 
 

 Staff reported that recreation and the yard run on a schedule141 and rarely 
closes. 

 Inmate survey respondents reported moderately high satisfaction with access to 
recreation.142  

 In contrast, several vulnerable population focus group participants relayed that 
recreation staff “bullies” inmates and refuses to make activities available for 
inmates’ use. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                             
139

 MACI has organized tournaments for community teams to play against inmate teams but more often 
staff relayed that they create league divisions such as 40 and over, A/B, and brackets of different teams. 
140

 Staff relayed movies are hand-selected from Netflix and shared through the inmate TV channels.  
141

 Recreation is open during the following hours: 8am-10am, 12:30pm-3:15pm, and 5pm-8:15pm. 
142

 CIIC’s survey of MACI inmates (n=523) found that 73.8 percent of respondents were very satisfied, 
satisfied, or neutral regarding their access to recreation.  
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HEALTH AND WELLBEING RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Ensure a cleaning schedule is created and document cleanings in the medical 
department. 

 Consider ways to have consistent documentation of the medical kite logs on 
both Zone A and Zone B, to ensure all kites are answered.    

 Ensure all inmates are thoroughly examined after receiving medication from 
pill call. 

 Consider strategies to increase education and inmate understanding of 
medication refill policies and procedures.  

 Consider evaluating the system of documentation of No-Shows/AMA for 
chronic care appointments. 

 Consider additional evaluation of mental health staffing relative to the 
caseload size. 

 Develop strategies to ensure mental health programming is running 
continuously and identify available programming space. 

 Consider developing strategies to increase incorporation of inmate families in 
recovery service programming. 

 Consider ways recovery service staff can offer additional programming to 
increase the impact of the recovery service department. 
 

 Consider implementing an incentive program for inmate food service workers. 
 

 Ensure that the regularly scheduled meals are served in each zone. 
 

 Ensure there are no serving delays on either zone. 
 

 Consider increasing the number of recreation program assistants. 
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IV. FAIR TREATMENT 
 
 
 
 

 
A. STAFF/INMATE INTERACTIONS 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of staff/inmate interactions is based on its survey of inmates, inmate 
focus groups, and analysis of grievance data.  Overall, CIIC rates staff/inmate 
interactions as IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT. 
 
General Population 
 
Negatively,  
 

 One of the predominant responses to the “what is one change that you would 
most like to see here” pertained to negative staff/inmate interactions, including 
disrespectful language used by officers toward inmates. (For more information 
regarding the CIIC Inmate Survey, please see the Appendix.) 

 More than half of inmates responded that they had been harassed, threatened, 
or abused by staff.143  For those who reported that they had, the most common 
incidents involved insulting remarks or feeling threatened or intimidated.  
Responses were an improvement over the 2013 survey.144 

 CIIC staff did not observe any staff/inmate interactions that caused concern on 
site.  However, the majority of CIIC staff heard multiple concerns regarding 
officers from inmates. 

 A review of inmate letters to CIIC over CY 2014 indicates MACI ranked toward 
the top for number of concerns regarding supervision at a Level 2 facility reported 
to CIIC.  

 
Positively, 
 

 The majority of inmate survey respondents reported that housing unit officers are 
responsive to their needs, professional, and fulfilling job duties.145  Responses 
were more positive than comparator prisons.146 

 Less than half of inmates respondents reported that their Case Manager or Unit 
Manager was helpful;147 however, there were a number of positive comments in 

                                                 
143

 56.7 percent (n=522). 
144

 In 2013, 64.4 percent of inmate respondents reported that they had felt harassed, threatened, or 
abused by staff. 
145

 69.7 percent (n=491), 59.3 percent (n=479), and 66.3 percent (n=472), respectively. 
146

 Although MACI’s 2013 inspection survey did not include these exact questions, the 2013-2014 
average for Level 2 prisons was 58.0 percent, 51.0 percent, and 57.8 percent, respectively.    
147

 45.9 percent (n=497) and 49.0 percent (n=463). 

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide fair and professional treatment of 
inmates. 
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the open-ended responses regarding particular unit staff.  Responses were in 
line with the 2013 inspection findings and comparator prisons.148 

 The total number of grievances against staff actions decreased 24.5 percent from 
CY 2013 (102 total) to CY 2014 (77 total).   

 
Vulnerable Populations149 
 

 Most inmates in the vulnerable population focus groups rated staff/inmate 
interactions as very poor. Inmates relayed that staff call them derogatory names 
(n-word, spics, fags, etc.), have a confrontational attitude, and discuss the 
inmate’s crimes with other inmates and staff. However, most inmates also 
clarified that their unit staff are usually helpful, but that the officers in chow, on 
the yard, in the infirmary, and outsiders that are brought onto the unit that cause 
the most issues. All inmates said that they would not report concerns about staff 
because of escalating retaliation through verbal abuse, shakedowns, and then 
being given a petty ticket to put them in the hole. 

 CIIC spoke with five limited English proficient inmates.150  All five reported that 
they had not had problems with staff or other inmates due to their limited English 
skills. 

 
Staff Accountability 
 

 The Inspector relayed that she provides accountability and oversight by 
monitoring the names of staff that appear in staff complaints.  She stated that she 
addresses the issue with the immediate supervisor. 
 
B. INMATE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE (IGP) 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of the inmate grievance procedure151 includes a review of a random 
sample of informal complaints and grievances, inmate survey responses, and data 
analysis.  Overall, CIIC rates the inmate grievance procedure as GOOD. 
 
Access 
 

 The large majority of inmates reported having access to informal complaints,152 
and the percentage was above average.153  

                                                 
148

 In 2013, MACI survey responses for the same questions were 52.0 percent and 43.7 percent; overall 
Level 2 averages for 2013-14 inspections were 52.4 percent and 47.2 percent. 
149

 CIIC staff conduct four focus groups of vulnerable population inmates: inmates under 21, over 55, sex 
offenders, and LGBTI. 
150

 All five inmates spoke Spanish.  CIIC staff communicated with them in Spanish. 
151

 Pursuant to Section 103.73 of the Ohio Revised Code, the CIIC is required to evaluate the inmate 
grievance procedure at each state correctional institution.  The inmate grievance procedure is a three-
step process by which inmates can document and report concerns to multiple levels of DRC staff. For 
more information on the inmate grievance procedure, please see the Glossary at the back of the report. 
152

 89.0 percent (n=519). 
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 An average percentage of inmate survey respondents (36.5 percent) reported 
that they had ever felt prevented from using the grievance procedure.154   

 For inmates who had not used the grievance procedure, the top reason reported 
was “Staff retaliation,” followed by “Grievance procedure does not work,” which is 
concerning. 

 An average percentage of inmates reported knowing who the Inspector was, and 
it was an improvement over the 2013 inspection.155   

 The Inspector logged an average of one to two rounds in the prior 30 days in the 
housing units, and she serves as the administrative duty officer monthly.  The 
Inspector also reported that she holds office hours twice a week.156  Inmate 
grievance procedure information, including the Inspector’s picture, is posted in 
every housing unit. 

 
Informal Complaints 
 

 In CY 2014, the facility reported receiving 2,044 informal complaints resolutions 
(ICRs), which was an increase from 2013.157   

 Of the total in CY 2014, only 12 did not have a documented response, which is 
very positive.  Of those that did receive a response, 6.3 percent were outside of 
the seven day timeframe mandated by DRC administrative rule, which is also 
low.  The untimely response rate decreased in comparison to CY 2013,158 which 
is positive. 

 CIIC’s review of a random sample of ICR responses indicated that staff are 
responsive to inmate concerns and professional in their responses.   

 An average percentage of inmates reported feeling that informal complaints are 
dealt with fairly at the institution,159 and it was an improvement over the 2013 
survey.160  

 
Grievances  
 

 In CY 2014, there were 338 grievances filed, an 8.0 percent increase from CY 
2013.  The total number of inmates who filed a grievance also increased, and the 
number of frequent filers is relatively low.  Staff reported 12 grievances on hand 
at the end of the year. 

                                                                                                                                                             
153

 In 2013, 81.3 percent of inmates reported having access to informal complaints and the Level 2 
average was 74.9 percent. 
154

 n=521.  In 2013, 31.8 percent of survey respondents reported that they had ever felt prevented from 
using the grievance procedure; the Level 2 average for 2013-14 inspections was 34.6 percent. 
155

 40.5 percent (n=529).  In comparison, in 2013, the response percentage was 33.8, and the Level 2 
average was 43.0 percent. 
156

 She reported that she holds open office hours on Wednesday mornings and Thursday afternoons. 
157

 The facility reported 1,848 informal complaints received in CY 2013. 
158

 In CY 2013, the untimely response rate was 6.6 percent. 
159

 12.5 percent (n=345) reported feeling that informal complaints were dealt with fairly. 
160

 In 2013, only 6.4 percent of respondents indicated that they felt ICRs were dealt with fairly; the 2013-
14 Level 2 average was 11.4 percent. 
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 Of the total dispositions in 2014, 87.7 percent were denied and 12.3 percent 
were granted.  The percentage of grievances granted is about average.161  The 
top three categories with the most grievances were Personal Property (63), 
Supervision (56), and Mail/Package (40).   

 Inspectors are expected to dispose of grievances within 14 days to ensure timely 
response to inmates’ concerns.  In CY 2014, 22.2 percent of the total grievances 
were extended beyond the applicable timeframe, which is high.162   

 CIIC’s review of a random sample of grievance dispositions indicated that the 
Inspector interviews relevant staff, reviews relevant evidence, and provides a 
thorough response to inmates.   

 Similar to the informal complaints, an average percentage of inmates reported 
feeling that grievances and grievance appeals are dealt with fairly at the 
institution.163  

 
Oversight and Accountability 
 

 The Inspector relayed that she is taking steps to address untimely informal 
complaint responses.164  The data indicates that untimely responses are not a 
large concern at the institution. 

 The Inspector relayed that 12 grievances resulted in a report to the Warden 
within the past six months.  Reports generally pertained to uses of force with no 
report, supervision issues, and granted property grievances. 

 The Inspector relayed that she has the opportunity to discuss issues/trends 
related to the grievance procedure and inmate complaints weekly through 
executive staff meetings. 

 The Inspector relayed that she ensures that inmates are not retaliated against for 
using the IGP by speaking to each individual, particularly any staff suspected of 
retaliation. 

 
C. INMATE DISCIPLINE 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of inmate discipline165 includes observation of Rules Infraction Board 
(RIB) hearings and a review of a random sample of closed RIB cases.  Overall, CIIC 
rates inmate discipline as GOOD. 
 
 
 

                                                 
161

 In CY 2014, 13.9 percent of grievances were granted in the DRC. 
162

 This is likely due to the transition in the position in 2014. 
163

 13.2 percent (n=304) reported feeling that grievances were dealt with fairly; 10.0 percent (n=279), that 
grievance appeals were dealt with fairly. 
164

 She identified that medical informal complaints were frequently untimely and has been working with 
the Deputy Warden of Special Services to address. 
165

 Inmates charged with a rule infraction are given a conduct report (also known as a ticket).  All conduct 
reports are first heard by a hearing officer; if the offense is a minor offense, the hearing officer may 
dispose of it himself.  More serious offenses must be referred to the RIB, which is a two-person panel that 
conducts a formal hearing, including witness testimony and evidence.   
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Caseload 
 

 In the past six months, MACI reported 555 cases that were referred to RIB.  An 
additional 42 cases were referred to RIB and received a disposition that included 
Local Control.166   

 The most frequent rule violation referred to RIB was a rule 19 violation (fights); 
however, the most frequent charge for cases that resulted in a Local Control 
placement was a rule 39 (intoxicating substance). 

 
Procedures 
 

 MACI’s RIB panel consistently followed standard hearing procedures.167  
However, the panel procedures could be improved by ensuring that the panel 
provides a more detailed summary of the inmate testimony, and confirms the 
testimony with the inmate prior to asking the inmate to sign it. 

 The RIB panel’s review of relevant evidence168 was adequate, although it could 
be yet further improved through ensuring that appropriate documentation is 
attached to the RIB case, and including photographs when relevant.   

 All of the cases reviewed were either heard within the requisite seven days or a 
reason was stated.  Staff relayed that they make a concerted effort to hear any 
cases involving mental health caseload inmates within three days. 

 CIIC’s review of closed cases169 revealed only a couple issues, indicating that the 
oversight of RIB from the Warden’s level is good.   

 
Due Process 
 

 In all but one of the closed cases reviewed in which the inmate was on the 
mental health caseload, the inmate was appropriately screened by mental health 
staff.  However, staff relayed that mental health staff have come to RIB only once 
in the past year, which is potentially concerning given the departmental push for 
greater oversight of mental health inmates. 

 The inmate rights form was completed for all cases.170   

 Requested witnesses were approved and heard; however, in two cases where 
the charging official was requested, there was no testimony form recorded in the 
case. 

                                                 
166

 Local Control is reserved for more serious rule violations, is assigned by a separate committee from 
the RIB, and can span up to 180 days, reviewed monthly. 
167

 Standard hearing procedures include reading the conduct report, providing an opportunity for the 
inmate to speak on his behalf, providing the opportunity for any requested witnesses, pausing the hearing 
for review of evidence and deliberation, informing the inmate of the disposition and offering an appeal. 
168

 Relevant evidence generally includes reviewing camera footage, use of force packets, drug tests, 
contraband control slips, etc. 
169

 CIIC reviewed 20 closed RIB cases. 
170

 The inmate rights form asks whether the inmate waives the 24 hour notice, the presence of the 
charging official at the hearing, and the presence of any witnesses.  The form also asks the staff 
completing the form whether he or she believes that the inmate needs staff assistance. 
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 Confidential information was not used in any of the reviewed cases.  However, 
CIIC staff discussed the procedure with RIB panel and it appeared correct. 

 
Sanctions 
 

 The RIB panel demonstrated consistent application of sanctions, which is 
positive. 

 Sanctions appeared significantly less than comparator prisons.171 

 Negatively, all of the vulnerable population focus group inmates reported that 
they do not believe the Hearing Officers or RIB are fair. A few inmates said that 
“snitches” are “favorites,” and that the way an inmate is treated depends on his 
crime and appearance. 

 
D. SEGREGATION 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of segregation consists of an observation of the unit and evaluation of 
the population.  CIIC rates segregation as GOOD. 
 
Segregation Population 
 

 Staff provided a segregation tracking mechanism (segregation roster) that 
provided a good amount of data.172   

 On the day of the inspection, there were 46 total inmates in segregation, or 1.8 
percent of the total institutional population, which is low for the security 
classification.   

 Of the total, only 11 (23.9 percent) had been in segregation for more than one 
month, which is positive; zero inmates had been in segregation more than three 
months.    

 Of the total, 15 inmates were in segregation under investigation, which is 
somewhat high.  Reviewing the segregation roster, five of the inmates had been 
in segregation for more than a week, which is potentially concerning.   

 Of the total, 58.7 percent were classified as white, 34.8 percent were classified 
as black, and 6.5 inmates were classified as “other.”  This is in line with the 
institutional demographics.173  

 Of the total, 28.3 percent were on the mental health caseload according to 
mental health staff. This is in line with the institutional mental health caseload 
proportion.174   

                                                 
171

 For example, staff relayed that for a first fight, they would release an inmate from segregation after the 
RIB hearing, counting time served with no additional time given. 
172

 The roster tracks inmates by disciplinary status, rule violation, the date that the inmate came into the 
segregation unit, mental health status, and STG status.  All of this is important information for ensuring 
the orderly management the population.   
173

 As of May 26, 2015, 60.8 percent of the inmates were classified as white, 36.7 percent as black, and 
2.4 percent as of another race. 
174

 As of the day of the inspection, there were 512 inmates on the mental health caseload, or 19.9 percent 
of the total inmate population. Of the total, 192 inmates were classified as seriously mentally ill (SMI). 
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Conditions 
 

 MACI has a single segregation unit, divided into two, double-tiered sides.  Each 
cell has its own sink, toilet, and shower. Positively, none of the cells housed more 
than two inmates. MACI also has a small number of inmates held in segregation 
cells on Adams A.175 

 Overall, conditions appeared good and cells appeared clean.  However, ants 
were observed in at least one of the cells, which was quickly addressed by staff.   

 Staff relayed that there were no maintenance issues on the day of the inspection.  
Staff relayed that maintenance concerns are handled “immediately.”  

 CIIC staff did not eat a segregation meal; however, inmates did not relay any 
concerns regarding the food.  

 There is one indoor recreation room on each side with a table and chairs.  There 
are also two outdoor recreation concrete areas that contain a pull-up/dip 
apparatus.  There were slight sanitation issues noted regarding the presence of 
bird droppings in the corners of the outdoor recreation areas.  Inmates are 
offered recreation five days a week, per policy. 

 Inmates did not relay any concerns regarding segregation conditions, other than 
the ants. 

 
Staff Accountability 
 

 There were no cell security issues viewed,176 other than slight graffiti. 

 A review of randomly selected segregation log sheets indicated that staff 
accountability is excellent, as all sheets were fully completed with a number of 
signatures, indicating staff presence in the unit. 

 Documentation indicated that staff were making appropriate security rounds.  
There was a concern, however, regarding appropriate documentation of sufficient 
shakedowns. 

 A review of the employee sign-in logbook indicated that executive staff are doing 
an excellent job of conducting the necessary rounds. 

 
Critical Incidents 
 

 Staff relayed that uses of force occur “not very often” and that they tend to occur 
in transit to or from segregation rather than on the segregation unit itself.  

 Staff relayed that the use of a disciplinary meal (“food loaf”) was infrequent, with 
one since February.  The most recent incident reportedly involved an inmate who 
was disgruntled about being placed in segregation and used a Styrofoam tray to 
throw urine. 

 Staff reported that inmates very rarely flooded the range. 

                                                 
175

 Adams A was formerly the juvenile  
176

 Cell security issues include inmates attempting to block cell windows or cell door windows, STG 
related graffiti, attempting to jam the locks or place material in the cuffports, or excessive clotheslines or 
towels on the floor. 
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 Staff stated that inmates could report sexual assaults via a telephone to call the 
PREA hotline in the holding cells.  Staff could not recall any incidents of sexual 
assault allegations in segregation. 

 
Programming/Activities  
  

 There was one telephone available for inmates’ use; it can be used by an inmate 
who is serving an LC placement, at the segregation lieutenant’s discretion. 

 The log book indicated that mental health staff make rounds twice per week.  
Staff relayed that there is no program space for them to conduct formal 
programming in segregation, but they are offer “paper programs” including 
puzzles and MH educational information. Additionally they do one-on-one 
therapy. 

 Inmates had books available in their cells, and there was also a bookcase on the 
unit that they could access.  The librarian documented weekly rounds in 
segregation. 

 The Principal or other educational staff documented weekly rounds to 
segregation. 

 Inmates are provided access to religious services through the Chaplain, who 
makes many rounds through segregation.   
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FAIR TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 Evaluate inmate concerns regarding negative staff/inmate interactions and 
develop plans to address. 
 

 Ensure the inmate testimony form provides an accurate summary and that it is 
confirmed with the inmate prior to signature. 
 

 Consider increasing the presence of mental health staff at RIB hearings.  
Consider improving the level of evidence included as part of each RIB hearing. 
 

 Evaluate the high number of inmates on SCI status in segregation. 
 

 Ensure that adequate shakedowns are documented in segregation. 
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V. REHABILITATION AND REENTRY  
 

 
 

A. REENTRY PLANNING   
 

CIIC’s evaluation of reentry planning177 includes interviews of staff,178 inmate focus 
groups,179 a document review, and inmate survey responses.  Overall, CIIC rates 
reentry planning as GOOD. 
 
Staff Performance  
 

 In a review of past releases,180 it was determined that 100 percent of the 
reviewed RPLANs181 were completed by the time the inmate was released.182,183 

 To ensure timely RPLAN completions, the Unit Management Chief reviews the 
reports on a regular basis. 

 The report of security classifications due showed no delinquencies.184  

 The most recent internal management audit found MACI to be non-compliant 
with nine standards related to unit management.185 

                                                 
177

 Effective reentry planning requires attention to individualized details from the first day of incarceration 
through the post-release period and is crucial for a successful reintegration into society.  The inspection 
considers the amount and types of inmate access to unit programs and purposeful activities, inmate 
contact with local community representatives, and staff performance. 
178

 CIIC inspections include interviews of the Reentry Coordinator (RC), the Unit Management Chief 
(UMC) [who sometimes doubles as the RC], and Case Managers (CM).  
179

 CIIC conducts focus groups of inmates representing various populations, including a group who are 
within approximately 30 days of their release date. 
180

 CIIC staff reviewed the list of inmates released within the past 60 days. 
181

 Reentry operations at DRC institutions include the use of the DRC RPLAN (Offender Transitional 
Release Plan).  In the few months prior to release, all DRC institutions provide various types of 
information to inmates through channels like Adult Parole Authority (APA) workshops and printed 
materials from Ohio’s counties.  
182

 20 past releases were reviewed to ensure RPLAN completion.   
183

 CIIC evaluates RPLAN completions by ensuring all blanks are filled with the corresponding: yes, no, or 
not applicable selection. 
184

 The report pulled by a unit manager and discussed in a follow up telephone call showed all security 
classifications had been completed by their anniversary date. 
185

 MACI was found to be non-compliant with the following Unit Management standards in the IMA of 
January 27-29, 2015:  

 OH 15‐05 The parent facility Unit Management Staff will complete a Prison Intake Tool (PIT – if 
not completed at Reception) and case plan on inmates rated as a moderate/high risk on the PST. 
Case plans are to be completed within 45 days of inmate’s arrival/transfer to institution. (formerly 

OH 01‐25) Out of 25 cases reviewed, 9 out of 25 did not have a case plan and 3 out of 25 case 
plans were completed after 45 days of arrival; 13 out of 25 had no ORAS programming notes. 

 OH 15‐07 It is the policy of the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction (DRC) to 

conduct an assessment of the inmate’s needs and risk to re‐offend, recommend appropriate 
treatment programming and notify the sentencing court in writing at least 30 calendar days prior 
to the inmate’s release that (s) he has successfully completed prescribed programming and 

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide access to quality programming and 
purposeful activities that will ultimately aid reentry. 
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 Nearly three-fourths of MACI survey respondents reported staff had not 
discussed with them what programs they should take while incarcerated.186 

 
Reentry Resources 
 

 The most recent job fair was held November 11, 2014.  A record-setting 791 
inmates attended (57 percent of total inmates eligible to participate).187  Twenty-
seven agencies from seven counties participated, bringing 42 representatives 
into the facility to meet with inmates. 

 Two computers located each library are dedicated to reentry and feature Ohio 
Means Jobs and Ohio Career Information System (OCIS) software.188,189  Focus 
group participants were generally unfamiliar with the reentry resource center in 
the library. 

 MACI does not currently have a local reentry coalition.  The UMC attends 
coalition meetings in Columbus, Cincinnati, and Chillicothe. 

 Common themes in two focus groups of inmates within 30 days of release 
include insufficient time to complete a program; frustration at lengthy waitlists, a 
boredom, not being aware of reentry center in library and lack of assistance in 
signing up for the Benefits Bank. 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
treatment for inmates identified as serving a risk reduction sentence. For inmates eligible for RR 
in the next ninety days, (5 cases) they all had PIT’s completed but only two had case plans 
completed and one did not need a case plan. 

 OH 15‐11 The case plan shall be generated within ORAS and shall identify the inmate’s level of 
need in each dynamic risk factor domain. Domains that score as a moderate or higher shall be 
targeted for programmatic or other interventions during the period of incarceration. The inmate 
shall participate in the development of the case plan. 
Nine out of 25 cases reviewed had no case plans and 3 out of 5 reviewed had no signed case 

plan in OnBase which is required by DRC policy 02‐REN‐01, Prison Reentry Assessment and 

Planning. Facility: Madison Correctional Institution Audit Date: January 27‐29, 2015 

 OH 15‐14 UMC or Deputy Warden’s designee shall document ORAS QA efforts. 
There was only documentation of one QA note of an “in person” observation of a case plan 
creation. 

 OH 15‐17 The unit team ensures the proper completion of ORAS risk assessments and case 
plans, if appropriate,on all inmates living in the housing area.There were three instances where a 
PIT had not been completed and these were prior to the PIT’s being completed at the Reception 
Center. 

186
 72.7 percent of survey respondents (n=517) reported staff had not discussed with them programs they 

should take while incarcerated. 
187

 30.6 percent of the total census on the day of the event (2,584). 
188

 All DRC libraries are required, per DRC 78-REL-05, to have a reentry resource center. 
189

 At the reentry center, inmates can learn what careers are in demand; research technical schools, 
colleges, universities, and scholarship opportunities; read interviews of someone working in the inmate’s 
field of interest, and find out how to prepare for a chosen career. The reentry computers feature the Ohio 
Career Information System (OCIS) and the Ohio Means Jobs website which support inmates in preparing 
for employment or additional education. OCIS and Ohio Reentry Connections software systems allow 
inmates to create an individualized job search account that ‘goes live’ on the inmate’s release day, 
allowing access from a computer in the community.  The inmate can then send previously created job 
applications and cover letters to potential employers.  
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B. REHABILITATIVE PROGRAMMING 
 
CIIC’s evaluation of rehabilitative programming is based on a review of unit-based 
program enrollment and completion, on-site observations, and review of additional 
purposeful activities.  Overall, CIIC rates rehabilitative programming as ACCEPTABLE, 
with a concern regarding program enrollment. 
 
Unit-Based Programs 
 

 MACI offers five unit-based, reentry-approved programs with a total of 130 
inmates enrolled (5.1 percent of MACI’s population) and 999 inmates (38.8 
percent of the population) on the combined waitlists.190,191  Inmate enrollment in 
unit-based programs is low for the population.   

 Slightly over half of the respondents reported it was easy or neutral to get into 
unit programs.192 

 
Program Observation  
 

   CIIC staff did not observe a unit based program while onsite. 
 
Additional Purposeful Activities 
 

 Positively, MACI is piloting a new program through the Pacific Institute with a 
starting cohort of 12 inmate facilitators193 that is designed to facilitate inmate pro-
social life-changing choices.194    

 There are six specialty housing units at MACI which at the time of inspection.195  

 Positively, MACI has a reintegration unit with a variety of activities; however, it 
has not been certified by the DRC Operation Support Center and houses inmates 
who have a range of release dates, some very far out. 

 MACI also offers a variety of inmate-facilitated programs to increase access to 
purposeful activities.196 

                                                 
190

 At the time of inspection, MACI was offering Thinking for a Change -59 enrolled, 441 waitlist, Victim 
Awareness-17 enrolled, 139 waitlist; Money Smart-22 enrolled, 264 waitlist; Inside Out Dad-16 enrolled, 
84 waitlist; Roots to Success-16 enrolled, 71 waitlist. Cage Your Rage  is  not currently offered. 
191

 On the date of the inspection, MACI had an inmate census of 2,572.  
192

 54.0 percent of survey respondents (n= 472 ) indicated it is easy or neutral to get into unit programs.
  

193
 Seven inmates from Zone A and five inmates from Zone B participated in the training. 

194
 Currently a pilot program, 12 inmates from MACI had just returned from off-site training at Chillicothe 

Correctional Institute where they were housed while they underwent 11 days of extensive training.  By 
one participant’s account, “this program was the best one by far, hands down, that I’ve been through – 
better than all the others combined.” This inmate has more than four years of life experience in a DRC 
correctional facility.  Based on principles of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), this program is designed 
to facilitate changing one’s perspective to being open and receptive to making significant pro-social life-
changing choices. 
195

 At the time of inspection, specialty units included: literacy, education/GED, vision-impaired, dog 
program, reintegration, and veterans/military. 
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 There are five inmate groups offered at MACI that provide several categories of 
programming.197  Approximately 26.2 percent of the total institution population 
participates in these inmate-led groups.198 

 MACI offered a high number of religious services compared to other Level 1 and 
Level 2 institutions.199  MACI’s inmate participation rate was about the same as 
the comparator prisons, slightly lower than the DRC average for FY 2014.200 

 Inmates have access to a good number of activities through mental health and 
recovery services.  

 
C.   FAMILY ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS  

 
CIIC’s evaluation of family engagement and community connections consists of a 
review of family-oriented activities, survey results, and data review.  Overall, CIIC rates 
family engagement and community connections as GOOD. 
 
Family Connections 
 

 About half of the survey respondents indicated that they have not experienced 
problems with sending or receiving mail within the past six months.201 

 Slightly less than half of survey respondents indicated that they have 
experienced problems accessing the telephones within the past six months.202 

 The majority of survey respondents indicated that they have not experienced 
problems receiving visits within the past six months.203 

o Focus group participants stated transportation issues keep some family 
members from visiting. 

 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                             
196

 There are four inmate facilitated groups offered at MACI, including Carey guide discussion groups 
(moral reasoning and anger management are sample topics), Man-Up Group (ownership of actions, 
consequences, and future). 
197

 MACI offers the following inmate-led groups:  Jaycees, United Veterans Association, Red Cross, 
Gavel Club, and NAACP. 
198

 At the time of inspection, there were a total of 432 inmate participants across the five groups.  The 
institution population at the time of inspection was 2572 inmates.  However, this may not be 
representative of the population because an inmate may be enrolled in more than one group. 
199

 In FY 2014, MACI’s rate of religious service programming per 1,000 inmates was 292.1 programs, 
compared to the comparator prisons rate of 205.2 programs and the DRC average of 206.0. 
200

 During FY 2014, MACI offered 693 religious service programs with a total of 15,949 inmate 
participants, equating to approximately 6.7 visits per inmate, which is about the same the comparator 
prisons average of 6.8 and the DRC average rate of 7.1.   
201

 50.7 percent of MACI survey respondents (n=511) indicated they have not experienced problems with 
sending or receiving mail. 
202

 47.0 percent of survey respondents (n=525) indicated they had experienced problems accessing the 
telephones.  The most commonly cited reason was not enough phones. 
203

 62.1 percent of survey respondents (n=515) indicated they had not experienced problems receiving 
visits.  Of those who reported concerns, the two most commonly cited reasons were distance for visitors 
and the visit scheduling process. 
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Family Engagement Events 
 
CY 2014 
 

 471 inmates and 1,189 family members participated in three unit management 
events:  Family Day, Dad and I, and Nurturing Fathers,xlii 

 85 inmates and 45 family members participated in graduation exercises.204   

 88 inmates and 138 family members participated in two Religious Services 
events: Family Worship Day and marriage ceremonies, which numbered 11 in 
CY 2014. 

 
CY 2015 
 

 Family Engagement Days June 27-June 28; 575 family members are signed up 

 Family Worship Day 

 Thanksgiving Family Service 

 Tyro Dads Family Reunion205 
 
Community Connections 
 

 There is a wide range of community service activities from which inmates can 
choose.206 

 From CY 2013 to CY 2014, community service hours increased 9.0 percent;207 
however, the rate was lower than comparator prisons and less than the DRC 
average.208   

 MACI has 144 active community volunteers209 that provide a variety of 
programming within different areas of the institution. 

 
D.  LITERACY DEVELOPMENT 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of literacy development in a correctional institution focuses on data 
analysis, a document review, direct observation of at least one program, and inmate 
survey responses.  CIIC rates overall literacy development as ACCEPTABLE, but with 
a concern regarding program enrollment. 

                                                 
204

 On the day of the site visit, MaCI was holding a graduation ceremony.  The graduates, in caps and 
gowns, entered the gymnasium to “Pomp and Circumstance.”  The atmosphere was similar to what one 
finds in the community, complete with family members and MACI volunteers in the audience. 
205

 Tyro Dads is a volunteer-led group that supports positive parenting skills and family reunification. 
206

 Community service projects include:  making bibs for Madison County Senior Citizens Center, making 
school supplies such as flash cards, aprons, and tote bags for Crayons to Computers program, making a 
number of crocheted items for social service agencies and more. 
207

 Total community service hours for CY 2013 were 234,885, compared to 256,090 for CY 2014. 
208

 During CY 2014, MACI’s rate of community service hours per inmate was 103.7 hours, which was 
lower than the comparator prisons average of 116.4 hours per inmate and lower than the DRC average of 
106.7 hours per inmate. 
209

 Active community volunteers are defined as volunteers who enter the facility more than three times per 
year. 
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Library Access210  
 

 The libraries each have a capacity of 30 inmates, including inmate library 
workers.  There is also a separate room dedicated to legal work, which has a 
total of seven computers. 

 A total of 16 inmate workers are employed by the library, three of which are 
employed as law clerks.  Additionally, there are two inmate volunteers. 

 The libraries each have four typewriters211 and eight computers available for 
inmate use, including  three for general word processing use; three with access 
to LexisNexis for legal research, and two for reentry work. 

 The MACI libraries are currently open for approximately 28 hours per week, 
including both evening and weekend sessions.212 

 The library has a high number of materials available for inmates’ use;213,214xliii 
however, the rate of use of library materials in FY 2014 was lower than 
comparator prisons and about the same as the DRC average.215 

 
Literacy Promotion 
 

 There are no special programs offered by the library.  A book club was 
discontinued due to lack of interest. 

 Each housing unit also has a selection of books for inmates to browse. 

 The librarian or assistant librarian delivers books to segregation every week. 

 MACI offers two specialty housing units to promote literacy and GED attainment. 
 
Academic Staffing 
 

 There was one vacant academic teacher position,216 which has been vacant for 
an extended timeframe. 

 
Academic Programs 
 

 MACI utilized classroom capacity at a higher rate than comparator prisons, which 
is positive. 217,218 

                                                 
210

 MACI’s Zone A and Zone B have separate libraries that have identical inmate staffing and follow the 
same schedule.    The Librarian’s office is in the Zone A library; the assistant librarian’s office in the Zone 
B Library.  Both librarians were interviewed during the CIIC site visit.   
211

 A Braille typewriter is maintained in the librarians’ office. 
212

 Feedback from brief interviews of inmates in the MACI libraries included complaints of not enough 
access to the library and insufficient seating in the law library. 
213

 As of April 2015, the libraries had 22,591 items, including 10 newspaper and 24 magazine 
subscriptions. In FY 2013 and in FY 2014, MACI’s average rate of library materials per inmate was 9.1, In 
FY 2014, the comparator prisons rate was 8.2 and the DRC average was 8.0 library materials per inmate. 
214

 The Librarian personally obtains and transports used books donated from a bookstore in Columbus to 
add to the collection at MACI. 
215

 In FY 2014, MACI’s rate of circulating items was 2.0, the same rate as the previous fiscal year.  In FY 
2014, the comparator prisons rate was 2.5 and the DRC average rate was 2.1. 
216

 An ABE/GED teacher position has been vacant since October 2014.   
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 MACI’s rate219 of inmates on the waitlist compared to those enrolled in academic 
programming decreased slightly from FY 2013 to FY 2014 but remained nearly 
three times the rates of the comparator prisons and the DRC average.220 

 A slight majority of survey respondents relayed that it is easy or neutral to get 
into academic programming.221,222 

 MACI’s rate of academic enrollment per 1,000 inmates is dramatically lower than 
both the comparator prisons and the DRC average,223 despite showing an 
increase FY13 to FY14.224  MACI offers five of the standard academic 
programs.225   

 
Outcome Measures 
 

 Of concern, the total number of GEDs earned decreased dramatically from FY 
2013 to FY 2014;226,227 and the FY 2014 rate of GEDs earned was lower than the 
comparator prisons, as well as the DRC average rate.228 

 Likewise of concern, the rate of certificates earned to academic enrollment 
decreased dramatically from FY 2013 to FY 2014.229  MACI’s rate of earned 

                                                                                                                                                             
217

 For the 2nd Quarter of FY 2014, MACI had an overall classroom capacity of 105.1 percent. The 
classroom capacity for each comparator prison is as follows:    AOCI (77.8 percent), BECI (98.1 percent), 
CCI (79.4 percent), GCC (77.1 percent), LAECI (96.6percent), LOCI (81.9 percent), MCI (94.9 percent), 
NCCC (93.3 percent), NCI (105.4 percent), PCI (100.9 percent), RICI (96.3 percent), SCI (122.2 percent). 
218

 Ohio Central School System, which is the school district for DRC, calculates the overall classroom 
capacity using the total number of students served, which may result in an overall classroom capacity of 
over 100 percent.  Staff at OCSS stated that this could happen for one of two reasons: throughout the 
class, students may drop out and instructors will enroll new students and/or instructors will occasionally 
overfill their classroom so that the average daily attendance will show a full class. 
219

 The rate is per 100 inmates enrolled in academic programming. 
220

 In FY 2013, MACI’s rate of inmates on the waitlist compared to those enrolled in academic 
programming was 120.4, which decreased in FY 2014 to 109.1. For FY14, MACI’s rate was significantly 
higher than the comparator prisons rate of 34.8 and the DRC average rate of 34.8. 
221

 52.3 percent of survey respondents (n=428) relayed it is easy or neutral to get into academic 
programming. 
222

 Access to academic and vocational programming remains a significant concern at MACI, as evidenced 
by the CIIC surveys and inmate focus groups, and responses in the most recent MACI Inmate Needs 
Assessment Report (2015).  The report indicates “limited availability of both academic and career 
technical programs received a very low to poor rating and said respondents felt that the quality of 
programs offered is very good but not enough programs.” 
223

 In FY 2014, the comparator prison rate was 327.6 and the DRC average rate was 346.5. 
224

 MACI’s rate of enrollment per 1,000 inmates in FY13 was 179.2, while the comparator prison rate was 
317.0 and the DRC average was 338.2.  In FY14, MACI’s enrollment rate rose significantly, to 245.4; 
however it was still below the comparator prison rate of 327.6 and the DRC average of 346.5. 
225

 The academic programs offered at MACI include: ABE, Pre-GED, GED, high school, and Transitional 
Education Program (TEP). 
226

 There were 82 GEDs earned at MACI in FY 2013, compared to 31 GEDs earned in FY 2014. 
227

 Total GEDs achieved decreased across the DRC due to the conversion to the computerized GED. 
228

 In FY 2014, the rate of GEDs earned per 100 inmates enrolled in GED classes at MACI was 28.2.  The 
comparator prisons rate was 32.8 and the DRC average rate was 29.6. 
229

 In FY 2013, the rate of certificates earned to academic enrollment at MACI was 30.0, compared to 
18.4 in FY 2014. 
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certificates in FY 2014 was also significantly lower than both the comparator 
prisons and the DRC average rate.230 

 MACI's attendance rate of 95.6 percent was slightly higher than the average rate 
of the comparator prisons for the 2nd Quarter of FY 2014.231,232   

 
Classroom Observation 
 

 Academic programs were not observed during this inspection. 
 

E. VOCATIONAL AND WORK SKILL DEVELOPMENT 
 
CIIC’s evaluation of the quality of vocational and work skill development programming 
focuses on data analysis, a document review, direct observation of at least one 
program, and inmate survey responses.  CIIC rates overall vocational and work skill 
development programming as ACCEPTABLE, but with a concern regarding program 
enrollment. 
 
Vocational Program Staffing 
 

 Staff reported one vacancy in career-tech that has been vacant since October 
2013,233 which is potentially concerning. 

 
Vocational Programs and Outcome Measures 
 

 At the time of the inspection, MACI offered three career-tech programs.234xliv   

 Enrollment in FY 14 in career-tech programs increased significantly over 
enrollment in FY 13;235 however, enrollment remains significantly lower than the 
comparator prisons and the DRC average.236 

 In FY 2014, MACI inmates earned 55 career-technology certificates, which is 
slightly higher than those earned in FY 2013.237  The rate238 of career-technology 

                                                 
230

 MACI’s FY 2014 rate of academic certificates earned was 18.4 per 100 academic students enrolled; 
the comparator prisons rate was 25.0 and the DRC average rate was  26.2 per 100 academic students 
enrolled. 
231 The 2nd Quarter of FY 2014 includes data from October 2014 to December 2014. 
232

 MACI had an attendance rate of 95.6 percent.  The attendance rate for each comparator prison is as 
follows:  AOCI (97.7 percent), BECI (95.4 percent), CCI (95.1 percent), GCC (96.5 percent), LAECI (86.3 
percent), LOCI (94.8 percent), MCI (98.0 percent), NCCC (92.8 percent), NCI (92.5 percent), PCI (80.1 
percent), RICI (97.5 percent), SCI (95.9 percent). 
233

 Horticulture teacher has been approved and awaiting a start date. 
234

 Three career-tech programs offered at the time of inspection are administrative office technology (AOT), 

drafting,  and horticulture. 
235

 In FY13, MACI had a total enrollment of 188 in both Career Technology (59) and Career Enhancement 
(129) programs.  In FY 14, a total of 289 inmates were enrolled in both programs, a 53.7 percent increase 
over FY 13. 
236

 In FY13, MACI’s enrollment rate was 81.0, with a comparator prison rate of 150.5 and a DRC average 
of 132.4.  In FY14, MACI’s rate rose to 121.8, with a comparator prison rate of 166.7 and a DRC average 
of 148.2 
237

 In FY 2013, MACI  inmates earned 49 career-technology certificates. 
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certificates earned for FY 2014 was higher than both the comparator prisons and 
the DRC average rate.239,240   

 An overwhelming majority of survey respondents indicated it is difficult to get into 
vocational training.241 

 
Classroom Observation 
 

 The CIIC site visit included a forty-minute observation of a drafting class that is 
part of a five-week career enhancement program.  Students were equipped with 
computers with 2013 design software, drafting desks, and written materials.  The 
instructor worked problems on the white board and checked each student’s 
progress, circulating through the classroom and giving encouraging feedback.  
Students were attentive and engaged and the classroom was what one would 
expect to see in the community.  Quality of instruction during this brief visit was 
excellent. 

 
Apprenticeships242  
 

 MACI currently offers 12 apprenticeship programs for the inmate population.243 
MACI greatly increased apprenticeship enrollment from FY 2013 to FY 2014.  
Apprenticeship enrollment was similar to the comparator prison and DRC 
average rate.244  

 
Ohio Penal Industries 
 

 Positively, MACI offers an OPI shop that trains inmates in manufacturing skills 
related to modular furniture and trash bags.245 

                                                                                                                                                             
238

 The rate is per 10 inmates enrolled in career-technology. 
239

 The FY 2014 rate of career-technology certificates earned by MACI inmates was 6.0 per 10 career-
tech enrollees, while the comparator prisons rate was 5.4 and the DRC average rate was 5.0. 
240

 The rate of career-technology achievement does not take into account students who may have 
enrolled during the latter part of the fiscal year and did not have enough time to complete the program. 
241

 76.7 percent of survey respondents (n=437) indicated it is difficult to get into vocational training. 
242

 Apprenticeships are certificate programs offered by the US Department of Labor that require 
supervised labor for a set period of time.  Apprenticeship programs use qualified volunteer prison staff 
members to supervise and train inmate apprentices in vocations that enhance employability skills. 
243

 MACI offers the following apprenticeship programs: Carpenter, drafter, furniture finisher, furniture 
upholsterer, janitor, machine operator, maintenance repairer – building, painter, quality control inspector, 
quality control technician, recovery operator, and alteration tailor.    
244

 During FY 2013, MACI provided apprenticeship programs to 37 inmates, compared to 96 inmates in 
FY 2014.  MACI provided apprenticeship programs in FY 2014 at a rate of 40.5 per 1,000 inmates, while 
the comparator prisons rate was 40.5 and the DRC average rate was 38.8. 
245

 The MACI shop manufactures modular furniture and trash bags.  The inmate workers in the shop also 
make items for use by persons residing in assisted living facilities and nursing homes and take on special 
projects by request.  A second OPI shop on the MACI campus closed four years ago.  The shop employs 
two staff.   
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 36 inmates, or 1.4 percent of the current population, are currently employed at 
the prison’s OPI shop.  Very positively, all inmates are enrolled in approved 
apprenticeship programs.246   

 Also positively, OPI staff provide inmate workers who are preparing for release 
with a certificate of employability and answer inquiries from the community about 
former inmates’ employability. 

 The OPI shop experienced an increase in profits from FY13 to FY14.247  
 

 
  

                                                 
246

 MACI offers 12 apprenticeship programs: Carpenter, drafter, furniture finisher, furniture upholsterer, 

janitor, machine operator, maintenance repairer – building, painter, quality control inspector, quality 
control technician, recovery operator, and alteration tailor. 
247

 In FY13, the MaCI OPI shop had a net loss of $31,368; in FY14, the shop showed a profit of $469,971. 

REHABILITATION AND REENTRY RECOMMENDATIONS    
 

 Consider developing strategies to increase inmates’ knowledge and familiarity of 
the reentry resources in the institution. 
 

 Develop strategies to increase access to academic and vocational programming. 
 

 Ensure that the reintegration center is certified by the Operation Support Center. 
 

 Develop strategies to increase the number of community service hours. 
 

 Consider developing additional library programs to promote literacy. 
 

 Evaluate the extended staff vacancies in the educational department. 
 

 Develop strategies to increase GED and academic certificate achievement. 
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VI. FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY 
 

 
 
A. FISCAL WELLNESS 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of fiscal wellness includes a document review of the institution budget 
status report, fiscal audits and an interview of staff regarding the implementation of cost 
saving initiatives, both those required by policy and those independently developed by 
staff. CIIC rates fiscal wellness as GOOD. 
 
Budget Overview 

 

 In FY 2014, MACI was under budget by $8,997.18 and used nearly 100.0 
percent of their allocated budget.248xlv Institution operations payroll accounted for 
71.5 percent of their expenses, followed by medical payroll (6.0 percent) and 
institutional utilities (4.6 percent).xlvi  

 As of May 2015, MACI had used 93.4 percent of their FY 2015 allocated 
budget.249xlvii,xlviii The highest expenses were institution operations payroll, 
medical payroll, and medical supplies.xlix  

 
Chart 4 
DRC Institutional Budget Allocations by Security Classification 
FY 2015 
 

 
 
 

                                                 
248

 In FY 2014, MACI was approved for a budget of $39,098,733.64 and spent $39,089,736.46. The 
remaining available balance of $8,997.18 was submitted to the DRC Operation Support Center to be 
used by the Department. 
249

 According to the Office of Budget Planning and Administration, the approved FY 2015 budget for MACI 
was $39,209,892. As of May 14, 2015, MACI had spent $36,612,567.89 of their allocated budget and had 
an encumbrance of $241,036.72. 
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Chart 5 
Daily Cost Per Inmate by Security Classification 
FY 2015 
 

 
 

 
 
Fiscal Audits 
 

 In their most recent external fiscal audit, MACI was compliant in six of their eight 
applicable standards for an overall score of 75.0 percent.250l The external fiscal 
audit score was better than the DRC average.251  

 The auditor required an action plan from MACI to address the standards that 
were not met during the external audit.li  

 In their most recent internal fiscal audit, MACI was also compliant in six of their 
eight applicable mandatory standards252 for an overall score of 75.0 percent. The 
Ohio Standards audit score was less than the DRC average.253  
 

Overtime Management 
 

 In FY 2014, MACI paid $2,090,549.74 in total staff overtime hours, which was a 
decrease of 8.8 percent from FY 2013.254lii The amount of paid overtime in FY 
2014 was less than the DRC average.255liii 

 In FY 2014, MACI paid $1,744,064.38 in correctional officer overtime hours, 
which was a 7.1 percent decrease from FY 2013.256liv The amount of correctional 
officer paid overtime was also less than the DRC average for FY 2014.257lv 

                                                 
250

 The institution was not compliant in regard to the petty cash fund, and their employee activity fund. 
251

 The average DRC institution external fiscal audit score was 67.5 percent. 
252

 Most recent fiscal review of the Ohio Standards was conducted during June 24-26, 2014. MACI did not 
pass Ohio Standards 14-03 (industrial arts) and 14-09 (asset management fund). 
253

 In 2014, the DRC institution average score for Ohio Standards was 80.8 percent.  
254

 In FY 2013, MACI paid $2,292,058.74 in total staff overtime.  
255

 In FY 2014, the average DRC total staff overtime was $2,303,085. In FY 2013, the average DRC total 
staff overtime was $2,318,315.73. 
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 As of May 2015, MACI had paid $1,432,258.33 in total overtime costs for FY 
2015 year-to-date, indicating that MACI is on pace to further decrease their total 
staff overtime.lvi 
 

Inmate Property Loss Reimbursement 
 

 In CY 2014, MACI paid $922.35 in property loss payouts which was a decrease 
of 25.7 percent.258lvii Their CY 2014 settlement rate also decreased from CY 
2013.259 In CY 2013, the MACI rate of property settlements was higher than the 
average for comparator prisons.260 

 In CY 2014, MACI inmates filed 63 grievances regarding personal property 
including 44 grievances (69.8 percent) for property that was lost, damaged, or 
confiscated by staff.lviii Total property grievances increased in comparison to CY 
2013.261lix

 

 
Chart 6 
Property Settlement Rates (per 1,000 inmates)262  
CY 2013 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                             
256

  In FY 2013, MACI paid $1,876,883.05 in correctional officer overtime.  
257

 The average DRC correctional officer overtime was $1,876,780.44 in FY 2014. The average DRC 
correctional officer overtime paid in FY 2013 was $1,847,254.96. 
258

 In comparison, MACI paid $1,241.60 in property loss payouts for CY 2013. 
259

 In CY 2014, MACI had a property settlement rate of $536 per every 1,000 inmates. In CY 2013, the 
MACI average property settlement rate was $389. 
260

 In CY 2013, the property settlement rate was $494 for Level 1 and 2 institutions. 
261

 In CY 2013, inmates filed 49 grievances regarding property loss including 31 grievances for items that 
were lost, damaged, or confiscated by staff. 
262

 Property settlement rate is calculated for each institution by dividing the cost of property settlements by 
the average institution population for the year. Then multiplying that number by 1000 (cost of settlements/ 
CY 2013 average population =dollar amount x 1000 = rate). 
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Cost Savings 
 

 The following cost savings provided by MACI are based on initiatives that were 
implemented during 2014 : 
 

o Mattress refurbishing project    $66,000 
 
Infrastructure 

 

 The following capital improvement projects that were completed during FY 2014: 
 

o Phase 1 Boiler Project    $453,000 
o Banneker A/B Housing Unit         $241,000 
o Door Replacement Project          $199,900 
o Air Duct Cleaning  $194,000 

 $1,087,900 
  

 The following capital improvement projects that were initiated or completed 
during FY 2015:263 

 
o Air duct cleaning-phase II264     
o Boiler replacement- phase II and III265  
o Fuel tank replacement266  
o Installation of PREA boxes     
o Segregation emergency egress doors267           
o Window replacement-phase II268          
o Zone  B fence installation269  

 

 MACI submitted the following future capital improvement requests during FY 
2015-16: 

 
o Asphalt replacement  
o Dock replacements-OPI, receiving, and food service  
o Emergency power upgrade: additional generator  
o Lift station renovation  
o Metal ridge vents on all units  

                                                 
263

 No dollar amounts were provided by staff. 
264

 Cleaned the air ducts in all the administration buildings. Project completed in August 2014. 
265

 Replaced remaining 15 boilers throughout both compounds. Project was completed in October 2014. 
266

 Remove underground storage tanks and replace with above ground tanks with a monitoring system. 
Project scheduled to begin April/May 2015. 
267

 Installation of touch screen PC monitors allowing the staff to have the capability of single, group or 
complete unlocking of all doors in segregation and the infirmary. The project was completed in January 
2015. 
268

 Replace all windows in Zone A housing units. Project was scheduled to start in April 2015. 
269

 Install new sally port, perimeter fence and perimeter lighting on Zone B compound. Completion date 
was March 2015. 
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o Q-building addition  
o Restructure all existing inmate laundry dryer vents  
o Window replacement- Phase III   
o Zone A housing units-plumbing and shower renovations  
o Zone A perimeter lighting renovation  
o Zone A sally port renovation  
o Zone B housing units- plumbing and shower renovations  

 
B. ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 

 
CIIC’s evaluation of environmental sustainability includes a document review of the 
utility bills and an interview of staff regarding the implementation of cost saving 
initiatives, both those required by policy and those independently developed by staff. 
CIIC rates environmental sustainability as GOOD. 
 
Utility Conservation270 
 

 In FY 2014, MACI significantly decreased their natural gas usage by 37.3 
percent. However, MACI increased their water usage by 17.5 percent. Their 
electrical usage remained consistent. 

 MACI decreased their total utility costs by $13,626.36 (0.8 percent) in FY 2014. 
The most significant decrease was in regard to their natural gas costs which 
decreased by 15.8 percent. The most significant increase was their water costs 
which increased by 7.4 percent. 

 The FY 2013-2014 utility consumption and costs comparisons271 are illustrated in 
the following chart: 

 

Energy 
Type 

FY  
2013 

FY 
2014 

Percentage of 
Change 

Water 
(gal) 

92,551,452 gal 108,715,740 gal 17.5% 

$564,213.55 $606,133.08 7.4% 

Natural Gas 
(mcf) 

126,432 mcf 79,304 mcf -37.3% 

$579,306.48 $487,700.00 -15.8% 

Electric 
(kwh) 

8,279,940 kwh 8,285,043 kwh 0.1% 

$507,629.29 $543,689.88 7.1% 

Total Costs $1,651,149.32  $1,637,522.96  -0.8% 

 

                                                 
270

 The DRC established a goal for each institution to reduce its annual utility costs by five percent. 
Natural gas, water and electricity are the primary utilities targeted for reduction of use.  
271

 Comparison reflects the invoices received during the following periods: July 2012 – June 2013 and 
July 2013- June 2014. 
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 MACI conducted an energy audit which outlined the energy conservation 
initiatives from FY 2014.272lx  

 
Recycling    
 

 In FY 2014, MACI recycling projects resulted in $10,445.28 of revenue which 
was a 171.3 percent increase from FY 2013.273lxi However, the revenue rate that 
MACI earned from recycling in FY 2014 was less than average for comparator 
prisons.274 

 As of January 2015, MACI had generated $5,523.34 in recycling revenue for FY 
2015 year-to-date.275 MACI was on pace to earn slightly more revenue from the 
previous fiscal year. 

 
Chart 7 
Recycling Revenue Rates (based on inmate population)276  
FY 2014 
 

 
 

                                                 
272

 The energy audit found the following: periods of slight increases in electrical usage due to colder 
temperatures, will replace security pole lights in Zone B with plasma LED lighting, staff are required to 
turn off all office lighting, replace all light bulbs with energy-efficient units, all institutional departments 
have been instructed to power down all equipment when not in use, freezers and coolers not in use have 
been taken off line, verified if above ground pipes need any additional installation, replacing all boilers 
with more efficient units, replaced HVAC units in different phases, completed air-duct cleaning through 
capital improvement requests, replace all housing unit fixtures that are reported to be leaking and/or 
dripping, and conducted a boiler replacement project.  
273

 In FY 2013, MACI earned $3,850.04 in recycling revenue.  
274

 The recycling revenue average was $6,763 for Level 2 institutions. 
275

 Fiscal Year 2015 year-to-date includes recycling revenue received from July 1, 2014 to December 31, 
2014.  
276

 The recycling revenue rate is calculated for each institution by dividing the recycling revenue by the 
average institution population for the year. Then multiplying that number by 1000 (cost of settlements/ CY 
2013 average population =dollar amount x 1000 = rate). Dollar amounts are documented in whole 
numbers. 
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Waste Management 
 

 The 2014 MACI waste audit was not provided.277 
 

Sustainability Cost Savings and Avoidance 
  

 There were no additional cost savings provided by MACI.lxii 
 

Sustainability Programs 
 

 In 2014, 59 MACI inmates graduated from the Roots of Success program. The 
MACI sustainability programs are illustrated below: 
 

Program  
Name 

Participants Graduates Graduation 
Rate 

Roots of Success 61 59 96.7% 

 

 As of May, MACI had graduated 25 inmates during the 2015 calendar year. 
During the inspection, there were five inmates currently enrolled in the program 
and 32 additional inmates on the waiting list.lxiii 

 In addition to the Roots of Success, MACI has 21 inmate re-claimers that earn 
$20 per month. 
 

C. STAFF MANAGEMENT 
 
CIIC’s evaluation of staff management includes a data review and staff interviews 
regarding overtime management, turnover ratio, morale, training, and evaluations. CIIC 
rates staff management as ACCEPTABLE. 
 
Workplace Environment 
 
CIIC interviewed 16 correctional officers who provided the following insight regarding 
the MACI workplace environment:lxiv  

 

 All of the officers interviewed believe that MACI is well-run. Most officers believe 
that staff work well together to maintain a safe environment. The majority of the 
officers interviewed believe that staff get along well. Some officers believe that 
MACI has a “family” environment.   

 All of the officers interviewed feel supported by their immediate supervisor. The 
most common reason why officers feel supported is that they have an overall 
good relationship with their immediate supervisors.  

                                                 
277

 According to staff, the 2014 waste audit could not be found. The current staff were not members of the 
MACI staff when the 2014 audit was conducted.  
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 Additionally, nearly all the officers stated that they feel supported by the 
administration. 

 Most officers interviewed rated morale as “average.” Officers relayed that the 
average rating depends on their perception of the facility. Some officers enjoy 
coming to work every day while other officers may feel slightly overwhelmed that 
they have to manage over 100 inmates in a unit. A few officers believe that 
inmates are treated better than them because of the number of programs 
available at MACI. These same officers also believe that inmate sanctions for 
misbehavior are not severe. 

  
CIIC received 87 completed survey responses from MACI correctional officers. Most of 
the results of the surveys indicate that officers have a positive opinion of their institution. 
However, there were several concerns and areas in need of improvement as well.lxv 
 
Positively, 
 

 In regard to officers’ overall opinions of the facility, the majority of officer survey 
respondents (83.9 percent) believe the facility is well run. Also, 75.6 percent of 
the officers have a good opinion of the facility most of the time. 

 In regard to supervision, 87.4 percent of survey respondents relayed that their 
supervisor is available when needed. Also, 85.1 percent of officer survey 
respondents understand their supervisor’s expectations and 72.4 percent of the 
survey respondents have confidence in their supervisor. Additionally, most 
survey respondents (75.9 percent) believe they are adequately informed when 
they come on shift. 

 Survey results also indicate that most officers have positive opinions regarding 
their fellow officers. According to the survey results, 79.3 percent of survey 
respondents trust their fellow officers to have their back. Also, 75.6 percent of 
respondents believe the people they work with are competent.  

 Officer opinions regarding their jobs were also mostly positive. The large majority 
of survey respondents (96.5 percent) believe they receive the appropriate 
training to do their job well. Also, 80.5 percent are satisfied with their job and 
most officers (69.8 percent) do not frequently think about quitting their job. 

 In regard to overtime, 92.0 percent of the officer survey respondents relayed that 
they are not required to work an excessive amount of overtime.  

 Although most officers responded positively to questions regarding the ability for 
staff to get along (66.7 percent), and the ability for officers to consistently follow 
post orders (60.0 percent), those areas could still be slightly improved.  

 
Negatively,  

 

 Although most officers believe the institution is run well, only 48.2 percent believe 
the institution is run better now than it was a year ago.  

 According to the survey results, morale is an area of concern among the officers. 
The results indicate that only 44.8 percent of the survey respondents believe that 
morale is good. 
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 In regard to the administration, only 54.1 percent of the respondents have 
confidence in their administration. Further, only 55.2 percent of the officers at the 
institution feel appreciated. Also, only 37.2 percent of the officer survey 
respondents believe the administration is open to their input.  

 In regard to employee discipline, only 39.3 percent of the officer survey 
respondents believe that employee discipline is consistent. 

 Although most officers provided positive responses regarding supervision, 73.3 
percent of officers believe that some supervisors show favoritism. Most officer 
respondents (58.1 percent) relayed that they receive inconsistent requests from 
two or more supervisors. Also, only 45.2 percent of survey respondents believe 
the right people receive promotions at MACI.   

 
A review of the two open-ended survey questions found that a few more officers 
responded to the question regarding “one positive aspect” of the prison in comparison to 
the question of “one change” they would make at MACI.lxvi  

 

 Survey results indicate that 61 officers responded to the “one positive aspect” 
question. Some of the positive aspects relayed by officers were the cleanliness of 
the facility, pick-a-post, a family feeling among the officers, competent co-
workers, willingness of fellow officers to provide assistance when needed, the 
proximity of the institution, the facility is very organized, and good communication 
between some supervisors and the administrative staff. 

 In comparison, 59 officers responded to the “one change that you would make” 
question. Some of the issues relayed by officers included a perception of 
favoritism by some supervisors, a need to change the administrative staff, more 
communication between staff and the administration, too many 
privileges/programs for inmates, inconsistent communication from supervisors, 
morale, hiring practices, a request for four 10-hour days, and a need to improve 
the relationship between officers and the administration. 

 
A review of their February 2014 cultural assessment found that some responses by staff 
were similar to the officer survey responses and interviews.lxvii  
 

 Some positive characteristics relayed by staff were a high standard of sanitation, 
high level of trust between co-workers, low violence, the institution is well-run, 
maintenance staff are responsive to facility needs, physical plant is well 
maintained, and support from the business operations. 

 Some “cultural opportunities” or areas of concern relayed by staff were 
promotions, a disconnect between the executive staff and the facility, staff 
workload, a lack of coaching regarding employee discipline, flexibility in 
scheduling, and operational inconsistencies regarding supervisors and two 
compounds. 
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Evaluations 
 

 In CY 2014, MACI staff completed 80.8 percent of required performance 
evaluations on time.278lxviii Overall, MACI completed 98.6 percent of all required 
evaluations.279 In CY 2013, MACI completed 92.8 percent of their performance 
evaluations which was higher than the DRC average.280lxix  

 The large majority of officer survey respondents (84.3 percent) believe their 
direct supervisors conduct performance evaluations that are fair. Most officer 
survey respondents (77.0 percent) believe their supervisor provides good 
feedback regarding their job performance.lxx  

 
Training281 
 

 The FY 2014 MACI mandated training completion rates consisted of the 
following:lxxi 
 

o Firearms Training:        100.0 percent282 
o Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) Spray   100.0 percent283 
o Defense Tactics:       97.8 percent284 
o In-Service Training:        97.4 percent285 

 
Turnover Ratio 
 

 In FY 2014, MACI had an 8.3 percent total staff turnover ratio,286 which was an 
increase from FY 2013.287lxxii The 2014 turnover ratio was higher than the DRC 
average.288  

                                                 
278

 In CY 2014, MACI supervisors completed 446 of 552 required performance evaluations on time.  
279

 In CY 2014, MACI supervisors completed 544 of 552 required performance evaluations. 
280

 The average completion rate for all evaluations for CY 2013 was 84.7 percent. The percentage is 
based on 9,790 of 11,557. 
281

 DRC required 40 hours of in-service training for custody staff (all non-clerical/support designated staff) 
and 16 hours in-service training for non-custody (clerical/support staff). According to DRC policy, 39-TRN-
02 (“In-Service Training”), the prisons are mandated by the CTA to ensure custody staff receives annual 
re-certification training on the following topics: firearms, unarmed self-defense, CPR/First Aid, and in-
service training. Institutions are only mandated to take CPR every other year. These topics are derived 
from Administrative Regulations, Legislative/Judicial Requirements, ACA Standards, DRC policies, and/or 
other Department Training Advisory Council recommendations. The goal of each institution is for all 
required staff to complete 100 percent of their required training by the end of each fiscal year. In FY 2014, 
MACI was not required to conduct CPR or OC-Spray training. 
282

 38 of 38 staff successfully completed their firearms training.  
283

 238 of 238 staff successfully completed their training. 
284

 443 of 453 staff successfully completed their defense tactical skills training. Five staff were on medical 
leave and did not complete their training. Two staff were on return-to-work leave, and one staff for military 
leave and one staff did not attend. 
285

 446 of 458 staff that attended successfully completed in-service training. Nine staff were on medical 
leave, two staff were on military leave, and one staff failed the course.   
286

 Most of the turnover was a result of resignations. 
287

 In FY 2013, MACI had a 7.1 percent total staff turnover rate. 
288

 In FY 2014, the average DRC turnover rate was 7.8 percent. 
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 In FY 2014, MACI had a correctional officer turnover rate was also 9.0 percent, 
which was an increase from FY 2013.289 The 2014 correctional officer turnover 
rate was also higher than the DRC average.290lxxiii  

 As of May 2015, MACI had an 8.7 percent total staff turnover ratio for 2015 fiscal 
year-to-date.lxxiv  
 

Vacancies 
 

 On the day of the inspection, MACI reported 40.3 total vacancies291 including 30 
correctional officer vacancies292 (9.9 percent of total correctional officer 
positions).293lxxv The number of total vacancies was significantly less than the 
number of reported vacancies from the 2013 inspection.294lxxvi  
 

Recruiting and Retention Initiatives 
 

 According to staff, all recruiting and retention initiatives are handled by the DRC 
Operation Support Center.  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
289

  In FY 2013, MACI reported a 7.7 percent correctional officer turnover ratio. 
290

 In FY 2014, the average DRC correctional officer turnover rate was 8.0 percent. 
291

 In addition to the vacant correctional officer position(s), there were also three nurse positions and one 
vacancy each as an administrative professional, correctional programs specialist, general activity  
292

 According to their May 15, 2015 vacancy report, 12 of the 30 correctional officer positions were on 
hold as part of the four percent vacancy requirement for correctional officer positions.   
293

 According to their personnel staff, MACI received funding for 304 correctional officer positions.  
294

 During the 2013 inspection, MACI reported 56 vacancies. 

FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS    

 Ensure all standards are met for each fiscal audit. 

 Develop strategies to reduce water usage. 

 Develop and implement strategies to improve morale and correctional officer 
concerns regarding supervision. 

 Develop recruiting and retention initiatives to help reduce vacancies and staff 
turnover. 
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VII. APPENDIX 
 

A. INMATE SURVEY 
 
A voluntary, confidential and anonymous survey of a representative sample of the 
prisoner population was carried out during this inspection on May 26, 2015. 
 
The survey was administered using a systematic sampling method of inmates stratified 
by housing unit. A sample of approximately 837 inmates was selected from 2,572, the 
institutional population. The sample size was chosen so we would have a 5 percent 
margin of error. 
 
At the beginning of the inspection, institutional staff provided a printout of inmates by 
housing unit to CIIC staff. CIIC staff selected every fourth inmate on each housing list 
printout. CIIC staff attempted to speak to each selected inmate in their respective 
housing unit. Staff explained the purpose of the survey, providing each inmate with the 
survey and an empty envelope. Inmates were directed not to write their name or 
number on the survey or envelope. After completion, inmates were instructed to place 
the survey in the envelope and place it in manila envelope provided by CIIC staff on the 
corrections officer’s desk.  CIIC staff conducted sweeps of each housing unit in the 
afternoon to pick up the manila envelopes on the officers’ desks. Additionally, inmates 
had the opportunity to return the surveys by mail, at the expense of the inmate. 
 
In the sample, approximately 607 surveys were given out. 223 inmates were not present 
in their housing unit during the distribution of surveys, seven blank surveys and 533 
completed surveys were returned. The number of completed surveys represents 20.7 
percent of the total population.  
 
The questions are replicated on the following pages. Demographic counts are 
represented in questions 44 thru question 48. With the number of returned surveys, we 
are 95 percent confident that the proportion of the population who agree with the 
closed-ended statements, is the number given plus or minus the margin of error of 5 
percent. Questions 42 and 43 are open-ended questions and are typed out at the end of 
the report.  
 
The results from the survey form part of the evidence base for our inspection. 
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MACI Open-Ended Survey Responses 
 
What is ONE positive aspect of this prison? 
 

1. It’s clean 
2. Recovery services 
3. It is clean 
4. – 
5. Close to home 
6. None 
7. Being able to have recreation 
8. – 
9. There is not a lot of violence or gang activity 
10. Cells 
11. – 
12. We have a decent staff 
13. Water 
14. I do not see any type of positive aspects of this prison 
15. It is clean and safe 
16. Don’t know 
17. It is safe for the most part 
18. None 
19. AC in chow hall 
20. It is solitude in the cell 
21. – 
22. – 
23. Commissary is fast 
24. – 
25. – 
26. – 
27. You’re safe here, by far the safest prison I’ve been to 
28. None 
29. Laid back real 
30. Merit dorm 
31. – 
32. It is a mild prison 
33. – 
34. Safe 
35. Dorm housing, not closed in a cell 
36. – 
37. None! 
38. I’m free to develop myself because there’s not really any violence 
39. No positive [illegible] to cage humans 
40. – 
41. Physical layout, yard with trees and benches, etc. 
42. – 
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43. Music program 
44. Nothing 
45. Close to home 
46. I haven’t been high and am able to keep my mind clear 
47. – 
48. Need to help us more thank you 
49. Officer Oyer is fair 
50. None 
51. Visits from family. Family day.  Time with kids. 
52. It is pretty clean and free of roaches 
53. Freedom to move around without being harassed 
54. – 
55. Vocational training 
56. No one gets killed here 
57. Can’t think of one 
58. Inmates respect each other, for the most part 
59. Mostly calm camp 
60. – 
61. The workout equipment and ability to go outside often 
62. It is here! 
63. Church 
64. – 
65. Time to change the wrong inside of you! 
66. Not much fighting here 
67. – 
68. Mostly safe close to home 
69. my outdate 
70. cleaner than some other prisons 
71. It’s close to the city I’m from.  My family can come to see me fairly easy. 
72. Some staff are pleasant to talk with them. 
73. – 
74. Warden seems sincere in trying to change the inmate-averse attitude of the staff. 
75. Recreation access.  Yard is normally open. 
76. It’s clean 
77. It’s clean.  The lady CO who does visits, my family loves her. 
78. None 
79. – 
80. Nothing 
81. The little bit of freedom allowed 
82. Clean 
83. Not locked down all the time 
84. – 
85. – 
86. There is nothing positive about MACI.  Nothing. 
87. – 
88. – 
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89. None 
90. We need the opportunity for some of us to watch TV and radio so we can feel 

safe 
91. I haven’t seen it yet 
92. Free walk to rec or library 
93. It has no steps 
94. Chilled 
95. Getting out one day – nothing positive here 
96. – 
97. Cleanest 
98. The grass stays cut 
99. – 
100. For the most part, Madison feels like a safe institution.  At least as far as 

prisons are concerned. 
101. Close to home 
102. – 
103. It is very clean 
104. None 
105. I don’t know 
106. Don’t know 
107. Inspector open hours 
108. Clean showers 
109. Actually pretty easy-going.  It is nice to be in a cell. 
110. Not a lot of problems with inmates 
111. – 
112. – 
113. Nothing good can be said about place 
114. – 
115. None 
116. Nothing! 
117. Good place for short-timers but not for long timers 
118. Mental health 
119. I have been in at least 8 other prisons and this is the worst ever and it’s 

due to the way it’s ran and the attitude of the staff.  Staff refuse to do proper jobs 
and try to blackmail. 

120. This prison is racist and petty.  I would transfer as soon as possible. 
121. The Jpay 
122. – 
123. More whites than blacks 
124. Nothing 
125. Working out 
126. Clean 
127. It’s semi clean 
128. – 
129. The willingness of staff to keep prison running well 
130. You can change and start over 
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131. None! 
132. – 
133. None 
134. Clean 
135. It’s overall safe 
136. – 
137. Learned not to complaint it could be worse 
138. It gives me plenty of reasons never to come back to prison 
139. I don’t know 
140. – 
141. It’s overall clean 
142. Cleanliness 
143. Safety 
144. Evidently there is a lot of sex stuff I’m missing out on 
145. Clean 
146. Prison based faith programming, Epiphany, Kairos, True Freedom Bible 

College 
147. Clean 
148. Low parasites (bugs) 
149. The Warden really tries to help improve the prison 
150. Nothing is positive, we’re in prison 
151. Family Day! 
152. It is safer than most 
153. Family Day 
154. Cells 
155. Non violent 
156. – 
157. There is none 
158. It is not super violent 
159. Clean 
160. Movement come go when please 
161. – 
162. Come out of cell after 9:00 pm count 
163. Cleanliness 
164. None 
165. There is none 
166. N/A 
167. Too much 
168. Compared to other prisons I’ve been in – it is laidback 
169. It’s like male only college 
170. Dog program 
171. Nothing 
172. – 
173. If locked up you have to face yourself 
174. The inmates for the most part are good people who just want to go home 

and start their lives over, have a new [illegible] 
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175. – 
176. – 
177. Not thing 
178. Very clean 
179. It’s clean 
180. None 
181. – 
182. Cells 
183. Fairly clean, water safe and clean to drink and feds might take over soon 
184. N/A 
185. None 
186. Clean cells 
187. It is easy to talk to certain administrative staff members about certain 

problems 
188. Help need with drugs 
189. Family days 
190. N/A 
191. Free 
192. One positive aspect is that it now have programs that can help inmates 

out 
193. Chapel 
194. Not as violent as other prison like Level 3 
195. None 
196. Programs 
197. – 
198. Laidback 
199. Don’t know 
200. Merit dorm 
201. The safety 
202. – 
203. – 
204. – 
205. This facility is very clean and laidback for the most part 
206. It is the safest 
207. You can get a piece of mind in your cell 
208. The new Warden 
209. It has cells 
210. It has cells 
211. I have the chance to sit and think about my mistake.  I also get some 

much needed sleep. 
212. Mental health 
213. None 
214. It’s super soft I guess 
215. – 
216. – 
217. The cells 
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218. It’s a clean prison and not very violent 
219. It had a faith dorm and positive help from other inmates like you 
220. The chapel is a place I can go and feel alive and normal 
221. Chapel services 
222. – 
223. To my understanding it is the safest and cleanest Level 1 institution 

available in this state 
224. Inmates are safe 
225. – 
226. – 
227. For the most part, all the inmates seem to get along with each other and 

respect each other 
228. Do not really know of any 
229. None 
230. – 
231. – 
232. – 
233. They feed us 
234. Elderly people 
235. Safe to a point for sex offenders 
236. Clean 
237. Nothing 
238. It’s a lot safer prison than some of the other ones 
239. Not too much trouble with others 
240. The yard is clean 
241. It’s a non-violent prison 
242. Clean 
243. N/A 
244. Nothing 
245. The dog program “canine fresh start” 
246. Family day 
247. The chapel and the chaplain – thanks to him and the chapel – that’s the 

only help I received 
248. The chapel services 
249. – 
250. – 
251. Clean 
252. Vocational classes 
253. n/a 
254. commissary is cheap 
255. – 
256. – 
257. Music room 
258. Close to home 
259. Band room 
260. – 
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261. – 
262. – 
263. It’s clean 
264. Scenic grounds 
265. Isn’t 
266. – 
267. Cells instead of open dorm environment 
268. Cells 
269. No problems with inmates I live around 
270. Fairly safe 
271. – 
272. N/a 
273. – 
274. It is very clean 
275. It is easy to avoid trouble but you can find it if you look for it 
276. Religious services.  Chaplain that really cares 
277. Minimum thefts 
278. – 
279. We have programs to better ourselves 
280. Nothing.  It sucks here I’m trying to transfer. 
281. Family day 
282. More negative.  This is a Level 1 prison and we are harassed and denied 

privileges that other higher level prisons have. 
283. – 
284. Clean, safe 
285. Have not had visitation forms to get form to get money ehre because mom 

can’t make it to visit 
286. My outdate 
287. Food 
288. Clean 
289. It’s ok 
290. Cleanliness 
291. Cleanliness 
292. Inmates are friendly 
293. N/A 
294. – 
295. – 
296. Education 
297. Fresh air 
298. It’s low security 
299. N/A 
300. I get a lot of visits which allows me to spend time with my family 
301. Safe/clean/nonviolent 
302. – 
303. I have pool table and a Wii 
304. Programs that are allowed in the reintegration dorm 
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305. Nothing positive about being away from your family 
306. – 
307. Being a Level 1 the freedom of mobility 
308. The lawn and softball fields are beautiful 
309. It’s laid back with not much trouble/violence 
310. Safe and clean 
311. Some guards realize that coworkers do disrespectful and unacceptable 

things and give advice as to how they should be dealt with 
312. IOP 
313. Mrs. Rogan 
314. I feel safe for the most part.  I’m grateful to be an American citizen in the 

state of Ohio in this day and age 
315. – 
316. It is very safe.  Not far from a PC camp. 
317. Most staff is willing to help if it’s need.  I feel pretty safe and programs AA, 

NA, etc. 
318. It’s clean 
319. Nothing 
320. Clean, close to home! 
321. Family day and the visits 
322. N/A none 
323. Cleanliness 
324. It’s safe and you can do your time here 
325. It’s nonviolent 
326. PREA 
327. None 
328. That it is so close to my home so my family can come visit and it is clean 
329. Never gotta see anyone go home 
330. It’s small here / not a lot of inmates 
331. Rec most of the day 
332. – 
333. Private showers 
334. I don’t know 
335. Cleanliness 
336. None 
337. Programs 
338. Cleanliness 
339. The inmates are good guys 
340. – 
341. – 
342. Inmates are laidback they stay out of the way but that’s not [illegible] 
343. Cells 
344. – 
345. That I go home very soon =) 
346. Coming from Level 3 Lebanon this prison has less violence and cell blocks 
347. The ability to be acting in my own rehabilitation 
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348. – 
349. The Warden do try! 
350. Can’t think of one at the moment 
351. It’s laidback for the most part 
352. – 
353. Nothing! 
354. It’s small and fairly safe to be at 
355. Cable for merit block 
356. Don’t care 
357. It’s clean 
358. We have these cells from open dorms 
359. – 
360. For the most part it is clean 
361. There is none.  This is the worst place.  Staff on inmate violence is very 

high here 
362. Not much serious violence and it is clean 
363. It’s close to my home/city so my family doesn’t have to travel far to visit 

me 
364. N/A 
365. It’s laid back.  There is really no violence. 
366. They have a basketball league 
367. Strong core of Christian brothers 
368. Working in maintenance repair 
369. Cleanliness, you can eat off the floor 
370. Insanity program 
371. It’s kinda clean 
372. The access to religious/spiritual services 
373. I do not know 
374. Its location to Columbus 
375. – 
376. Regular unit staff are professional and helpful 
377. It is cleaner than most prisons I’ve been to 
378. It’s a fairly-safe environment.  I don’t see a lot of fights or extortion here 
379. Access to unit ran programs 
380. – 
381. Clean 
382. – 
383. – 
384. More laidback than most other prisons 
385. – 
386. N/A 
387. Programs 
388. It relatively clean 
389. Access to recreation activities 
390. – 
391. Inmates willing to help me 
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392. – 
393. Family day. Visitation. 
394. Cells 
395. – 
396. Family day 
397. Nothing 
398. Environment is clean 
399. I don’t know 
400. Staff adhere to rules and ARs and expect all inmates to do so without 

exception 
401. Cells 
402. Cells 
403. – 
404. Nothing 
405. The freedom 
406. Cells 
407. Nothing 
408. Cells 
409. NA and AA 
410. Clean and more structured than most other prisons 
411. It’s cleaner than most 
412. None 
413. A few COs and other certain staff members are OK to work with but not all 
414. There are some very good staff that truly help and want to help inmates 

but we need more of them! 
415. It is clean.  And most basic human needs are met daily 
416. All the classes to help better ourselves 
417. – 
418. Can’t think of one.  This is the worst one I been to out of 6 
419. Clean with cells 
420. I really hate to say this, nothing 
421. The single man showers are nice and there is low violence!  And 

washers/dryers – nice! 
422. – 
423. I’m sorry I do not know the answer to this question 
424. It’s a prison where inmates are not really rowdy.  It’s laidback and the 

inmate led groups are great 
425. Family day 
426. – 
427. None 
428. Easy to do time here.  Pretty laidback other than young gangs. 
429. Safety and security! 
430. – 
431. – 
432. Level 
433. Recovery programming 
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434. – 
435. Staff in dining room refusing to let you eat your meal 
436. Nothing 
437. Family day 
438. It scares you straight 
439. Smoking weed 
440. Recreation 
441. Gaining education.  Working out. 
442. Easy time 
443. – 
444. It’s not that much stealing 
445. Count clears quickly 
446. Nothing 
447. Clean 
448. – 
449. – 
450. None at all.  This place suck. 
451. Sleep good no worry 
452. Housed, clothed, fed 
453. It’s safe.  Not too much going on. 
454. Programs 
455. The yard 
456. – 
457. – 
458. – 
459. Inmates are older 
460. None 
461. It’s a calm environment 
462. – 
463. Going to the weight room and working out relieves stress 
464. AA/NA 
465. Less violence 
466. It keeps me focused 
467. None cause they run it like a Level 3 and it’s a Level 1.  Quit being so 

petty. 
468. Dogs 
469. Not sure just got here but seems laidback 
470. My time don’t stop 
471. – 
472. They sponsor activities like Family Day 
473. It will teach you not to even get back locked-up 
474. Deter me from coming back makes me want to follow the law 
475. It’s just a laidback prison 
476. Work out stay young 
477. There is none you the inmate have to make it positive.  Prison shouldn’t 

have privileges at all 
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478. One positive aspect is the way we are treated.  We don’t want to return. 
479. – 
480. It has cured me of not breaking the law in the future 
481. Overall I feel it is fair and clean 
482. Very little drama 
483. If you’re a snitch, this prison makes it easy to do time 
484. – 
485. Close to home 
486. Curious staff 
487. It has provided a quiet environment to focus on facing my life 
488. – 
489. Everything’s free 
490. Well it’s safe far inmates are concern, but staff here are too disrespectful.  

I have 4 numbers.  I see a death real soon cause staff either won’t listen or take 
the fuck you you’re an inmate attitude. 

491. A good Chaplain 
492. None 
493. The military program 
494. Units clean 
495. For the most part the inmates are laidback 
496. An outdate! 
497. Relatively safe, clean, compared to others 
498. Close to home 
499. It’s laid-back and easy place to do your bid. 
500. Outside rec 
501. The Warden listens to what you have to say 
502. Low assault rate 
503. It’s fairly clean 
504. – 
505. Yoga 
506. Safer than most prisnos 
507. We get a desk, cabinet, drawers at our bunks 
508. N/A 
509. It is a campus style with a good view of the surrounding countryside and it 

is clean for the most part 
510. Plenty of recreation time 
511. Rec yard 
512. Easy going 
513. – 
514. Relaxed environment 
515. Healthcare 
516. None.  Racist toward black. 
517. Need more phone 
518. None.  There is no positive aspect. 
519. – 
520. Friends 
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521. It’s very clean 
522. There are some staff members that are willing to help inmates with 

problems 
523. Pretty clean and sanitary 
524. None 
525. No bars on windows 
526. It’s safer than other prisons 
527. Mental health and health services 
528. Lots of inmate group activities (Jaycees, Red Cross, Gavel Club, NAACP, 

veterans assoc) 
529. – 
530. Fairly clean 
531. Yard open early 
532. My future holds promise for change – MACI is not exempt from the future.  

The change being offered by Aramark Food Service. 
533. None  
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What is the ONE change you would most like to see here? 
 

1. Allow food on yard, can’t eat out doors 
2. I would like to see visits being scheduled ahead of time so they do not have to be 

cut short due to overflow 
3. Better food and more respect from yard COs 
4. – 
5. Better program and class options and availability  
6. Reduce population 
7. The attitudes of COs 
8. – 
9. Institution should have reasonable bed move policies. Close security inmates can 

get cell moves, but inmates in the merit dorm of a medium security prison can’t.  
Allowing compatible inmates to bunk together would avoid a lot of conflict and 
violence.  Two bunkies fought a few months ago and this problem could have 
been avoided with a reasonable bed move policy. 

10. Less aggressive COs to situations that are harmless 
11. COs properly punished for their acts here, which are either covered up or never 

properly investigated 
12. (1) quality of food (2) security nitpicking 
13. Staff open to inmate problem with COs 
14. A pod for vets and the older inmates 
15. Better COs with better training 
16. Food and state pay 
17. More access to weight room 
18. Staff change 
19. Better treatment from staff 
20. The staff members’ attitudes towards the inmates 
21. – 
22. – 
23. I would want to see COs more respectful 
24. Family being able to cell together in the same cell or block 
25. – 
26. Better programs/more 
27. The COs show more respect 
28. Shut down 
29. Pettiness stopped by CO 
30. Security 
31. – 
32. – 
33. The way the COs talk to everyone 
34. Mutual respect from staff 
35. More programs to help get out and stay out, more education to aid in the reentry 

to society 
36. – 
37. Respect from staff 
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38. More educational opportunities 
39. Different ways to punish offenders than bars 
40. – 
41. COs and staff to recognize that the old law guys are not troublemakers or they 

wouldn’t be Level 1 and to concentrate their harassment toward the younger, 
newer inmates 

42. – 
43. COs stop talking down at you, calling you out your name 
44. Better staff 
45. Staff respect for inmates.  Professionalism. 
46. College classes 
47. – 
48. I don’t know but we need change here 
49. Healthy food 
50. More staff of color 
51. Correction officers not abuse their positions 
52. Turn the hot water back on for the washers in the housing units so our clothes 

will get clean and for sanitation of our underwear 
53. Remove some of the extra bunks that were crammed in the bunk areas 
54. Every staff member and CO transferred and new brought in as the current ones 

treat us as Level 3 and not Level 2 because of the old SORRC program and 
juvies that used to be here 

55. Better quality doctors.  Better quality food.  Bring back tobacco products like e-
cigarettes (smokeless tobacco products only) 

56. To have a greater variety of programming to take 
57. Help guys who want help and to change 
58. Staff not so abusive 
59. Remove young inmates 
60. Higher learning with the chance to earn a degree 
61. More vocational programs i.e. barber, HVAC 
62. Everyone to get along! 
63. Better staff communication 
64. – 
65. More things for inmates to do.  Treat us like Level 1 inmates. 
66. More education and job training 
67. CO doing job, noise reduction, CO scared of blacks 
68. Having upper staff watching over COs more and things that are to be for Level 

ones be here.  Having rec run like rec should be as other camps do 
69. Visits by reservation 
70. Get rid of Aramark food 
71. There needs to be more educational opportunities here.  There’s nothing here 

that you can realistically take home and get a job with 
72. Stop harassed by staff 
73. Staff really trying to help you in here and to help you get out 
74. More access to recreation and recreational activities 
75. To have an OPI 
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76. Go back to one free envelope a week 
77. More programs, staff to do.  Time is wasting 
78. Medical 
79. – 
80. Respect or better correction officers 
81.  That the bathroom to be open all the time!!! 
82. Better food 
83. Better food 
84. – 
85. More programs to better yourself 
86. I would the Level 1 side of MACI to stop being run like a Level 2, Level 3 side 
87. – 
88. – 
89. More space for inmates 
90. Everything 
91. More respect from staff 
92. Staff should be respect 
93. More activities 
94. COs 
95. Better food and more food.  Replace some staff, let the Warden run this place, 

instead of a committee 
96. Change the practice of stopping ballgames because ball hit fence.  The 

substitution of lesser medications that usually don’t work as well 
97. Food quality 
98. Staff need classes on how to be professional instead of being personal 
99. Homosexuality stop being promoted 
100. The rule about the softball hitting the fence during sanctioned games with 

GAT II present causing cancellation 
101. That I go home 
102. – 
103. The supervisor (whiteshirts) think they run the prison not the warden.  

They need to split up whiteshirts with another prison (Capt, Lt, Major) 
104. – 
105. Everything! 
106. Extend rec, incentive pay, and bigger OPI 
107. Staff stop abusing inmates, physical and vebal 
108. In the front of units, we need pull up and dip bars.  Why?  In the winter, it 

is very congested in small workout rooms in gym. 
109. Some staff use foul language and have an “I don’t care, write me up” 

attitude 
110. More programs, less aggressive staff 
111. – 
112. Better care for chronic pain sufferers 
113. Shut it down, start over 
114. – 
115. More things to do 
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116. More programs 
117. More programs/classes for people with long time to serve 
118. Food! 
119. New staff who takes their job seriously.  No staff such as case, unit 

manager want to do their jobs properly. 
120. An advocate to speak for and protect the inmate 
121. Food – let ODRC take it back over! 
122. Visiting hours and days are not adequate for the number of inmates.  Also 

the number (two) visits a month cut back from (there) from family members. 
123. All blacks lone 
124. Vocational programs 
125. CO training 
126. Food substitutions for diabetics 
127. Respect towards inmate by staff rather than being addressed by “asshole 

or mother fucker” 
128. Better food 
129. More options at the store 
130. COs say excuse me instead of running into you 
131. People let go! 
132. – 
133. More phones that are not broken 
134. Staff 
135. How recreation is ran 
136. Voluntary bed moves 
137. Learned not to complain it could be worse 
138. Inmate or offender input committee with staff returned 
139. I wouldn’t see it or even know but undercover staff in the prisons as 

inmates for a year at least 
140. – 
141. Cable TV to be installed and connected to each inmate’s TV – and each 

inmate who has a TV will pay a fee 
142. Better recreation equipment and opportunity 
143. More programs, community service projects, better paying jobs like OPI 
144. Allow to wear rec clothes to rec in morning and afternoon, during week 

instead of state blues 
145. Respect from COs 
146. That all staff would want to help rehabilitate inmates instead of only 

punish. My punishment is the time I am serving away from society 
147. More programs 
148. Allowance of actual video games and game systems for personal 

purchase 
149. The yard to open when chow is called in the morning 
150. More female staff 
151. Religious accommodations. Being able to practice according to one’s 

beliefs 
152. Unit staff be more helpful 
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153. Racism.  Homosexuality 
154. Attitudes 
155. – 
156. Vocational training that is more relevant to the workforce in society 
157. For those officers and Aramark workers to stop talking to us crazy and 

treating us like we are nothing and we need better food and more state pay 
158. The training of new COs done by 10 years on the job COs rather than the 

ones who think they can treat us any way because we are inmates 
159. COs attitudes 
160. The  food 
161. Variety on the food served here 
162. Major, Warden, CO turnover 
163. Not recreation friendly.  COs always closing yard early 
164. To have staff take a program on how to speak or approach inmates 

because a lot of them just talk any way they want to us for no reason 
165. With the staff investigations and officers, unit manager 
166. Respectable staff 
167. – 
168. To be treated as a human and not some animal by staff 
169. Some inmate has excessive time need to be reduced 
170. Get rid of Aramark 
171. COs are petty 
172. – 
173. A lot of good work could be done on this prison =) 
174. A 40 year and over dorm 
175. – 
176. CO need to treat the inmate like they want to be treated and respect is a 

must.  And stop treating us like we are level 2 or 3 we are level 1s 
177. Everything need to change.  People are willing to talk to you on thigns that 

are going on here with staff 
178. – 
179. Get more programs and faster pace 
180. Everything 
181. – 
182. Longer commissary 
183. Staff with professional boundaries with inmates and each other.  Parole 

Board that gives fair hearings 
184. Do not be so petty 
185. All 
186. Not being treated like it’s a level 3 or higher 
187. That the COs and staff members treat with respect and not harass you 

because of crime and for being gay 
188. – 
189. Better rec and medical 
190. Better commissary 
191. CO 
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192. That inmates get respect from the officer.  As treated like a human 
because these officers talk to you like you’re nothing at times.  It needs to 
change. 

193. Air conditioning in units 
194. Inmates receiving written credit concerning their change in behavior while 

in prison 
195. That they have more programs such as college classes 
196. Me going home 
197. – 
198. People go home 
199. Treatment of inmates by staff and COs 
200. Cable/satellite for all inmates.  If we’re watching TV, we’re not getting into 

trouble 
201. More education 
202. More programs 
203. How the staff treat inmates disrespectfully 
204. More church services.  More rec.  more programs 
205. Inmates hould not have to wear blues to and from rec yard during morning 

and afternoon rec 
206. More professionalism from staff 
207. How the white shirts disrespect and treat us inmates 
208. Staff attitude with inmates 
209. The way staff treat inmates 
210. Healthy food alternatives 
211. More female staff.  A separation of sex offender, AIDS carriers, homo, and 

the rest of the inmates. 
212. More respect from staff 
213. Stop harassing the Hispanics 
214. Pre-release for people about to go home 
215. – 
216. – 
217. Being able to choose your cellmate.  They make your bid a lot easier if 

you know and get along with them 
218. Better food in chow hall.  Like chicken on the bone, hash browns, etc 
219. The COs not harassing the inmates for nothing.  And COs making up their 

own rules to mess with you 
220. More programming for inmates with more than 1 yr 
221. More craft programs, wood working 
222. More training for COs, staff, and less flirting.  This is a singles bar 

workplace. 
223. Using the Banneker dorm for reception of new inmates to the camp (as it 

had been in the past). 
224. More jobs and schooling 
225. Let inmates get bed  moves when they are bunking with inmates they 

don’t want to be around, without being told to fight them to get moved. 
226. Power turned off on hot days – cannot use fan – health issue 
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227. COs/staff are unprofessional – play, laugh, giggle, cut up with inmates 
228. Having any and all known COs and other staff members who causes 

trouble for us here at the prison escorted out by the Highway Patrol not to never 
return. 

229. New staff 
230. – 
231. More jobs 
232. The COs not acting like this is a level 3 prison, giving the inmate a little 

respect as long as respect is given to them. 
233. Take programming and reentry services seriously 
234. Straps on the lights in bathroom change, so there wouldn’t be accessibility 

to knives. 
235. Food 
236. Academic opportunities.  No college courses, no vocational training other 

than Hort and Drafting.  OSU willing to do MOOCs. 
237. How COs talk to inmates cause anywhere else they would learn in 

physical violence.  And to prevent that they should give respect. 
238. A couple outdoor concerts 
239. The attitudes of correction officers, stop sending inmates back to dorm to 

tuck shirts in.  we also need cable. 
240. The racism 
241. The way COs talk to and treat you 
242. Get rid of all the racist CO 
243. N/A 
244. Staff 
245. Cable TV 
246. Cable TV, central air 
247. COs treat inmates with a little more respect. Not all are bad people just 

made bad decisions.  I have heard COs call inmates dogs, faggots, retards, and 
more.  And COs should act more like grown up and not kids slamming the brakes 
on the golf carts and chasing each other around on them. 

248. The COs and staff treat inmates with respect not dogs!!!  We are people 
who made a mistake not scum of the earth 

249. – 
250. – 
251. Bring tobacco back 
252. Attitudes of staff 
253. Rec coord 
254. Staff not talking to us in threatening way and always searching us in the 

yard just for fun 
255. – 
256. – 
257. Different yard dogs 
258. This place being ran as a level 1 
259. New CO 
260. Stop running out of food in chow hall.  They never cook enough. 
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261. – 
262. – 
263. The food 
264. Removal of hateful COs 
265. More programs. More recreation 
266. To allow inmates who stay out of trouble to remain near and not be forced 

into a dorm 
267. More programs and classes focusing on reentry and rehabilitation 
268. Being able to attend vital important programs that will help us become 

better members of society before being released or see the parole board.  Right 
now we have to wait until we are under 2 years left in our sentence.  I believe 
there’s not enough programs in the ODR system. 

269. A better case manager.  Ms. Crane does nothing for you. 
270. COs need to stop being so petty.  Uniforms in the dorm and yard?  This is 

a Level 1, lighten up 
271. More programs that award you good days 
272. N/A 
273. – 
274. The COs not talk to you like you’re scum 
275. The staff would lose their attitude, treat inmates with respect, we’re paying 

our debt to society by being here. 
276. More staff that is really concerned and cares about the inmates stay as 

well as their rehabilitation 
277. Minimum 1 outside work! 
278. – 
279. Having the programs count for something/being recognized by state 

making the crime and time to be more looked at for what it really is. 
280. Closed it down 
281. Do not know 
282. We would like everyone to be able to have steel strings on their guitar not 

just dorm-MA unit.  Every Level 1, 2, 3, allows steel strings all inmates. 
283. – 
284. Officers need to be less uptight.  They harp on petty issues. 
285. Stop getting extra duty from sleeping in 
286. Conjugal visits 
287. Reentry 
288. Stop staff from threatening and assaulting us 
289. NA 
290. Staff/inmate professionalism 
291. Make JC Dorm a real reintegration dorm 
292. Black officer Wright stop his racism toward white people and his sexual 

harassment towards the female staff. 
293. – 
294. – 
295. – 
296. The food 
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297. COs that don’t treat inmates like pieces of shit, as though they are so 
much better 

298. Professionals running the programs in the unit 
299. Staff 
300. More options at commissary 
301. The way staff talks to us 
302. – 
303. The CO 
304. That prisoners get incentives for participating in the programs 
305. Hire more black employees 
306. – 
307. More workout equipment.  More store selection (commissary) 
308. The food/menu please 
309. Cleaner kitchen!  Dishes! 
310. To be able to move to another cell when able 
311. Cleanliness, stop watering down disinfectants, better respecting guards, 

better food, more tables to have inside, better investigations by Warden and 
those in charge especially when it comes to use of force and racially made slurs 
(a better establishment). 

312. More guards take their job serious 
313. Clone Mrs. Rogan 
314. I never want to see here…but some sort of computer programming course 
315. The food 
316. There’s hardly no schooling, no college, only two trades, you can’t get in 

them if you have time. 
317. I think it’s ok how it is.  No real serious changes need to be done. 
318. Inmates treated better. 
319. Less threatening and violence against sex offenders 
320. COs respect and not talk about inmates 
321. The officers being more professional instead of always harassing 

inmates…numerous occasions I’ve heard them tell other inmates that such or 
such checked in, or such and such is a chomo or them non stop calling inmates 
bitches and other names…and for the unit staff to listen to concerns and take 
them more seriously. 

322. Get dope and pussy here 
323. Officers accountable for their behavior! 
324. The staff treat people better 
325. More programs!  More vocationals!  More recreational activities! 
326. The staff stop their disrespect toward us.  Ms. Self, CO Maydes, CO 

Avery, Sgt Krueger all need fired 
327. Treatment of inmates, food and prison jobs and education 
328. The staff’s handling of inmates the way they talk and the disrespect from 

staff to inmates and inmates to staff 
329. COs treating inmates better 
330. For staff/administration to be held accountable for their actions and for 

them to follow DRC policies and rules just as we have to 
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331. Better library 
332. – 
333. CO and staff attitudes, we are people, not animals, learn to talk to people 
334. I don’t know 
335. Bring back smoking 
336. Staff attitudes 
337. Inmate pay is too low for current commissary prices 
338. The COs to treat inmates fairly and stop running this place like a max 

security – they hate inmates here – it’s terrible.  Plus I’d like to see inmates that 
have been here 20+ years moved – we need change 

339. The food being better 
340. More program 
341. – 
342. Less harassment from the staff 
343. Staff to learn how to treat people! 
344. – 
345. – 
346. Kitchen workers receive incentive pay.  More jobs, higher state pay 
347. More programs and visiting times 
348. White shirts eating food making $15, $16 $17 jr/  Why!  Inmates make $18 

month. 
349. Better programming 
350. Better food 
351. The food and some staff 
352. – 
353. COs hate blacks here!! 
354. More vocational programs 
355. Cable for every block 
356. Food being better 
357. For officers to be more humane! 
358. Get rid of racist COs like Stalker and 2nd shift white CO with a red beard 

chunky side 
359. I want to attend programs but I’m being prevented by staff claiming that I 

have too much time and must be 5 years to outdate.  But I can file judicial which 
is a potential outdate and gives staff power to dictate my time and sentence by 
refusing me. 

360. Better treatment, more privileges, for a Level 2 prison 
361. Staff violence on inmates 
362. Staff professionalism, white shirts down (all I have dealt with, no contact 

with higher ups) are condescending and unprofessional 
363. Better and more professional security and staff 
364. N/A 
365. If the staff would show more respect 
366. N/A 
367. Need a 40 and over prison! 
368. CO not to act like bad asses all the time! 
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369. The management (Major, Cap, Lt) be hired from other prison.  To break up 
the good ole boy.  It’s hard to get a fair shake when the COs play golf with the 
Capt, etc.  

370. The wearing of clothes back and to recreation 
371. The COs should treat us with respect.  We should not be threatened all 

the time like we are even by the new COs 
372. More opportunity for people who are willing to work for their money.  In 

short, more OPI 
373. I do not know 
374. Improved communications between staff!! 
375. – 
376. Improved communication with administration.  Inmates need a legitimate 

grievance process 
377. Arts and crafts program is pitiful 
378. More programming made available and easier access to the ones that are 

here 
379. More positive things for youthful offenders to do 
380. Go back to scheduled visits 
381. Why can’t sex cases can’t take part in Family Day or events that involve 

their family 
382. – 
383. It’s super petty, staff treat us like trash and they drug test me every couple 

months.  They harass me! 
384. More freedom on visits 
385. More active gang members out of here. 
386. For them to stop locking us down so much for nothing 
387. Help with rides to visits (family has no car) 
388. Better academic and vocational programs 
389. Proper medical treatment that addresses the issue and not just “mask” it 

with drugs 
390. – 
391. Too many to mention.  An ombudsman independent from the state to 

handle inmate complaints 
392. – 
393. Cell moves!! 
394. Rule violations and fair treatment 
395. Better assistance from Case, Unit Manager 
396. Cell moves! 
397. Everything 
398. Staff needs to be more respectful/professional.  If not, staff should be 

reprimanded/punished. 
399. COs not using their power to talk bad to people and to be respected like a 

human being 
400. Staff to treat inmates with proper respect at all times and staff to 

act/dress/speak professionally at all times 
401. That we don’t have to wear our blues to get to rec 
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402. More freedom 
403. – 
404. Staff’s attitude 
405. The staff, they’re too disrespectful 
406. The food service 
407. Open the yard more and stop closing in for nothing 
408. Staff 
409. The food 
410. Staff’s (guards) attitudes 
411. The parole board to start releasing more people 
412. More programs 
413. Yard open earlier, stay open, later 
414. I would like to see an inmate actually win his grievance! 
415. Violence should be punished more harshly than nonviolent rule infractions.  

As of now, a fight is just 3 days or so in seg.  A dirty urine is far more punitive.  I 
think this is backwards! 

416. – 
417. Staff treating us better 
418. The staff 
419. Access to programs 
420. For staff no to be such smart ass all the time.  To know we don’t need to 

be talked at like dogs.  You cannot win here.  There is no help 
421. The phones are crazy how inmates fight over them and inmates 

disrespect each other by calling over and over and not letting nobody get on the 
phone unless you fight!  And the way the COs talk to inmates is crazy and very 
unprofessional.  Nobody (inmates) will stand up because they are scared to write 
the staff up! 

422. – 
423. More help in education so that I can learn a trade so that I won’t come 

back to prison.  I keep asking to be put in vocational training and they keep telling 
me no.  I have my GED and no gang problem. 

424. How the sanctions are 90 for smoking a cigarette, no visits no phone, no 
food for 90 days is a bit harsh.  Also sergeants doing packups. 

425. Officer training in dealing with offenders as “people” 
426. – 
427. More job training or schools 
428. Young gangs 
429. That the officers treat inmates with respect and dignity at all times. 
430. The use of hot water for my laundry.  Do want staff infection. 
431. Residents’ missing property compensated without unnecessary delay 

once proven that staff is accountable! 
432. IDK 
433. More access to weight room 
434. – 
435. More access to rec when count is cleared instead of when your block is 

called to chow. 
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436. Recreation be more opened 
437. Cell ice 
438. Me not being here 
439. Not letting us smoke weed 
440. Programs available not just for your last 6 months 
441. Better food 
442. The COs leave us alone! 
443. – 
444. Programs that you need for the Parole Board 
445. Inmates being treated like humans 
446. More programs 
447. Major on down! 
448. – 
449. Religious freedom and services 
450. E cigs smoking 
451. CO respect inmate 
452. Bigger chapel 
453. The food 
454. CO stop being something they’re not, especially being abusive towards 

inmates 
455. More violent criminals 
456. The way COs treat inmates like shit, when we’re human too! 
457. – 
458. COs treating inmates with respect 
459. More respect from COs.  More access to food and clothing book 
460. The way staff treat inmates here 
461. The sexual offenders in one registered dorm for their own safety 
462. – 
463. Better weight room equipment.  Need better legal services. 
464. Available tobacco 
465. The food/commissary 
466. Protein packed meals and access to better proteins on commissary.  We 

get too many bull crap carbs (pasta, bread, etc).  We can’t really focus on healthy 
living. 

467. Everything from mail, staff, visits, sex offenders being treated good.  What 
if it was your kids. 

468. – 
469. Mt. Dew on commissary 
470. The way staff conduct themselves with inmates.  It’s all wrong here.  No 

authority roles. 
471. Not to have so many sex cases and regular crimes together 
472. I would like to see officers being held accountable for mistreatment of 

inmates.  Also inmates aren’t treated fairly when it comes to fighting tickets, 
especially RIB.  Our testimony doesn’t matter no matter what you’ll be guilty. 

473. More activity for rec and vocational training 
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474. Easier access to programs and more programs. COs that don’t get off by 
talking down to inmates 

475. Job training skills 
476. Pettiness of facility workers – COs.  Food – chow quality. 
477. Better COs 
478. The low respect from staff to inmates being in a level 1 camp, increase 
479. More yard time in the evening until 8:45 pm 
480. More professional COs.  COs are the major problem at MACI.  They are 

extremely immature 
481. The COs need more training.  Some treat inmates like we are babies. 
482. To be treated with respect by staff – especially COs 
483. Not enough space to answer this question 
484. – 
485. Some COs and more programs 
486. Return smoking to prison system 
487. More staff and better attention provided to the inmates 
488. – 
489. More educational programs for us 
490. More help for jobs upon release, we want real change again my last two 

numbers have been because no jobs or training help us please. 
491. A dorm for people 45 and older 
492. Stop taking programs away and stop treating SOs different from other 

inmates! 
493. Food/sanitation 
494. The way staff treats inmates 
495. The officers for the most part are assholes, do not treat with respect.  

Treat us like we are level 3 
496. Inmates being fairly judged during RIB.  Fair decisions, fair judgment, fair 

punishment. 
497. Recreation expanded to accommodate more inmates with rec equipment 

fixes and areas kept up for use 
498. The CO who do wrong.  Something is done. 
499. More programs, college, apprenticeship programs like carpentry, HVAC, 

anything that will help later 
500. Better food service and better behaved COs 
501. Less racially-biased correction officers (i.e. racist COs) 
502. More vocational educ programs there is nothing to do here 
503. Staff to hear inmate voices! 
504. Better food and having the staff members treat you like a human being 

and not like trash 
505. Respect from staff.  Better food and commissary 
506. Having to buy a radio to watch TV from a box I have no one to send 

money or a box to get a radio to watch TV.  No alternative. 
507. Better jobs 
508. Availability of college courses or meaningful vocation 
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509. Staff disrespect toward inmates in regards to all the gang related activities 
as above, language, and failure to take violent issues seriously, allowing inmates 
to police themselves 

510. Better communication between staff and inmates 
511. Food service inmates should get what taxpayers pay per meal (it’s a joke) 
512. More programs 
513. People doing their job and not putting it off on the next person. 
514. The way staff handles inmates (disrespect insulting, belittling, etc) 
515. Quality of the food 
516. More black staff 
517. – 
518. The COs dealt with like some COS just making up bogus tickets and 

harassing inmates 
519. – 
520. Food 
521. More outside work details 
522. I would like to see a lot of the staff here be replaced with some one that is 

willing to help and not just work here for a paycheck 
523. COs stop making up their own rules and being so petty about stupid 

nonthreatening things 
524. The food 
525. Cube walls are needed 
526. State take back the food service 
527. Have these COs trained better in talking to inmates, instead of threats 
528. LGBT harassment has gotten worse since the last CIIC report.  Someone 

should actually do something.  Informals, grievances, appeals, even lawsuits, 
nothing helps.  Take real action, take it seriously. 

529. – 
530. Better food service 
531. To give people second chances 
532. I would welcome a change/termination of a member of the COs and their 

ranking officials (especially) 3rd and 1st shifts due to being highly confrontational 
and the RIB members who concur with such acts by  retaliating and abusing 
disciplinary process is not utilizing means available to decipher validity of conduct 
reports, etc. 

533. More working 
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B. OFFICER SURVEY 
 
A survey was handed to every first shift officer seen by CIIC staff, as well as every 
officer who reported to second shift roll call.  Surveys were also given to third shift staff 
by the shift supervisor. 
 
CIIC received back 87 responses, or 29.4 percent of the total officer population.  The 
following pages provide the raw data and the open-ended responses. 
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MACI Staff Survey Open-Ended Responses 

 
What is one positive aspect of this facility? 
1. - 
2. Co-workers? 
3. Certain supervisors acknowledge a good job. 
4. - 
5. - 
6. -  
7. The union is decent. 
8. It is a great place to work. Very clean. Nice people. 
9. The way people work together. 
10. - 
11. Pick-a-post. 
12. - 
13. The inmates have it here! 
14. - 
15. The administrative staff and inmates are happy, just not staff.   
16. - 
17. Officers are great at working together. 
18. Clean 
19. We have podium pick. 
20. Clean, most are professional. 
21. Good veteran officers. 
22. Collectively “we” work well together. 
23. Clean and neat, unit staff very helpful and look out for one another.                    
24. Clean; a lot of well-rounded good people here with a lot of wisdom and 
understanding with no skeletons in their closets. Have experience with the real world. 
25. - 
26. Clean  
27. - 
28. Podium pick! 
29. - 
30. Most officers get along very well. 
31. It’s very clean. 
32. N/A 
33. Job security! 
34. Co-workers are competent. 
35. - 
36. - 
37. - 
38. Teamwork. 
39. - 
40. - 
41. Minimal inmate-on-staff assaults. 
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42. It is clean. 
43. Firm, fair, and consistent. 
44. Its orderly. 
45. It is located relatively close to my home for quick travel purposes.  
46. Management and supervisors do a good job communicating and run the institution 
great. 
47. Many are willing to help learn and not criticize for it. 
48. Officers work well together. 
49. Team work. 
50. CO’s get along well. 
51. Training. 
52. I can leave at quitting time! 
53. The morale is getting better each year. 
54. Morale and communication with my supervisors. 
55. - 
56. My co-workers. 
57. Pay check. 
58. ? 
59. Supervisor discretion. 
60. - 
61. - 
62. Well painted. 
63. My friends. 
64. Training. 
65. Its clean. 
66. - 
67. I do feel most all officers have my back and consider them my other “family” and 
enjoy most of the officer here. 
68. Only thing I can think of is I have a job.   
69. - 
70. - 
71. Keep offenders locked in. 
72. Podium pick. 
73. My paycheck every two weeks. 
74. - 
75. - 
76. - 
77. Togetherness 
78. People are retiring soon. 
79. Clean and runs well. 
80. Co-workers. 
81. Very organized. 
82. Good staff/training. 
83. The job is always done.. 
84. - 
85. Is very clean. 
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86. - 
87. - 
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What is one change that you would make? 
1. - 
2. - 
3. Consistency among supervisors no favoritism. 
4. - 
5. - 
6. Make supervisors use effective management practices. 
7. Not open to change if it is done one way for so long. Don’t want change. 
8. None 
9. probation period. 
10.- 
11. Supervisors 
12. - 
13. Change administration- not give us discarded Wardens and Assistants.   
14. -  
15. Change admin all the way down to Captains and start fresh. 
16. - 
17. CO’s, supervisors and administration to get along. 
18. N/A 
19. Stop all the changes that’s happening too fast in the institutions. 
20. Better pay. 
21. Warden. 
22. To be treated equally as a law enforcement agency. 
23. Supervisors take a class on how to treat staff and talk to them.   
24. Hold the dirty clique accountable. Go back 15 years. Stop nepotism, harassment, 
favoritism and all the drugs coming in. We need dogs.  
25. -  
26. - 
27. - 
28. Work four 10 hour days. 
29. - 
30. Too many to pick from 
31. More communication between management and staff. 
32. Supervisors not consistant. 
33. Need more consistency.  
34. promoting the best candidate. 
35. -  
36. More open input 
37. - 
38. - 
39. Doesn’t matter what I say… 
40. - 
41. Current administration looks poorly upon custody staff. 
42. Some supervisors play games and need to be reminded of their positions. They 
create unnecessary drama and hostile working conditions.                         
43. More unarmed self-defense classes.  
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44. More admin communication. 
45. Put all staff on the right page. Pick one? 
46. Stop giving inmates so much. No deterrent when an inmate comes to prison. A 
reason they come back two or three times. 
47. Supervisors be allowed to have authority on days there are extra officers to pull 
someone from post for training purposes. 
48. Everyone works fairly well. However, one change I would make is Deputy Warden 
and Warden. 
49. Better IPC skills for the new young CO’s.  
50. Shift hours. 
51. Better administrative relations. 
52. Egoism not allowed. 
53. The favoritism that the supervisors show bring down the morale. 
54. More communication from administration instead of second hand information. 
55. - 
56. Inconsistency between different shifts and supervisors with discipline and favoritism. 
57. Fire all exempt employees. 
58. Four 10-hour days! 
59. Mouthy union members. 
60. - 
61. - 
62. Security is most important. 
63. Morale. 
64. - 
65. - 
66. - 
67. The supervisors are inconsistent between shifts. What one shift is getting discipline 
for, another shift is not. What one officer is getting discipline for, another officer doing 
the same does not receive discipline. Please change the inconsistency! 
68. Administration or 25 years and out of corrections. 
69. - 
70. - 
71. If it was possible that is to revisit our pay system. 
72. Start over with the supervisors and fire Terrill all together from DRC. 
73. Have all officers and staff treated fairly not by race. (get rid of the good boy system). 
74. - 
75. - 
76. - 
77. Give contract workers the same training. 
78. More structure.  
79. Consistency between shifts. Less favoritism. 
80. PT testing. 
81. Speed up maintenance repair time. 
82. Better pay for all. 
83. To be kind to co-workers. 
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84. Make promotions fair. Promote people who have the most qualifications and not 
who the administration or supervisors like. 
85. Start hiring from the outside instead of inside. This would cut down on favoritism. All 
staff should have a four-year degree for all positions. 
86. - 
87. White shirts you can communicate with and don’t think they’re superior and talk 
down to a person. 
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C. INSTITUTIONAL CHECKLISTS 
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D. GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
 
A 

 Administrative Assistant (AA) – Staff member who is an assistant to the Warden and 
typically responsible for reviewing RIB (Rules Infraction Board) decisions and RIB 
appeals. 

 Adult Basic Education (ABE)/Literacy – Literacy classes are for student with reading 
levels at 226 and below the CASAS.  The ABE/Literacy Unit consist of two afternoon 
sessions.  Students attend school approximately 1 ½ hours each day on Monday – 
Thursday.  Students work individually or in small groups with tutors and focus on 
improving their reading and math skills.  All tutors in the ABE/Literacy Unit are 
certified through a 10 hour training course. 
 
B 

 Brunch – Served on weekends as a cost savings initiative. 

 Bureau of Classification – Office located at the DRC Operation Support Center 
responsible with the ultimate authority for inmate security levels, placement at 
institutions, as well as transfers. 

 Bureau of Medical Services – Office located at the DRC Operation Support Center 
responsible for direct oversight of medical services at each institution. 

 Bureau of Mental Health Services – Office located at the DRC Operation Support 
Center responsible for direct oversight of Mental Health Services at each institution. 
 
C 

 Case Manager – Staff member responsible for assisting inmates assigned to their 
case load and conducting designated core and authorized reentry programs. 

 Cellie/Bunkie – An inmate’s cellmate or roommate. 

 Chief Inspector – Staff member at the DRC Operation Support Center responsible 
for administering all aspects of the grievance procedure for inmates, rendering 
dispositions on inmate grievance appeals as well as grievances against the 
Wardens and/or Inspectors of Institutional Services.  

 Classification/Security Level – System by which inmates are classified based on the 
following:  current age; seriousness of the crime; prior offenses; most recent 
violence (not including the current offense); gang activity before going to prison; and 
present and past escape attempts. 

 Close Security – See Level 3 

 Computer Voice Stress Analysis (CVSA) – A device, which electronically detects, 
measures, and charts the stress in a person’s voice following a pre-formatted 
questionnaire.  Used as a truth seeking device for investigations. 

 Conduct Report/Ticket – Document issued to inmate for violating a rule. 

 Contraband – items possessed by an inmate which, by their nature, use, or intended 
use, pose a threat to security or safety of inmates, staff or public, or disrupt the 
orderly operation of the facility.  items possessed by an inmate without permission 
and the location in which these items are discovered is improper; or the quantities in 
which an allowable item is possessed is prohibited; or the manner or method by 
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which the item is obtained was improper; or an allowable item is possessed by an 
inmate in an altered form or condition. 

 
D 

 Deputy Warden of Operations (DWO) – Staff member at each institution in charge of 
monitoring the Major, custody staff, the Unit Management Administrator, Unit 
Managers, Case Managers, and the locksmith.  Other areas include count office, 
mail/visiting, Rules Infraction Board, segregation unit, and recreation.  The Deputy 
Warden of Operations is also responsible for reviewing use of force reports and 
referring them to a Use of Force Committee when necessary for further 
investigation.  

 Deputy Warden of Special Services (DWSS) – Staff member at each institution in 
charge of monitoring education, the library, inmate health services, recovery 
services, mental health services, religious services, Ohio Penal Industries, and food 
service. 

 Disciplinary Control (DC) – The status of an inmate who was found guilty by the 
Rules Infraction Board and his or her penalty is to serve DC time.  An inmate may 
serve up to 15 days in DC. 

 
F 

 Food Service Administrator – An employee within the Office of Administration 
Services educated in food service management and preparation, to manage DRC 
food service departments. 
 
G 

 GED/PRE-GED – Pre-GED classes are for those who have a reading score between 
a 227 through 239 on level C or higher of the CASAS test.  GED classes are for 
those who have a reading score of 240 on level C or higher on the CASAS test.  
Students attend class 1 ½ hours each day, Monday – Thursday.  Students study the 
five subjects measured by the GED.  In addition to class work, students are given a 
homework assignment consisting of a list of vocabulary words to define and writing 
prompt each week.  All GED and Pre-GED tutors are certified through a 10-hour 
training course. 

 General Population (GP) – Inmates not assigned to a specialized housing unit. 
 
H 

 Health Care Administrator (HCA) – The health care authority responsible for the 
administration of medical services within the institution. This registered nurse 
assesses, directs, plans, coordinates, supervises, and evaluates all medical services 
delivered at the institutional level. The HCA interfaces with health service providers 
in the community and state to provide continuity of care. 

 Hearing Officer – The person(s) designated by the Managing Officer to conduct an 
informal hearing with an inmate who received a conduct report. 

 Hooch – An alcoholic beverage. 
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I 

 Industrial and Entertainment (I and E) Funds – Funds created and maintained for the 
entertainment and welfare of the inmates. 

 Informal Complaint Resolution (ICR) – The first step of the Inmate Grievance 
Procedure (IGP).  Inmates submit ICRs to the supervisor of the staff member who is 
the cause of the complaint.  Staff members are to respond within seven calendar 
days.  Timeframe may be waived for good cause. 

 Inmate Grievance Procedure (IGP) – The inmate grievance procedure is a three 
step administrative process, established in DRC Administrative Rule 5120-9-
31.  The grievance procedure allows for investigation and nonviolent resolution of 
inmate concerns.  The first step is an informal complaint resolution, which the inmate 
submits to the supervisor of the staff person or department responsible for the 
complaint.  The second step is a notification of grievance, submitted to the 
Inspector.  The final step is an appeal of the Inspector’s disposition to the Chief 
Inspector at the DRC Operation Support Center. 

 Inspector of Institutional Services (IIS) – Staff person at the institution in charge of 
facilitating the inmate grievance procedure, investigating and responding to inmate 
grievances, conducting regular inspections of institutional services, serving as a 
liaison between the inmate population and institutional personnel, reviewing and 
providing input on new or revised institutional policies, procedures and post orders, 
providing training on the inmate grievance procedure and other relevant topics, and 
any other duties as assigned by the Warden or Chief Inspector that does not conflict 
with facilitating the inmate grievance procedure or responding to grievances. 

 Institutional Separation – An order wherein two or more inmates are not assigned to 
general population in the same institution due to a concern for the safety and 
security of the institution, staff, and/or other inmates. 

 Intensive Program Prison (IPP) – Refers to several ninety-day programs, for which 
certain inmates are eligible, that are characterized by concentrated and rigorous 
specialized treatment services. An inmate who successfully completes an IPP will 
have his/her sentence reduced to the amount of time already served and will be 
released on post-release supervision for an appropriate time period. 

 Interstate Compact – The agreement codified in ORC 5149.21 governing the 
transfer and supervision of adult offenders under the administration of the National 
Interstate Commission. 
 
K 

 Kite – A written form of communication from an inmate to staff. 
 
L 

 Local Control (LC) – The status of an inmate who was referred to the Local Control 
Committee by the Rules Infraction Board.  The committee will decide if the inmate 
has demonstrated a chronic inability to adjust to the general population or if the 
inmate's presence in the general population is likely to seriously disrupt the orderly 
operation of the institution.  A committee reviews the inmate's status every 30 days 
for release consideration. The inmate may serve up to 180 days in LC. 
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 Local Separation – An order wherein two or more inmates are not permitted to be 
assigned to the same living and/or work area, and are not permitted simultaneous 
involvement in the same recreational or leisure time activities to ensure they are not 
in close proximity with one another. 
 
N 

 Notification of Grievance (NOG) – The second step of the Inmate Grievance 
Procedure (IGP).  The NOG is filed to the Inspector of Institutional Services and 
must be responded to within 14 calendar days.  Timeframe may be waived for good 
cause. 

 
M 

 Maximum Security – See Level 4 

 Medium Security – See Level 2 

 Mental Health Caseload – Consists of offenders with a mental health diagnosis who 
receive treatment by mental health staff and are classified as C-1 (SMI) or C-2 (Non-
SMI). 

 Minimum Security – See Level 1  
 
O 

 Ohio Central School System (OCSS) – The school district chartered by the Ohio 
Department of Education to provide educational programming to inmates 
incarcerated within the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction. 

 Ohio Penal Industries (OPI) – A subordinate department of the Department of 
Rehabilitation and Correction.  OPI manufactures goods and services for ODRC and 
other state agencies. 
 
P 

 Parent Institution – The institution where an inmate is assigned to after reception 
and will be the main institution where the inmate serves his or her time.  The parent 
institution is subject to change due to transfers. 

 Protective Control (PC) – A placement for inmates whose personal safety would be 
at risk in the General Population (GP). 
 
R 

 Reentry Accountability Plan (RAP) – Plan for inmates, which includes the static risk 
assessment, dynamic needs assessment, and program recommendations and 
participation. 

 Residential Treatment Unit (RTU) – The Residential Treatment Unit is a secure, 
treatment environment that has a structured clinical program. All offenders enter at 
the Crisis and Assessment Level (Level 1). This level is designed to assess 
conditions and provide structure for the purpose of gaining clinical information or 
containing a crisis. The disposition of the assessment can be admission to the 
treatment levels of the RTU, referral to OCF, or referral back to the parent institution. 

 RPLAN – See Transitional Release PLAN. 
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 Rules Infraction Board (RIB) – A panel of two staff members who determine guilt or 
innocence when an inmate receives a conduct report or ticket for disciplinary 
reasons. 

 
S 

 Security Control (SC) – The status of an inmate who is pending a hearing by the 
Rules Infraction Board for a rule violation, under investigation or pending institutional 
transfer and needs to be separated from the general population.  Inmates may be 
placed in SC for up to seven days.  The seven day period can be extended if 
additional time is needed. 

 Security Level/Classification – System by which inmates are classified based on the 
following:  current age; seriousness of the crime; prior offenses; most recent 
violence (not including the current offense); gang activity before going to prison; and 
present and past escape attempts. 

 Level 1A Security (Minimum) – The lowest security level in the classification 
system. Inmates classed as Level 1 have the most privileges allowed. 
Inmates in Level 1 who meet criteria specified in DRC Policy 53-CLS-03, 
Community Release Approval Process, may be eligible to work off the 
grounds of a correctional institution. Level 1A inmates may be housed at a 
correctional camp with or without a perimeter fence and may work outside the 
fence under periodic supervision.  Level 1A replaces the classification 
previously known as “Minimum 1 Security.” 

 Level 1B Security (Minimum) – The second lowest level in the classification 
system.  Level 1B inmates may be housed at a correctional camp with a 
perimeter fence and may work outside of the fence under intermittent 
supervision.  However, Level 1B inmates who are sex offenders are not 
permitted to work or house outside of a perimeter fence. Level 1B inmates 
may not work off the grounds of the correctional institution.  Level 1B replaces 
the classification previously known as “Minimum 2 Security.” 

 Level 2 Security (Medium) – A security level for inmates who are deemed in 
need of more supervision than Level 1 inmates, but less than Level 3 
inmates.  Level 2 replaces the classification previously known as “Medium 
Security.” 

 Level 3 Security (Close) – This is the security level that is the next degree 
higher than Level 2, and requires more security/supervision than Level 2, but 
less than Level 4.  Level 3 replaces the classification previously known as 
“Close Security.” 

 Level 4 Security (Maximum) – This is the security level that is the next degree 
higher than Level 3, and requires more security/supervision than Level 3, but 
less than Level 5.  It is the security level for inmates whose security 
classification score at the time of placement indicates a need for very high 
security.  It is also a classification for those who are involved in, but not 
leading others to commit violent, disruptive, predatory or riotous actions, 
and/or a threat to the security of the.  Level 4 replaces the classification 
previously known as “Maximum Security.” 
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 Level 4A Security (Maximum) – A less restrictive privilege level, which 
inmates may be placed into by the privilege level review committee with the 
Warden/Designee’s approval, after a review of the inmate’s status in level 4. 

 Level 4B Security (Maximum) – The most restrictive privilege level assigned 
to an inmate classified into level 4. 

 Level 5 Security (Supermax) – A security level for inmates who commit or 
lead others to commit violent, disruptive, predatory, riotous actions, or who 
otherwise pose a serious threat to the security of the institution as set forth in 
the established Level 5 criteria.  Level 5 replaces the classification previously 
known as “High Maximum Security.” 

 Level 5A Security (Supermax) – A less restrictive privilege level, which 
inmates may be placed into by the privilege level review committee with the 
Warden/Designee’s approval, after a review of the inmate’s status in level 5. 

 Level 5B Security (Supermax) – The most restrictive privilege level assigned 
to an inmate classified into level 5. 

 Security Threat Group (STG) – Groups of inmates such as gangs that pose a threat 
to the security of the institution. 

 Separation – See Institutional Separation and Local Separation 

 Seriously Mentally Ill (SMI) – Inmates who require extensive mental health 
treatment. 

 Shank – Sharp object manufactured to be used as a weapon. 

 Special Management Housing Unit (SMHU)/Segregation – Housing unit for those 
assigned to Security Control, Disciplinary Control, Protective Control, and Local 
Control. 

 Supermax Security – See Level 5 
 

T 

 Telemedicine – A two-way interactive videoconferencing system that allows for 
visual and limited physical examination of an inmate by a physician specialist while 
the inmate remains at his/her prison setting and the physician specialist remains at 
the health care facility. It also includes educational and administrative uses of this 
technology in the support of health care, such as distance learning, nutrition 
counseling and administrative videoconferencing. 

 Transitional Control – Inmates approved for release up to 180 days prior to the 
expiration of their prison sentence or release on parole or post release control 
supervision under closely monitored supervision and confinement in the community, 
such as a stay in a licensed halfway house or restriction to an approved residence 
on electronic monitoring in accordance with section 2967.26 of the Ohio Revised 
Code. 

 Transitional Education Program (TEP) – Learn skills to successfully re-enter society.  
Release dated within 90-180 days. 

 Transitional Release Plan (RPLAN) – A multistep process to facilitate an offender’s 
successful release into the community.  See DRC policy 78-REL-01. 
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U 

 Unit Management Administrator (UMA) – Staff member responsible for overseeing 
the roles, responsibilities and processes of unit management staff in a decentralized 
or centralized social services management format. The UMA may develop 
centralized processes within unit management, while maintaining the unit based 
caseload management system for managing offender needs. The UMA shall ensure 
that at least one unit staff member visits the special management areas at least 
once per week and visits will not exceed seven days in between visits. 

 Unit Manager (UM) – Staff member responsible for providing direct supervision to 
assigned unit management staff and serving as the chairperson of designated 
committees.  Unit Managers will conduct rounds of all housing areas occupied by 
inmates under their supervision. 

 Use of Force – Staff is authorized to utilize force per DRC Policy 63-UOF-01 and 
Administrative Rule 5120-9-01, which lists six general circumstances when a staff 
member may use less than deadly force against an inmate or third person as 
follows:   

 
1. Self-defense from physical attack or threat of physical harm. 
2. Defense of another from physical attack or threat of physical attack. 
3. When necessary to control or subdue an inmate who refuses to obey 

prison rules, regulations, or orders. 
4. When necessary to stop an inmate from destroying property or 

engaging in a riot or other disturbance. 
5. Prevention of an escape or apprehension of an escapee. 
6. Controlling or subduing an inmate in order to stop or prevent self-

inflicted harm. 
 

Administrative Rule 5120-9-02 requires the Deputy Warden of Operations 
to review the use of force packet prepared on each use of force incident, 
and to determine if the type and amount of force was appropriate and 
reasonable for the circumstances, and if administrative rules, policies, and 
post orders were followed.  The Warden reviews the submission and may 
refer any use of force incident to the two person use of force committee or 
to the Chief Inspector. The Warden must refer an incident to a use of force 
committee or the Chief Inspector. The Warden must refer an incident to a 
use of force committee or the Chief Inspector in the following instances: 
 

 Factual circumstances are not described sufficiently. 

 The incident involved serious physical harm.  

 The incident was a significant disruption to normal operations.  

 Weapons, PR-24 strikes or lethal munitions were used. 
 

W 

 Warden – Managing officer of each correctional institution. 

 White Shirt – Slang term used to refer to custody supervisors (i.e. Major, Lieutenant, 
Captain, and/or Sergeant).  
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Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction Institution Acronyms 
 

Allen Oakwood Correctional Institution............  AOCI 
Belmont Correctional Institution ......................  BECI 
Chillicothe Correctional Institution ...................  CCI 
Correctional Reception Center ........................  CRC 
Dayton Correctional Institution ........................  DCI 
Franklin Medical Center ..................................  FMC 
Richland Correctional Institution ......................  RICI 
Lake Erie Correctional Institution ....................  LAECI 
Lebanon Correctional Institution ......................  LECI 
London Correctional Institution ........................  LOCI 
Lorain Correctional Institution ..........................  LORCI 
Madison Correctional Institution ......................  MACI 
Mansfield Correctional Institution ....................  MANCI 
Marion Correctional Institution .........................  MCI 
Noble Correctional Institution ..........................  NCI 
North Central Correctional Complex................  NCCC 
Northeast Reintegration Center .......................  NERC 
Ohio Reformatory for Women .........................  ORW 
Ohio State Penitentiary ...................................  OSP 
Pickaway Correctional Institution ....................  PCI 
Richland Correctional Institution ......................  RICI 
Ross Correctional Institution ...........................  RCI 
Southeastern Correctional Complex-HCF SCC-HCF 
Southeastern Correctional Complex-SCI ........  SCC-SCI 
Southern Ohio Correctional Facility .................  SOCF 
Toledo Correctional Institution .........................  TOCI 
Trumbull Correctional Institution ......................  TCI 
Warren Correctional Institution ........................  WCI 
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